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Flat Out

We drive two iconic
American muscle
cars from Michigan
to Utah and redline
them on the Bonneville Salt Flats to
ﬁnd the fae.
Plus: Behind the
scenes at Speed
Week, Bonneville’s
salty salute to amateur racing.
BY EZRA DYER
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BASE jumper Jeb
Corliss has thrown
himself from buildings, into sinkholes
and in front of
ﬁerce predators.
Now, he wants to
become the ﬁr
man to jump from
an aircra and land
without a parachute. It sounds
suicidal, but that’s
what makes Corliss
feel mo alive.

e large rollout
of eleric vehicles
ever will hit the
U.S. later this year,
which could mark
the art of profound changes in
the way we drive.
For a glimpse of
the future, we consulted experts, then
tagged along on a
day in the life of an
EV owner in 2020.

William Gurelle
ditched his job
to tinker full-time.
Now, the Minnesota inventor
launches ﬁery projeiles and highvelocity vegetables
in the name of
scientiﬁc inruction. Whoosh,
boom, splat!

The Man
in the Black
Flying Suit

The Electric
Plug-In
Acid Test

It s a Beautiful
Day for a
Flamethrower

BY HARRY
SAWYERS

BY ERIK SOFGE

BY JAMES VLAHOS

Inventor William Gurelle ﬁres up his handmade potato launcher in his Minneapolis,
Minn., home. Photographed for POPULAR MECHANICS by Chris Buck.

ON THE
COVER

Jeb Corliss is secretive about the wingsuit that will enable him to leap from a helicopter and land without a parachute. So PM asked designers and other experts for some informed speculation about what the next-gen version
might look like. Here’s the result, as conceptualized by Pixar Animation Studios’ technical direor Nathan Fariss.
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125 Hard Drivers

We pit nine impa drivers
again each other in the
ultimate screw-sinking te.

131 Homeowners
Clinic

How to smooth uneven paint on
exterior trim. Plus: Flying ﬂags
tangle-free; our six-ep check
to a safe and able deck.

136 PM Saturday

Add ruic yle by turning an
iron gate into a kitchen rack.

qq

139 Saturday Mechanic
Identify the devices that suck
the life from car batteries.

144 Car Clinic

Loosen up your car’s uck
drain plug. Plus: e shelf life
of diesel fuel.
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47 Dogﬁght
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17 Gunslinger Math
Scientis zero in on
the diﬀerences between
aion and reaion. Plus:
Snakebit—the dwindling
U.S. antivenom supply.

35 A Better Butler

Evolution Robotics’s Mint
uses Swiﬀer pads to clean
ﬂoors soundlessly. Plus:
PM-approved summer gis
for dads, grads and more.

151 Home Theater PCs
anks to abundant digital
video and cheaper computer
components, the PC as
entertainment device is a
no-brainer. You could buy one,
but why not build it yourself?

156 Digital Clinic

Apple iPad data service may
be “unlocked,” but that doesn’t
mean it’s free. Plus: E-mail
do-overs.
LISTED ON
THE COVER
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56 Long-Term Test Cars

Nissan’s spirited 370Z Roader reveals its so
side; hitting the open road in the Audi A4 Avant;
the Dodge Ram 1500 handles weather with ease.

62 Virtual Smarts

e large brain simulation ever gets computer
scientis one ep closer to their ultimate goal:
making more intelligent machines.
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Alert / 80 Extreme Flight
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Flat Road Trip / 92 Flamethrower
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PHOTOGRAPH BY JOÃO CANZIANI; CHARACTER BY AXEL DE ROY
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e Chevy Corvette joins
Ferrari, Porsche and BMW for
the Le Mans 24-hour race.
Plus: Zero to 60 in the new
Ford Muang 5.0; Mitsubishi’s frisky Outlander GT; a
blow-out-the-cobwebs ride on
the MV Agua 1090RR.
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PM EDITOR’S NOTE

Research for her book Deadlie
Sea took PM contributing editor
Kalee ompson (right) to Coa
Guard ations in Alaska and the
Paciﬁc Northwe.

Story of an Epic Rescue
It was 2:46 am on March 23, 2008, when a mayday call
came into the U.S. Coast Guard station in Kodiak, Alaska.
The Alaska Ranger, a 184-foot ﬁshing trawler, was taking
on water in the frigid Bering Sea, with 47 souls on board.
So began the biggest and most daring open-water rescue
operation in the Coast Guard’s history.
By the time the ﬁrst Coast Guard helicopter arrived, the
Ranger was gone. Fewer than half of the crew had made it
into life rafts; the rest were ﬂoating in 35-degree water, protected only by neoprene survival suits, each one marked by
a strobe. From the cockpit, all the pilots could see was a
long string of ﬂashing lights, as if marking some ragged,
undulating runway stretching across the dark waves.
When we heard the news about the Ranger sinking, we
asked Popular Mechanics contributing editor Kalee
Thompson, a veteran outdoor journalist who began her
career at the National Geographic Society, to tackle this
breaking story. Over the next few weeks, she interviewed
survivors and rescuers, attended investigative hearings
and produced the ﬁrst deﬁnitive account of the sinking,
“Ranger Down,” the cover story of our July 2008 issue.
This month, Thompson’s Deadliest Sea hits bookstores.
Thompson’s research took her to the remote Alaskan ﬁshing port of Dutch Harbor, across the Bering Sea aboard
the Coast Guard Cutter Munro and into the air with Coast
Guard helicopter pilots. And what a tale she brought
home. Like Into Thin Air and The Perfect Storm, Deadliest
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Sea is a gripping story of death and survival in one of the
world’s most dangerous places. It is also a portrait of heroism. Thompson reaches deep into the culture of the Coast
Guard, helping us to understand the bravery of rescue swimmers eager to drop into frigid waters protected by little more
than a drysuit, the skills of pilots and ﬂight mechanics hoisting survivors up from surging waves and the dedication of
sailors who spend years at sea training for the moment when
they will be called upon to save a life. We need more stories
like this. I can’t think
of a better writer than
Kalee Thompson to tell
J i m M e i g s
this one.
Editor-in-Chief

e massive
rescue operation
to save the crew
of the Alaska
Ranger was
the subje of a
2008 PM cover
ory. Now,
author ompson
chronicles the
event in more
detail in her
new book,
Deadlie Sea.
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POPULAR MECHANICS
comes to an
iPad (or iPhone)
near you with an
app that delivers
the entire magazine
each month for
$1.99 an issue/
$7.99 for 12
issues. It’s easy
to read, easy to
carry and chockfull of our usual
technical goodness.
Learn more at
zinio.com or go to
Apple’s App Store to
download Zinio’s
magazine app.

FpZ
Donald Blum, a
survivor of the
USS Indianapolis,
which was torpedoed and sunk by
a Japanese sub
in 1945, wrote
to PM regarding our “Survival
Chronicles” ory.

Donald Blum

PM LETTERS

How I Survived
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life jacket, in the pitch-black darkness.
I thought I would wake up in my bunk,
dry, having had a bad dream.
I swam about an hour and finally
found two sailors with a preserver.
I hung on to it until morning when I
spotted a loose life jacket. Some time
that aernoon, we saw a small group
of sailors with four big life floaters
built for about 10 people each. I could
not get aboard because there was
no room but I tied myself to the group.
I know how delirious the others got.
I decided I would use as little energy
as I could and only worry seriously
when I could see no others’ faces.
e group had a keg of water but it
was impossible to drink out of it. It
was heavy and, when lied, one would
go underwater. Some sailors were
attacked by sharks. Some, in their
delirious states, would swim away,
and others said they were going

what
do you
think?

POPUL ARMECHANICS.COM

“below” to the drinking fountain. Some
said they had been to the ice cream
and on the ship.
During the fourth day, a plane spotted us and waggled its wings. We
waited well pa midnight for a ship to
pick us up. No one missed us, although
Navy ships used to run on tight schedules and we were expected for gunnery praice almo three days earlier.
is was the wor screw-up the Navy
ever had. Out of the original crew of
1199, only 316 survived.
How is it I did and so many did not?
I ﬁrmly believe it was because I didn’t
think I had anywhere to go—others
believed heaven was waiting for them.
To survive, I kept thinking I should
keep on treading water and waiting. I
hope this brings to your attention the
will to live as the most important
ingredient in a rescue.
DONALD BLUM

Write to Us Include your full name, address and phone number, even
if you correspond by e-mail. Send e-mail to popularmechanics@
hearst.com. All letters are subje to editing for length, yle and
format. Subscribe Please go to subscribe.popularmechanics.com.

PHOTOGRAPH BY ANJA HITZENBERGER

There is one thing missing from the
survival stories that you published in
the April 2010 issue—the desire to
live. You may think that is in all peoples’ thoughts, but it is not.
I am a survivor of the sinking of
the USS Indianapolis. I was on
watch just after midnight when the
ship was hit [by torpedoes fired from
the Japanese submarine I-58 ]. At ﬁr
I thought it was a boiler exploding
because I saw flames shooting up
through the ack. We lo communications, and in a few minutes we
began to list starboard. I slipped and
fell, and when I got up the ship was
leaning. My watch station was about
60 feet up and I saw water a few feet
from me. I prepared to jump.
Training taught me to swim away
so I would not get caught in any
suction. I swam as far as I could on
one breath, and when I looked again,
I saw a propeller coming down on me,
still turning. I became a motivated
swimmer, and the next time I looked
the ship was gone. Here I was, alone,
in the middle of the ocean without a

AUTOMOTIVE SCIENCE
HOME
TECHNOLOGY
VIDEO
HOW-TO CENTRAL



Military Moves

FUTURE OF THE MILITARY e Air Force, Army,
Navy, Marines and Coa Guard continuously
redeﬁne themselves to ﬁt with the times by
inveing in new technologies, implementing new
rategies and ﬁghting wars in new ways. PM
brings you the late on the weapons, taics and
policies that will shape tomorrow’s military.
ROBOT ARMIES Robots—in the form of
unmanned aerial vehicles, autonomous tanks and
pack-carrying “mules”—are emerging out of
research labs and onto the battleﬁeld. We report
on how they work, what they do and what’s next.
MISSILE DEFENSE As more nations tout their
space tech, intercontinental balliic missiles
remain a theoretical threat to the United States.
Read about next-generation lasers, missiledeteion syems and interceptors that are
being developed and teed.
popularmechanics.com/technology/military
POPMECH.COM, REDESIGNED

Popularmechanics.com has received a faceli,
with a more intuitive layout, new content
seions and a sleek, updated design.

NEWS + TRENDS + BREAKTHROUGHS
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He’ll draw ﬁrst ...

but he’ll get a

q
 qq
a Many birds have

21 millisecond
advantage

PHOTOGRAPH BY GETTY IMAGES (ROBIN)
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a Researchers at

Cornell University
have developed a
way to produce
inant adhesion
that can be
aivated with a
switch. e
technique relies on
surface tension
produced by water
droplets as they’re
forced through
microscopic holes.
e charge from a
9-volt battery
pumps water
through the
team’s device,
creating a bond;
reversing the
voltage pulls
droplets back
through the holes
and into a
reservoir, releasing
the surface. A
1000-hole
prototype
supports about 70
paperclips; a
square-inch device
with millions of
small holes could
support 15
pounds.

In the unlikely event that you ﬁnd yourself in a
Wild We shootout, should you draw ﬁr or wait
and rea to your opponent pulling his piol?
Researchers at the University of Birmingham in
England put this quandary to the te in a “laboratory gunﬁght” that involved pressing buttons
rather than squeezing triggers. e scientis
found that the second person to draw moves
faer—but the average advantage of 21 milliseconds is too slim to make much diﬀerence in a
gunﬁght. ey speculate that two diﬀerent types
of brain processes may govern aion and reaction, a theory supported by the fa that some
Parkinson’s patients ﬁnd it easier to catch a ball
than to pick one up oﬀ a table. — A L E X H U T C H I N S O N

I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y D O N ’ T W A K E M E U P

aluminum ion,
vibrating a
quadrillion times a
second, is the
basis for a new
“quantum logic”
clock developed by
the National
Initute of
Standards and
Technology. A
prototype of the
clock remains
accurate to within
a second every 3.7
billion years—
signiﬁcantly better
than the current
U.S. civilian time
andard, a cesium
fountain clock
accurate to within
a second every
100 million years.
e General
Conference on
Weights and
Measures, based
in France, may
consider the
design for a new
international time
andard. Such
precise clocks are
used to synchronize telecommunications networks
and deep-space
communications
and to assi
satellite navigation
and positioning.
ey could also
lead to new types
of space-based
gravity sensors,
used to locate
underground
natural resources.

nerve branches
ﬁlled with iron in
their upper beak,
enabling them to
navigate using the
“feel” of Earth’s
magnetic ﬁelds.
German researchers conﬁrmed that
these specialized
dendrites, ﬁr
deteed in
homing pigeons,
also exi in birds
such as robins,
warblers and even
chickens, which
don’t migrate.
is sugges the
extra sense
appeared early in
avian evolution.

Hushed Helicopters

+

European aerospace company Eurocopter is ready to
sell redesigned helicopter blades that nearly silence
the noise of the main rotors and dampen vibrations that
wear out mechanical parts. e double-swept shape of
Blue Edge rotors diminishes the interference created when
the tip of a whirling blade hits the vortex created by the
blade preceding it. A trio of piezoeleric ﬂaps on the
trailing edge of each rotor blade move 15 to 40 times per
second, automatically compensating for blade-vortex
interaion. Civilian and military operators could use
helicopters and unmanned aircra more broadly if the cra
didn’t announce their presence to neighbors or enemies.
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T E C H W A T C H

What’s Wrong
With the MD-11?
PM EXAMINES AN AIRPLANE
T H AT S O M E P I L O T S S A Y I N V I T E S
D I S A S T E R . BY DAVID NOLAND

A FedEx McDonnell Douglas
freighter, landing through guy
winds at Tokyo’s Narita International
Airport on March 23, 2009, bounces
during touchdown. As the airplane
impas the runway a second time, it
banks sharply, snapping the port wing on
the ground and rupturing a fuel tank. In
ﬂames, the MD-11 rolls over onto its
back, then slides out of view of the airport
surveillance camera ﬁlming the tragedy.
Both pilots are killed. e accident, ill
under inveigation, appears to be a
carbon copy of two previous MD-11
crashes—a FedEx freighter at Newark
International Airport, N.J., in 1997 and a
China Airlines passenger jet at Hong Kong
International Airport in 1999. “I’ve never
heard of a landing ﬂip-over with any other
type of airliner,” says John DeLisi, deputy
direor of aviation safety at the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). “e
MD-11 has done it three times.” Only 11
of 200 built ill carry commercial
passengers, for KLM and World Airways.

 q 7
L?q,Rw?\jNVskqIn the late 1980s, engineers at McDonnell Douglas updated the 1960s
DC-10 and reduced the size of the plane’s horizontal abilizer by about 12 feet, which cut
weight and drag. Depending on an airplane’s center of gravity, the smaller the horizontal
abilizer, the less longitudinal ability the plane has. e MD-11 entered service with a syem
that automatically moves elevators on the abilizers to compensate for unwanted pitching.
However, the plane ill has a reputation for unexpeed motion. “In windy conditions, the MD11 can be a bear to land,” says Ken Adams, an air-safety inveigator and former Delta MD-11
L?q4YVsjYRkqe NTSB determined that the MD-11’s controls are more sensitive than
other airplanes’, especially at low speeds and altitudes. Also, pilots have reported that the airplane’s autopilot was not disconneing when they input manual controls, as happens in other
airplanes. e safety board asked that the soware be changed, and Boeing (which bought
McDonnell Douglas in 1997) did so in 2000. But the poor reviews continued. “e 11 is more
than a handful to ﬂy,” says a FedEx pilot who ﬂies MD-10s and 11s. “And the landing speed is
20 or 30 mph higher [than the MD-10’s], so things happen faer.”
L?q\NRYskqInveigative reports about the MD-11 crashes in Hong Kong and Newark cite
the cause as pilot error. While udying the Newark crash, the NTSB found that the energy
transmitted to the right main landing gear during the second touchdown was 3.2 times greater
than the MD-11’s maximum certiﬁed tolerance. Boeing ﬂight operations aﬀ say that it would
take a similar, atypically hard impa to cause the damage that occurred at Narita, and that the
MD-11’s landing-gear design is not at fault. e NTSB has urged airlines to train pilots to better
handle the airplane if it moves erratically.
?j:N4sqSensitive controls make the MD-11 tough to handle, which contributes to pilot
error that can deroy airplanes during hard landings.
↙ An eerily familiar hard landing in Japan
killed two MD-11 pilots in 2009.

P H O T O G R A P H B Y G E T T Y I M A G E S ; I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y T Y P O Z O N
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Tiny Tubes,
Big Energy
T E C H W A T C H

A B L A Z I N G C O AT I N G E N A B L E S
MICROSCOPIC CARBON
N A N O T U B E S T O G E N E R AT E
ELECTRICITY
Y. B
BY ALEX HUTC HINSON

Engineers at MIT have devised
what they call a new way of
producing elericity. By coating a
microscopic carbon nanotube with a
layer of fuel and igniting one end
with a spark or laser, they’re able to
send a wave of heat shooting
through the nanotube’s interior. is
thermal wave pushes elerons in its
path, generating a signiﬁcant eleric
current. Prototypes already have
energy density 100 times greater
than lithium-ion batteries, and they
can be ored indeﬁnitely without
leaking charge. e researchers are
now inveigating optimal fuels and,
to make the syem reusable, will
have to invent a way to automatically apply a fresh layer of fuel aer
the ﬁr burns away.

q q
Heat the Tube
One end of a microscopic
carbon nanotube,
coated with reaive fuel,
is ignited by a laser.

Herd the Particles
A wave of heat races
through the inside
of the tube, pushing
elerons toward
the other end.

Harve the Energy
e movement of the elerons
forms an eleric current.

 q
q q
q


Environmental
Sensors
Nanotubes could
power environmental sensors that,
scattered like du
in the air, closely
monitor wide areas.

Space
In ruments
e devices ore
power indeﬁnitely,
so they could be
ideal for sensors in
cra on deep space
missions.
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Workers inspe
light sensors that
dete the watery
impa of rare
cosmic particles.

I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y T Y P O Z O N

Why wait for elusive cosmic
particles to arrive from space
when you can order them on
demand? A multinational team
of researchers in Japan became
the ﬁr to dete a man-made
neutrino particle, aer shooting
it underground from a particle
accelerator to the massive
Super-Kamiokande deteor
185 miles away. e deteor is
housed in a 12 million gallon tank
of water surrounded by 11,000
light sensors, at the bottom of an
abandoned mine 3300 feet
underground. e neutrinos
impa water molecules and the sensors record the pattern of light
radiated by the collisions. Tes with the controlled beam of neutrinos
could prove that the particles change as they travel, and rengthen
the growing consensus among particle physicis that neutrinos have
mass—a conclusion that would inﬂuence the ongoing debate over the
balance between matter and antimatter in the universe. — A.H.

Communication
Devices
A special coating
could produce an
alternating current
that can transmit
radio signals and
cellphone calls.

T E C H W A T C H

A new type of energy-saving drywall promises to keep houses cooler in the day and
warmer at night. National Gypsum’s ermalCORE drywall is embedded with microscopic spheres of paraﬃn wax that melt when the indoor temperature exceeds 73 F and
solidify when it cools below that. is phase change allows the walls of homes and other
ruures to absorb excess heat during the day and release it during the evening.
Moderating the interior temperature subtly lowers energy use, especially helpful during
peak hours. Engineers from the German company BASF are conduing tes in California to determine the potential savings of using the drywall in U.S. homes. — A.H.

Making the World
Cup Go ’Round
WHEN IT COMES TO ELITE
SOCCER GAMES, EQUIPMENT
DESIGNERS CRAFT BALLS WITH
THE CARE GIVEN TO SPORTS
C A R S . BY JEREMY REPANICH

Every four years, the German company Adidas unveils
what they hope is the perfe soccer ball, to be used in
the FIFA World Cup. For the 2010 tournament, which
begins in June in South Africa, designers used a wind
tunnel to create a highly calibrated soccer ball of optimal
roundness and able ﬂight. But how much is the game
inﬂuenced by player skill versus ball design? “If you have
good technique, then I think you can hit any ball well,”
says former U.S. national team member Alexi Lalas. “But
the advances in technology have made it easier to use
that technique consiently.”

EVOLUTIONARY KICK

Notable World Cup
Ball Improvements:

MEXICO, 1970

e ﬁr ball to use 32
panels to preserve its
spherical shape.

MEXICO, 1986

Synthetics replace
leather, preventing
weight gain caused by
water absorption.

q jYYy?kq

UNITED STATES, 1994

A pattern of channels
lowers aerodynamic
drag, increasing lateral
ability in ﬂight.

q
NU\R?kq

Model: Jabulani
Inead of 32 handitched panels, Jabulani has eight thermally
bonded seions that
form a ball with a more
consiently round
shape and superior
water resiance.
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e textured skin
provides extra grip for
players’ feet and
goaltenders’ hands.
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KOREA /JAPAN, 2002

Layers of foam and
fabric prevent the dissipation of energy. Players call the ball erratic;
Adidas argues they’re
kicking it too hard.

PHOTOGRAPH BY CHRIS ECKERT/STUDIO D

SOUTH AFRICA, 2010

A layer of cushioning
polyethylene improves
ball velocity.
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92,955,887 miles

2003
e bigge recorded
X-ray ﬂare damages
28 satellites.

1859
Aronomers observe
the ronge solar
orm ever recorded.

1940
A space orm
disrupts radio
signals and ops
U.S. long-diance
phone service.

1921
New York
City trains are
disabled by a
solar ejeion.

1989
A coronal ejeion
knocks out power to
6 million Canadians.

1997
A solar ejeion
disables a
$200 million
AT&T satellite.

h a Chance of X-rrays e sun givess the Earth life
life, but it also
Stormyy With
lso

poses
p
explosions of solar
es a planetary threat. X-ray burs and magnetically driven explosi
ar
mate
ma
terial can wreak
fai
ailu
lures and em
emiteak havoc by knocking out satellites, causing
causin power failures
rad
adia
iati
tion surges that rrequire airline ﬂights to be rerouted. To keep
kke
eep
ting radiation
p an eye on our
local
al ar,, this
thi
hiss year
yyear NASA launched the Solar Dynamics
y
Observatory
Ob
bse
servatoryy (SDO
S O) satellite
e.
“Imagine
g a weather
ather syem
y
where
w
whe
here
re inead
iin
nea
ead
d of the water cycle,
y , with rain and snow,, it h
has
magnetic ﬁelds,” SDO pr
proje scienti Dean Pesnell says. e ﬁve-year, $850 million
n
mission
ssion continually beams data to Earth at 150 megabits per second. e informa
mation
ation
will be used as a warning syem and to better predi damages.
dam
— ERIN SCOTT
TTB
BERG
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1. Helioseismic
and Magnetic
Imager ( HMI )

→ Currents of plasma and other material beneath the surface create
magnetic ﬁelds that generate solar emissions. HMI uses seismic
data to map the rength of these ﬁelds and foreca eruptions.

2. Atmospheric
Imaging Assembly
( AIA )

→ AIA takes images of the sun’s atmosphere and ﬁlters them at 10
diﬀerent wavelengths. ese images are combined with data from
terrerial and space inruments to document changes inside the
sun before, during and aer spouts of solar material.

3. Extreme
Ultraviolet
Variability
Experiment ( EVE )

→ EVE measures changes in the sun’s output of extreme ultraviolet
radiation, which inﬂuences the amount of proteive ozone
enveloping the Earth. Ultraviolet surges can also shatter molecules
in the atmosphere, forming ions that diurb radio signals.

POPUL ARMECHANICS.COM
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Equipping
Robin’s Army

armorers received components
that were 90 percent ﬁnished, then
altered them to look as if they’d been
handmade. Mo were also conrued
of bamboo and painted to resemble
eel. “If we did our job well, you should
be thinking, ‘God, I’m there,’ ” maer
armorer Simon Atherton says. “You
should be thinking this is real.”

q
qqq

q
q q

q
q

q q q

Hi ory: Bow
makers tensioned
a branch with a
slave ring, then
shaved the wood
until each half had
the same curve;
the weapon was
secured with a
hemp bowring.
Hollywood: All
250 bows, plus
thousands of
arrows, were
handmade. “Mo
of the arrows have
rubber tips,”
Atherton says,
“because when you
ask 150 guys to
shoot at a cale,
they turn into kids.”

Hi ory: e
pointed end of this
iron weapon
pierced chain mail,
while the hammer
bashed an enemy’s
helmeted skull.
Hollywood: e
weapon of choice
for Robin, as
played by Russell
Crowe, is made of
rubber with an
interior eel
armature to keep it
iﬀ. “You have to
make something
that is rong, but
not rong enough
to kill anyone when
it makes conta,”
Atherton says.

Hi ory: Each
soldier wore a
long-sleeved tunic
and a pair of
ockings, both
made of chain mail.
Hollywood:
Crowe and other
leads wore
prefabricated
plaic chain mail,
while extras wore
suits of aluminum;
every aor needed
multiple ﬁttings for
the suits, which
coume designers
altered with pliers.
Helmets were
made of auto
rubber painted to
look like metal.

Hi ory: Before a
battering ram
assault, soldiers
weakened a cale
gate with this
precursor to
napalm—a
mixture of naphtha
and turpentine
oil delivered in
pig bladders or
goatskin.
Hollywood:
Special-eﬀes
artis mixed
glycerin and
dye with gasoline
to make the
ﬂaming grenades,
which created
35-foot-high
ﬁreballs.

A R T I S T S R E - C R E AT E 1 3 T H - C E N T U R Y
WEAPONS TO ENVISION THE
B AT T L E F O R S H E R W O O D F O R E S T.
BY ERIN MCCARTHY

T E C H W A T C H

In Hollywood, it takes an army to
equip one. For Robin Hood,
released May 14, designers needed to
create an authentic-looking army fresh
from the Crusades and outﬁt it with
weapons. e team udied reference
books and museum artifas but
sometimes had to ray from hiory for
speed and safety. Inead of forging
700 swords by hand, for example,
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Hi ory: is
ancient weapon’s
design ranged from
simple (a denuded
tree) to complex (a
tree slung from a
wheeled support
and swung into a
door using pulleys).
Hollywood:
Artis took a mold
of a real pine tree
to create the ﬁlm’s
ﬁberglass ram,
which had a
lightweight
aluminum core.
e weapon
weighed 3.5
tons—half that of
the real thing.
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The Venom Crisis

A
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envenomations as a “negleed public
health issue.”
New scorpion and black widow
antivenoms are currently in the pipeline,
thanks to eﬀorts by several poisoncontrol associations to speed foreign
drugs into the market through FDA
research programs. ere is also a coral
snake antivenom produced by Mexican
drug manufaurer Inituto Bioclon that
researchers believe could be even more
eﬀeive and safe than the outgoing
Wyeth produ. But that drug, Coralmyn,
is not currently licensed for sale by the
FDA. e tes required for licensing
would co millions of dollars, and for
such a rare treatment (there are 15 times
as many scorpion ings per year as coral
snake bites), it could take decades for
Bioclon to make its money back.
Envenomation experts express
exasperation and disbelief at the
situation. “It’s ridiculous that we’re
losing a technology that we already
have,” says Joe Pittman, a snakebite
treatment speciali at the Florida
Poison Information Center in Tampa.
“It’s even more ludicrous that we have a
produ that‘s available, and we have to
jump through so many hoops to get it
approved.” In July 2009, an FDA
advisory board determined that
Coralmyn qualiﬁed for an accelerated
approval process, but there is ill no one
with the eimated $3 million to $5
million to pay for the required udies.
“Nobody in this situation is being a
bad aor,” says Eric Lavonas of the
Rocky Mountain Poison and Drug Center.
“We ju don’t have a syem set up to
deal with it.” With no adequate replacement for coral snake antivenom,
hospitals are likely to appeal to local
zoos, many of which maintain small
ocks for their aﬀ. But zoos are under
no obligation to provide the medicine.
If and when shortages do occur, many
hospitals will have no other option but to
intubate coral snake bite viims on
ventilators for weeks until the eﬀes of
the toxin wear oﬀ—potentially coing
hundreds of thousands of dollars per bite.
“It’s probably going to end up coing us
far more not to deal with this than to deal
with it,” Lavonas says, “both in human
suﬀering, and in dollars and cents.”

I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y A L E K S S E N N W A L D

only about 100 or so bites each year.
What the coral lacks in belligerence, it makes up for in neurotoxicity.
Unlike bites from pit vipers, which cause
immense pain and swelling at the wound
site, coral snake viims usually report
little pain aer being bitten. But the
eﬀes begin to show within hours, with
symptoms such as tingling sensations in
the extremities, dysarthria (slurred
speech) and ptosis (droopy eyelids). en
a viim’s lungs shut down. “e venom
as as a neuromuscular blockade to the
lungs,” University of Florida professor of
medicine Craig Kitchens says. “Without
antivenom, you need artiﬁcial respiration
or you die.”
Unfortunately, aer O. 31 of this
year, there may be no commercially
available antivenom (antivenin) le. at’s
the expiration date on exiing vials of
Micrurus fulvius, the only antivenom
approved by the Food and Drug Administration for coral snake bites. Produced by
Wyeth, now owned by Pﬁzer, the
antivenom was approved for sale in 1967,
in a time of less ringent regulation.
Wyeth kept up produion of coral
snake antivenom for almo 40 years.
But given the rarity of coral snake bites,
it was hardly a proﬁt center, and the
company shut down
the faory that made
the antivenom in 2003.
Wyeth worked with the
FDA to produce a
THE CURE FOR CORAL SNAKE BITE IS ABOUT TO
ﬁve-year supply of the
D I S A P P E A R . W H Y A N U N P R O F I TA B L E A N T I V E N O M
M A Y E N D U P C O S T I N G L I V E S . BY GLENN DERENE
medicine to provide a
opgap while other
options were pursued.
Aer that period, the FDA extended the
s venomous snakes go,
expiration date on exiing ock from
the coral snake is a clumsy
2008 to 2009, and then again from
biter. Unlike pit vipers such
2009 to 2010. But as of press time, no
as rattlesnakes and
new manufaurer has epped forward.
cottonmouths, which have
gruesomely eﬃcient fangs
Antivenom shortages are a surprisingly
that articulate forward
common occurrence. e entire ate of
during a rike and inje venom like
Arizona ran out of antivenom for
hypodermic needles, the brightly colored
scorpion ings aer Marilyn Bloom, an
coral snake has small, rear-facing fangs
envenomation speciali at Arizona
that guide venom into a wound. is
State University, retired in 1999. Bloom
process doesn’t always work well—
had been single-handedly making all the
experts eimate that 25 percent of coral
scorpion antivenom for ate hospitals.
snake envenomations are dry bites—
Recently, Merck & Co, the only FDAwhich is perhaps why the coral is so
licensed producer of black widow
unaggressive. e snake is found
antivenom, has cut back diribution
throughout Florida, as well as in parts of
because of a produion shortage of the
Alabama, South Carolina, Louisiana,
drug. In a 2007 report, the World
Texas and Arizona, but there are generally
Health Organization lied worldwide

T E C H W A T C H

Hoover
Dam,
circa 1935

Innovation Nation

PM HELPS THE HISTORY CHANNEL CHRONICLE THE
E N G I N E E R I N G O F T H E A M E R I C A N E X P E R I M E N T.

e 12-part series America: e Story of Us,
which airs Sundays at 9 pm EST through the end
of May, looks at U.S. hiory through the lens of
innovation. In many ways, the epic TV event is also the
ory of us, as in the ory of POPULAR MECHANICS, since
we’ve been covering American ingenuity for 108 years.
at’s why the Hiory Channel asked PM editor-in-chief
Jim Meigs to provide expert commentary. In addition to
onscreen contributions, PM is also poing online deep
dives into inventions featured in the series, including:

HOOVER DAM

Episode 9, Bu
During the Great
Depression, the Hoover
Dam employed 21,000
people. e dam—which
has enough concrete to
pave a highway from San
Francisco to New York
City—provided the power
that fueled the growth of
the American Southwe.

PHOTOGRAPH BY GETTY IMAGES

TELEGRAPH

Episode 5, Civil War
Abe Lincoln was the ﬁr
wired president. At the
outbreak of the Civil War,
there was no telegraph
line to the White House.
Within a year, Lincoln was
sending telegrams direly
to his ﬁeld commanders.

SAFETY ELEVATOR

Episode 7, City
e concept of the
elevator goes back to
Archimedes, but it wasn’t
until 1852 that Elisha
Otis introduced the
safety elevator, which
used locking rollers to
op the cab if it
descended too quickly.
Otis’s invention made
high-rise cities possible.
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GEAR + TOOLS + TOYS

A Better
Butler

PHOTOGRAPH BY DAN SAELINGER

No oﬀense to the
millions of Roomba
robotic vacuums
dutifully picking up
aer their slovenly
human overlords, but
cleaning bots are the
dumbe of all
domeic servants. For
all their advanced
sensors and
algorithms, they ill
bounce seemingly

randomly around a
room, banging into
furniture in an exercise
in ate-of-the-art
ineﬃciency. e
Evolution Robotics
Mint ($250) hopes
to live up to our
dreams for automated
butlers. To aid in
indoor navigation, a
wireless beacon
(placed anywhere in

the room) cas an
infrared spotlight on
the ceiling, which the
bot uses as a
reference point as it
maps out a tidy grid
across the ﬂoor. And
the bot is whisper
quiet: It swaps out a
Roomba’s whirling
vacuum for simple wet
or dry Swiﬀer pads.

—ERIK SOFGE
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Mowing the Middle Ground

P M

U P G R A D E

e Husqvarna WeedEater One ($700) is a
riding mower with a compa footprint—you can
bring it home from the ore in the back of an SUV.
e single-blade mower, powered by a lowemissions Briggs & Stratton engine, tames those
ﬁelds of green large enough to rain one’s patience
with a push mower, yet too small to juify the
expense of a multiblade, sit-down moner.

Video Star

pocket point-andshoot can match,
but when it comes
to shooting video,
SLR cameras never
seem to reach their
potential. e
18-megapixel
Canon EOS Rebel
T2i ($900 for
body and lens kit),
however, is one of
the ﬁr SLRs that
shoot movies in
1080p hi-def and
allow users to
ﬁddle with
exposure settings.
Now photographers can put as
much care into
video as they do
ill shots.

Digital SLR
cameras are the
kings of quality in
the photo world.
eir big sensors,
interchangeable
lenses and ﬂexible
settings create ill
images that no
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TV, Set Free

Television
reaming to
mobile devices has
had a tricky
technological
hiory. Services
oﬀered by cellular
providers tend to
be expensive and
serve up a limited
supply of choppy
video feeds. e
Valups Wi-Fi
Mobile DTV
Receiver ($100)
provides a
brilliantly simple
alternative: e

POPUL ARMECHANICS.COM

battery-powered
device uses an
antenna to pick
up free,
over-the-air digital
TV channels, then
rebroadcas
them to your
laptop or phone
over a dedicated
Wi-Fi network—
no cords, no
subscription fees.

U P G R A D E

Media
Monolith

P M

e guts of the
Sony NX800 Series
HDTVs (arting at
$2300 for 46-inch
model) cover all the
bleeding-edge bases:
blur-free 240-Hz,
LED backlighting,
built-in Wi-Fi. But
honely, we’re more
impressed by the
way this thing looks
when parked in its
optional metallic
base dock: like a
single slab of black
marble. TV has never
looked so good.

o`EqNV`

Compa Cycle

Creating the perfe folding bike
has proved a persient engineering
challenge (patents date back to the
1800s). e problems: Mo folding
mechanisms add a lot of weight, are
diﬃcult to use and take a long time to
fold and unfold. e eight-speed Giant
Clip ($1025) doesn’t quite perfe the
concept (at 25 pounds, the rig is a bit
on the heavy side), but it’s pretty close.
e folding process takes about 20
seconds and, once folded, the whole
thing sits upright on the kickand,
making it easy to park or ash. Yes, it’s
pricey, but for commuters who place a
premium on portability, it rocks.
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Tiny Pliers

Serrated,
concave jaws allow
the 6.5-inch
Channellock 412
Pliers ($13) to
perfely grip
1
⁄2-inch pipe,
3
⁄4-inch PVC tubing,
bolts, pins and
other small, round
ock—with a
ature slight
enough to ﬁt into
tight spaces.

vZ

U P G R A D E

Upgrade your home and workshop with PM’s summer
gi guide for dads, grads—and other guys too.

P M

BY SETH PORGES & HARRY SAWYERS
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Weber
One-Touch
Platinum Grill
($300)
How to
improve on a
classic? Add a
second side table
that brings the
total work space
on this charcoal
kettle grill to more
than 300 square
inches.
Ryobi TEK4
Professional
Infrared
ermometer
($70)
is
point-and-shoot
infrared thermometer inantly
measures grill and
oven temperatures
up to 590 F.
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PACK THE CHARCOAL
AS TIGHTLY AS YOU
CAN ON ONE SIDE OF
THE GRILL. THIS
MINIMIZES AIRFLOW,
WHICH KEEPS THE
COALS BURNING
LONGER AND
PROVIDES GRATE
SPACE FOR BOTH
DIRECT AND INDIRECT
HEAT.

Sony Cyber-shot
TX5 Camera
($350)
If you
want to document
your creation as it
comes to life in a
du-ﬁlled
workshop,
ruggedized
cameras are
mu-haves, but
their durability
usually comes at
the expense of
portability. is
10-megapixel, 4x
zooming shooter is
duproof,
drop-proof (up to 5
feet) and
waterproof—but
ill measures less
than ¾ inch thick.
Rockwell Jawhorse with Plywood Jaw
Attachment ($200 for Jawhorse, $60
for attachment)
e Jawhorse, popular
as a able, vise-equipped work surface, has
a hard time gripping big panels for work
with a paintbrush or a circular saw. New
jaws designed to wrangle 4 x 8–foot sheets
can manage drywall, MDF, OSB, particleboard and, yes, plywood. Hold the work
eady and op making crooked cuts.



DON’T HAVE A WATERPROOF CAMERA?
WHEN DIVING WITH AN UNDERWATER
CAMERA HOUSING, STASH A PACKET OF
SILICA GEL WITH YOUR SHOOTER—IT’LL
SUCK UP STRAY MOISTURE AND
LENS-FOGGING CONDENSATION.

GNDsqGwN:?
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Sonos
ZonePlayer S5
($400)
e
Sonos wireless
sound syem
beams songs
around your house,
but a typical setup
cos more than a
grand. is
ﬁve-driver speaker,
which wirelessly
pulls and plays
computer-ashed
songs, is the
cheape and
easie way to use
the syem. And for
exiing Sonos
users, the S5 lets
you seamlessly
extend the syem
to extra rooms.
Stanley FatMax
AntiVibe
Carpenter’s
Hatchet ($28)
is carpenterfriendly combo has
a wood-splitting
hatchet on one
side and a hammer
on the other.
Ridgid JobMax
Tool Set (arts
at $200)
Like
a ﬁve-headed
power-tool hydra,
this 12-volt
syem’s single
handle can accept
interchangeable
attachments.
Switch between a
socket wrench, a
right-angle drill, an
impa driver, an
oscillating tool and
an automatic
hammer.
Sportcra So
Tip Sky Darts
($20)
Because
of their tendency
to get lodged in
more than ju the
ground, lawn darts
have been banned
since 1988. is
tamer version of
the classic (if
occasionally
dangerous) toy
uses a blunt
weighted tip that
ensures the darts
ay upright once
they hit the grass.
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Lee Valley
Wenzloff
Crosscut Panel
Saw ($225)
No, this saw
isn’t cheap, but its
classic design,
hand-sharpened
spring-eel blade,
bubinga wood
handle and
taper-ground
precision make it
the perfe
pegboard
centerpiece.



FOR A PERFECT CROSSCUT, LOOK AT THE
SAW: IF THE VISIBLE REFLECTION SHOWS A
STRAIGHT CONTINUATION OF THE CORNER
YOU’RE ABOUT TO CUT, IT IS SQUARE. IF THE
REFLECTION VEERS OFF TO EITHER SIDE,
ADJUST ACCORDINGLY.

Cooper Lighting Might D Light Worklight
($50)
Because this battery-powered
worklight’s 80 super-bright LEDs are split
between two sandwiching panels, users can
illuminate work surfaces from two angles,
reducing shadows and glare. And the LEDs’
low operating temperature makes the rig
safe to use in close quarters.

RACE CAR + HYBRID VW SUV +
NAKED BIKE + DIESEL PICKUP
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e 78th running of the 24 Hours of Le Mans, which arts on
June 12, will be the Corvette racing squad’s toughe challenge to
date. Aer years of dominating the lightly conteed GT1 class, the
Vette team moves into the ﬁercely fought GT2 category, where it
will battle faory teams from Ferrari, Porsche and BMW. To
prepare, there’s an all-new racer based on the Z06 produion car.
Although mo parts have been modiﬁed or changed—for inance,
cuom-made single-lug wheel nuts will speed pit ops—the
aluminum frame remains, and 85 percent of the body geometry
carries over. e racer’s 5.5-liter V8 uses the produion block and
16 pushrod-aivated valves. ere’s even air conditioning, although
the race car uses the Volt’s eleric compressor to save fuel. e
team is tight-lipped on details—no sense tipping oﬀ the other
teams—but it did reveal that the engine makes 485 hp.
Plus it returns 4.1 mpg burning E85, an aonishing
q

ﬁgure considering the car nears 200 mph around the
8.5-mile circuit. — LARRY WEBSTER
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N E W C A R S
P M

2010

Mitsubishi Outlander
GT

Hard-Charging Sport Ute

“Sporty SUV” is a bit of an oxymoron,
but Mitsubishi’s Outlander GT deﬁes
expeations. is model employs
Mitsu’s S-AWC syem, which diributes torque between the front tires and
the rear axle. e syem aﬀes not
ju traion but also handling. A rotary
knob switches between tarmac and
snow settings. On New Hampshire
roads the GT cuts a precise line, feeling
surprisingly frisky for a seven-passenger
wagon. Squeeze the gas while exiting a
corner and it overdrives the outside
wheel, increasing the turn rate like a
kayaker paddling harder on one side.
Other sporty bits include shier paddles
that manually operate the six-speed
automatic gearbox, and a new,
eye-catching schnoz. With a 230-hp
3.0-liter V6, acceleration is brisk. Even
better, the GT has a lock setting that
holds 4WD for the muddy bits. All
this—and a rare fold-down tailgate—
cos $29,250. — L.W.
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EASY, BREEZY,
BEAUTIFUL
It’s a cool, sunny
morning on the
Spanish island of
Majorca. e Benz
E550 Cabriolet’s
burbling tailpipes are
rather loud—a hint at
what’s in ore. Ameri-

2011

Jaguar
XJ

POPUL ARMECHANICS.COM

cans can order either
this thunderous
5.5-liter V8 (391 lb-
and 382 hp) or a
3.5-liter V6. Either
one complements this
elegant droptop. e
AirCap—an eleronically auated lip atop
the windshield—lis,

reducing cabin
turbulence, and the
AirScarf headre
vents blow warm air
on my neck. Only rain
could force me to
raise the roof.
— JAMES TATE

aa

Big Cat Fever

e new XJ’s rooﬂine forms an elegant
coupe-like proﬁle with a long rear window.
Some bits—the six-speed gearbox and
independent suspension—are borrowed
from the XF, while the aluminum ruure
and engine—a 5.0-liter V8 with 385 hp
($72,500) or supercharged to either 470 hp
or 510—are carried over. e quicke model
hules to 60 mph in 4.7 seconds with an
agile mien. It’s a private world well worth
entering. — ANDREW ENGLISH
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Mercedes-Benz
E-Class
Cabriolet

Comparison

Muang Sallies

P M

Mustang V6
$22 5
$22,995
305 hp/280
30
p/280 lb-, 3.7-liter
7-liter V6, 6
6M
5.52
13.34
13.91 @ 102.05 mph
27.44
19/29

VS

Mustang GT 5.0
  
q
 
 q]^
]Moq ^
]MZq ^
M 
  q]oM^
q!
] !p !^q

$30,495
412
2 hp
hp/390
0 lb-, 5.0
5.0-literr V8, 6M
4.91
10.70
13.03 @ 109.91 mph
29.13
17/26
q 

“I’m mo proud of
our V6,” says Dave
Pericak, Muang’s chief engineer. “It’s
the ﬁr car ever to get over 300
horsepower and over 30 miles per
gallon,” he brags, although that’s only
with the optional six-speed automatic.
Still, the V6 is impressive—305 hp,
280 lb- and up to 31 mpg highway—
thanks in part to variable valve timing.
Not too shabby for a $22,995 base
model. Step up to the GT, and
the big news is the new aluminum
5.0-liter V8. is ﬂexible engine—it
redlines at 7000 rpm—bumps power
from la year’s 315 to a very
respeable 412. e manual gearboxes now sport a sixth ratio, and
Pericak claims the new six-speed
automatic matches the raight-line
performance of the manual. e
chassis on both cars beneﬁted from a
thorough makeover, including
elerically assied power eering.
Interior goodies include a navigation
syem and backup camera.
sL?q
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Equipped with the
wonderfully precise
short-throw manual shier, the V8
scoots from 0 to 60 mph in 4.9
seconds, and the V6 does it in 5.5. Both
easily run the quarter-mile in the
13-second range. at’s respeably
quick, but the V8 feels considerably
faer thanks to a plaic tube that
routes the V8’s husky wail direly to
the cabin. It’s a gratifying sensation
when the V8 reaches its peak of 390
lb- of torque at 4250 rpm.
Drop into sixth gear at 60 mph,
however, and the GT lopes along quietly
at 1800 rpm, as wind noise and whispers
easily drown out the exhau. Happily,
engine noise is ju a downshi away.
Standard V6 models are on the so
side, but the optional Performance
Package iﬀens the suspension. So
equipped, the V6 matches the GT’s
precise handling and ﬁrmly damped ride.
sL?q 
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Both cars are
impressively
well-rounded
daily drivers with
swanky, attractive interiors
and gobs of
performance at
a decent price.
The V6 model
is no longer a
secretary’s
special, although
it’s hard to take
it seriously after
driving the
thumping V8. If
you want decent
mileage, buy a
Focus. Life
begins at 5.0.
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I N T H E FA C E O F I N C R E A S E D
C O M P E T I T I O N , F O R D R E V I TA L I Z E S
THE ORIGINAL PONYCAR WITH TWO
A L L - N E W E N G I N E S : A FA S T - Y E T F R U G A L V 6 A N D A G N A R LY,
S N A R L I N G , N O S TA L G I C A L LY
N A M E D V 8 . BY GREGORY
Y ANDERSON

Elerifying SUV

N E W C A R S
P M
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Hybrid

2011

VW Touareg
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STREET
FIGHTER
e MV Agua
Brutale 1090RR is
every bit a ylish,
charismatic
charmer. But
unlike other
exclusive bikes,
this one operates
without annoying
idiosyncrasies.
Crack open the
throttle and the
fuel-injeed,
144-hp fourcylinder pulls like a
Saturn rocket—
even at 20 mph in
sixth gear. e
shier smoothly
notches gear
changes, and a
slipper mechanism
in the clutch
reduces wheel
chatter. is bike
turns a 90-minute
NYC commute into
a blow-out-thecobwebs
adventure.
Liening to the
wailing engine
note bouncing oﬀ
the Lincoln Tunnel
borders on a
religious
experience. e
attention to detail
further sets this
bike apart, with
ﬂawless welds and
excellent
ergonomics. e
former alone make
the eimated
$18,000 price
seem reasonable.

q

VW’s ﬁr produion hybrid powertrain
debuts in the new Touareg with an
eleric motor sandwiched between the
engine and the transmission. A clutch
decouples the supercharged 3.0-liter
333-hp V6 and the 46-hp eleric motor.
So with the 1.7-kilowatt-hour NiMH
battery pack, this SUV can motor
elerically for about a mile at up to 30
mph. VW says fuel economy increases
by 25 percent and might touch 30 on the
EPA highway cycle. e two power
sources coordinate seamlessly—there’s
barely a shudder when the engine kicks
in. It performs too—sprints to 60 mph
take about 6.5 seconds—and tows 7700
pounds, ju like a pickup truck. e only
downside: a base price that’s likely to be
in the 50s. — MIKE ALLEN

— M.A.

2010

MV
Agusta Brutale
1090RR
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P M
ﬁrst
look

Fuel economy was Ford’s top concern when
designing the 2011 Ford F-Series Super Duty’s new
Power Stroke diesel, which gets 390 hp, 735 lb-
of torque—and 24.5 mpg, according to the onboard
computer. (Ford engineers claim between 23.5 and
26 mpg in teing.) Despite its bigger size, a new
6.2-liter V8 (385 hp and 405 lb- of torque)
combines with a new six-speed automatic to get
15 percent better fuel economy than the old
5.4-liter engine. e diesel Super Duty can tow up
to 24,400 pounds with a ﬁh-wheel trailer that
connes to the bed above the rear axle—the ﬁr
faory-inalled ﬁh-wheel and gooseneck
subruure attached direly to a frame. Moreover, the truck now has Hill Descent control, which
allows you to set a speed and let the computer
handle eep grades with minimal ress. Rolling
downhill with a 10,000-pound trailer and letting the
syem do its work feels like a tru fall, but on a
3-mile descent, I become a believer. e base XL is
$28,020, while the King Ranch version cos more
than 60 grand. — DAVID KILEY

Ferrari
599 GTB Hybrid
Concept
FERRARI GOES HYBRID
Even Ferrari mu lower fuel
use. And so we have this
620-hp, 206-mph prototype
sports car with a hybrid
syem that boos in-town
fuel mileage by nearly 50
percent. Ferrari’s solution is
clever: e 100-hp eleric
motor bolts to the rear of the
dual-clutch seven-speed

transmission, and the li-ion
battery pack hides under the
ﬂoor. e syem adds 176
pounds, but it’s capable of
low-speed EV propulsion. A
cranksha clutch keeps the
auxiliary syems funioning
when the engine is oﬀ. All
Ferraris will soon have this
syem. — BARRY WINFIELD
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Diesel Does It
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F-Series Super Duty
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N I S S A N ’ S N E W R O A D S T E R E N E R G I Z E S T H E F L E E T,
A N D T H E D O D G E R A M M A K E S A N U N P O P U L A R E X I T.

PM TEST
DRIVEN

+

Nissan 370Z Roadster

With three practical rides in the
ﬂeet, we decided to inje a little levity
into the lineup by welcoming Nissan’s
carefree new 370Z Roader. Packing
a silky 332-hp V6, a quick-acting
power top and moves that encourage
spirited driving, it’s the perfect sum-

   qj ? \ Y j sq

mer fling. Since we frequently fight
L.A. and N.Y. traffic, we ordered the
seamless seven-speed automatic.
With glorious paddle shifters that
flank the steering wheel, we haven’t
missed the manual yet. Our Roader
is equipped with nearly Infiniti-level

luxury including heated and cooled
seats, a brilliant hard-drive-based navigation system with a 7-inch screen,
and a fat leather eering wheel. e
Z’s interior quality has really
impressed us. ere’s not only a generous pad for the driver’s knee and a

As-te ed price $44,505 Extra-co options Navigation syem
with 9.3 GB hard drive, USB port, Bluetooth reaming audio, ﬂoor mats Drivetrain 3.7-liter V6, 7A, RWD
Engine performance 332 hp, 270 lb- of torque EPA fuel economy 18 city/25 highway
VITAL STATISTICS Base price $42,540
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PHOTOGRAPH BY DAN CHAVKIN

PM LONG-TERM
TEST CARS

comfortable elbow perch on the
door, but the top of the dash is
soft-touch; the sides of the center ack are nicely trimmed with
stitched leather. Okay, so we
know it’s comfy. How’s she run?
Power down the top, snick the
shier into manual mode, and hit
the tarmac. The sweet snarl of
Nissan’s V6 is deliciously good
when that top is down—and the
thru is enough to ay within a
hood-length of much more expensive roaders, like a certain black
Porsche Boxster that likes to
prowl Malibu’s Encinal Canyon on
Saturday mornings. We’ll catch
you next weekend, bro.
— BEN STEWART

Honda Insight EX Navi

If the goal of a hybrid car is economical driving, shouldn’t a hybrid be, you know,
cheap? at’s the logic behind Honda’s Insight, which clearly targets the Toyota Prius
buyer, but at a price about $2000 lower. Now we can say that the Insight largely
delivers on its promise, easily hitting—and oen beating—its EPA ﬁgures over almo
7000 reliable miles. But there are compromises needed to build a hybrid at this price:
e Insight lacks the Prius’s high-tech ﬂash; it looks and feels more like a low-co
compa. Even with the 13-hp eleric boo, the little 1.3-liter rains to generate
much oomph. And we miss the geeky fun of nursing top mileage out of a more
sophiicated hybrid syem. Unlike the Prius, the Insight’s pure-eleric mode rarely
engages, so you don’t get the thrill of silently gliding pa gas ations. Still, the
Insight shows ju how praical an everyday hybrid can be. — JIM MEIGS

A pothole-induced
blown tire and bent
rim co an
unconscionable
$603 to replace at
the dealer.
Mileage data is

Audi A4 Avant 2.0T Quattro

available, but the
dash lacks visual
punch when
compared to Ford’s
Fusion and
Toyota’s Prius.

DATA SO FAR

As teed :
$23,800
Previous reports :
See 03/10
Miles driven : 6939
Miles since la
report : 2031
Fuel economy :



Average—40.1 mpg
Wor—33.8 mpg
Be—47.1 mpg
Maintenance/
repair : $603

  qj ? \ Y j sq

The Audi A4 Avant’s combination
of good looks, rong performance and
ample interior space makes it a perfe
getaway companion. On an impromptu
weekend drive from New York City to
Annapolis, Md., the vehicle’s smooth
ride and quiet interior initially had us
second-guessing its power. But, with
the slighte press to the pedal, the
responsive 211-hp turbo engine
commanded lanes eﬀortlessly, tackling
both city op-and-go traﬃc and
interates. Back home, this ride leads
a double life. Aer working the daily
grind as our go-to commuter car mo
of the week, the Avant’s rear seats ﬂip
down ﬂat with one ininively easy
motion, inantly increasing the cargo
space of the vehicle to 50.5 cubic feet.
is feature is why we love wagons,
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAN CHAVKIN (NISSAN DASH), DOUG ADESKO (HONDA), BRAD DECECCO (AUDI)

DRIVERS
NOTEBOOK

e 370Z’s dash-mounted gauges
are easy to read quickly—thanks to
those little awnings—and hark back
to the original 1970 Datsun 240Z.

      qj ? \ Y j sq

PM LONG-TERM
TEST CARS
and the extra space comes in
handy when hauling tools and
equipment for Saturday Mechanic
shoots. We look forward to
keeping this wagon in our ﬂeet for
a few more months to come.
— ALLIE HAAKE

DATA SO FAR

e Multi Media
Interface (MMI)
makes for easy
toggling between
entertainment,
HVAC and
navigational
controls.
e ﬂuky
tire-pressure
warnings have
not reoccurred,
and the A4 has
performed
spotlessly.

As teed :
$43,050
Previous reports :
See 11/09,
03/10
Miles driven :
18,306
Miles since la
report : 8010
Fuel economy :
Average—
25.4 mpg
Wor—20.3 mpg
Be—31.5 mpg
Maintenance/
repair : $297
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The Ram has had little time to re.
Whether ﬂat-towing an ice-racer to
Michigan’s Chippewa Lake or ferrying
the kids to school, it’s been an unﬂappable and tireless workhorse. It spent
much of its time this pa winter cutting
through snow, and in those conditions
we found that rotating the 4WD switch
from “auto” to “lock” provided the mo
sure-footed traion. e all-season
Goodyears are a little greasy when
braking on wet snow, but they’ve
provided enough ick to pull out several
snowbound cars. Plus they’re on track
to la at lea another 20,000 miles.
Sure, this rig is pricey, but we’re
conantly amazed when we drive
similarly priced luxury cars that don’t
have heated eering wheels or backup
cameras. While maneuvering this bea
in parking lots and garages is tiresome,
we’ll miss the va interior room and
cargo-hauling skills. — LARRY WEBSTER

   qj ? \ Y j sq

DRIVERS
NOTEBOOK

e Uconne
syem has a USB
port on the dash,
but it’s only for
uploading media
ﬁles. Controlling an
Apple device
requires an $87
iPod interface.
A recall ﬁxed the
Ram’s only ﬂaw:
e ﬂimsy tailgate
trim that quickly
fell oﬀ was
replaced with a
new, betteranchored piece.

END DATA

As teed :
$52,520
Previous reports :
See 08/09, 11/09,
03/10
Miles driven :
14,463
Miles since la
report : 2924
Fuel economy :
Average—
12.7 mpg
Wor—11.4 mpg
Be—15.4 mpg
Maintenance/
repair since la
report : $68
Overall : $406

P H O T O G R A P H B Y M AT T Y B R O W N

DRIVERS
NOTEBOOK

Dodge Ram 1500 Laramie Crew 4x4
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C O M P U T E R

eration fans ﬁlls the air: Below our
feet, 6675 tons of air-conditioning
hardware labor to dissipate Dawn’s
body heat, blowing 2.7 million cubic
feet of chilled air through the room
every minute.
For a few days in 2009 Dawn
brought its number-crunching muscle to bear on the largest brain simulation to date—a cell-by-cell model of
the human visual cortex: 1.6 billion
virtual neurons connected by 9 trillion synapses. This mathematical
simulation of a cerebral cortex as
large as a cat’s blew away the previous record—55 million neurons, the
size of a rat’s—achieved by the same
team two years before.
“This is a Hubble Telescope of
the mind, a linear accelerator of the
brain,” says Dharmendra Modha,
the project’s lead researcher and a
computer scientist from IBM’s
B Y D O U G L A S F O X
I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y P O K E D S T U D I O
Almaden Research
Center in San Jose,
W H AT ’ S T H E B E S T W AY T O
Calif. The simulation,
M A K E A M AC H I N E ’S B RAI N
assembled using
SMARTER? DESIGN IT
neuroscience data
M O R E L I KE T H E RE AL T H I N G .
from rats, cats, monkeys and humans, will
provide a tool for testing theories about how the brain
tep into an acre-size room at Lawrence Livermore National Laboraworks, and the insights gained could
tory (LLNL) in California, and you
pave the way to designing robots and
come face to face with a giant. In the
computers that are truly intelligent.
far corner, across an ocean of empty
In his ofﬁce at Almaden, Modha
ﬂoor tiles, sits Dawn, a Blue Gene/P
ﬂashes an image on his computer.
supercomputer—one of the fastest
“This is an MRI of my brain,” he says.
machines in the world. Its 147,456
Red and blue threads show the twistprocessors fill 10 rows of slanted
ing routes of thousands of nervecomputer racks, woven together by
axon bundles that connect different
miles of cable. Dawn’s gentle name
parts of his cerebral cortex.
belies a voracious appetite. It
The cortex, the wrinkly outer layer
devours a million watts of electricity
of the brain, performs most of the
(equal to 1000 U.S. households)
higher functions that make humans
through cords as thick as a bouncer’s
human, from recognizing faces and
wrists, racking up an annual power
speech to choreographing the dozbill of $1 million. The roar of refrigens of muscle contractions involved

VIRTUAL SMARTS
>
>
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in a perfect tennis serve. It does this
using a universal neural circuit called
a microcolumn, repeated over and
over. Modha hopes the simulation
will help scientists understand how
the cortical microcolumn performs
such a wide range of tasks.
But deciphering the
microcolumn can also help
build better computers. By
reverse engineering the
cortical structure, Modha
says, researchers could give
machines the ability to
interpret biological senses
such as sight, hearing and
touch. And artificial
machine brains could process, intelligently, senses
that don’t currently exist in
the natural world, such as
radar and laser rangeﬁnding. Modha
envisions some day peppering the
planet with sensors—transforming it
into a virtual organism with the capacity to understand its own patterns of
weather, climate and ocean currents.
The simulation currently lacks the
neural patterning that develops as
real brains mature—complexity that
comes from stumbling around in a
body, in which every action has consequences. As Anil Seth, a neuroscientist at the University of Sussex in England, puts it: “The brain wires itself.”
Seth and his colleagues demonstrated this principle, called embodied learning, while at the Neurosciences Institute in San Diego, using a
brain simulation called Darwin X.
They embodied Darwin’s 90,000 virtual neurons (roughly the brain of a
pond snail) in a wheeled robot. As
Darwin wandered around, its virtual
neurons rewired their connections to
produce the equivalent of hippocampal place cells, which help mammals
navigate. Scientists don’t know how
to program such cells; with embodied
learning they emerge on their own.
Paul Maglio, a cognitive scientist at
Almaden, has similar plans for Modha’s cortical simulation. He’s building
a virtual world for it to inhabit using
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software from the video shootout
game Unreal Tournament and topographic maps, aerial photos and roverlevel imagery from Mars. As the simulation moves around this virtual
landscape in a rudimentary rover, programmed to avoid hazards that lead to
injury, it will gradually learn the basics
of eye–wheel coordination—just like a
baby learning to walk.

usual won’t get us there,” says Michael
McCoy, head of advanced simulation
and computing at LLNL. Development of supercomputers in recent
decades has ridden the wave of
Moore’s law: Transistors have shrunk
and the computing power of processor chips has doubled every 18
months. But that ride is coming to an
end. Transistors are now packed so
densely on chips that the
heat they generate can no
longer be dissipated. To
reduce heat, Dawn uses
larger 180-nanometer transistors that were developed
10 years ago—rather than
the 45-nanometer transistors used in desktop computers today. And for the
same reason, Dawn runs
these transistors at a sluggish 850 megahertz—onethird the speed of today’s
desktop computers.
e Blue Gene/P
Super-Supercomputer
The supercomputer
supercomputer
The National Nuclear Secuthat
Modha needs to simudevours 1 million
rity Administration (NNSA),
late a whole cortex would
watts of elericity
through a river
within the Department of
also consume prohibitive
of cable.
Energy, installed Dawn at
amounts of power. “If you
Lawrence Livermore’s
scale up current technolTerascale Simulation Facilogy, this system might
ity in 2009. After Modha’s
require between 100 megateam ran its brain simulation, the
watts and a gigawatt of power,” says
supercomputer was transitioned to
Horst Simon, a project collaborator at
NNSA work, conducting massive simnearby Lawrence Berkeley National
ulations to ensure the readiness of
Laboratory. One gigawatt (1 billion
the nation’s nuclear weapons arsenal.
watts) is the amount of power that the
Modha’s neurons are far simpler than
mad scientist Emmett “Doc” Brown
real ones, and yet for all its computneeded to operate his DeLorean time
ing power, Dawn ran the 1.6 billion
machine in the 1985 movie Back to the
neurons at only one six-hundredFuture. Simon puts it more bluntly: “It
forty-third the speed of a living brain.
would be a nuclear power plant,” he
A second simulation, with 900 million
says. The electricity alone would cost
neurons, ran a little faster—but still
$1 billion per year.
at one eighty-third the speed.
The human brain, by comparison,
These massive simulations are
functions on just 20 watts. Although
merely steps toward Modha’s ultimate
supercomputer simulations are
goal: simulating the entire human
power hungry, Modha hopes the
cortex, about 25 billion neurons, at
insights they provide will eventually
full speed. To do that, he’ll need 1000
pave the way to more elegant technoltimes more computing power. At the
ogy. With DARPA funding, he’s workrate that supercomputers have
ing with a far-ﬂung team at ﬁve uniexpanded over the past 20 years, that
versities and four IBM labs to create a
super-supercomputer could exist by
new computer chip that can mimic
2019. “This is not just possible,”
the cortex using far less power than a
Modha says, “it’s inevitable.”
computer. “I’ll have it ready for you
But it won’t be easy. “Business as
within the next decade,” he says. FC
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BY EZRA DYER

pm FREEDOM OF THE ROAD

BONNEVILLE’S
STARK,
FLAT AND
SEEMINGLY
ENDLESS SALT
SURFACE HAS
MADE IT THE
COUNTRY'S
UNOFFICIAL
TEMPLE OF
SPEED. IT’S
ALSO THE BEST
PLACE TO FIND
OUT THE REAL
TOP SPEED OF
TWO ICONIC
MUSCLE CARS.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY NATHANIEL WELCH

What’s the point in driving a high-powered machine when a
Prius can easily surpass the highest speed limit in the land?
The annoying thing is, the maudlin pragmatists who look
at a Porsche 911 GT2 and say, “Well, that guy’s just going to
get a lot of speeding tickets” are mostly right. In terms of
performance, our cars have outgrown our roads.
You can go to a dragstrip and get a good run through the
lower gears; you can go to a road course to exploit the limits of
Two overpowered muscle cars face an arrow-straight course that
stretches beyond the horizon. Guess which one was the fastest.
POPULARMECHANICS.COM
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FORD MUSTANG SHELBY GT500 + CHEVROLET CAMARO SS

a car’s chassis and brakes. But top speed is a different matter.
Even a four-cylinder Mazdaspeed3 breaks 150 mph. Cue the
chorus of downer realists: So where are you gonna do that?
Bonneville, that’s where.
home of every landspeed record worth having, is a destination that all gearheads
need to visit at least once. I’ve never been there. But as luck
would have it, PM auto editor Larry Webster has wrangled a
permit for the salt on a rare day when nobody else has it
booked. All I need is a car.
Or better yet, two cars. I arrive in Ann Arbor, Mich., to
meet the screaming-red weapons with which I’ll assault the
salt. For this mission, we selected two of America’s feistier
machines, the Chevrolet Camaro SS and the Ford Mustang
Shelby GT500. With 426 hp under the hood of the Camaro
and a full 540 horses propelling the Stang, these are deﬁnitely two cars that should put on a good show on the salt.
There’s only one problem: The Mustang and the Camaro
have 155-mph electronic speed limiters. And running into a 155-mph speed
limiter on the Bonneville Salt Flats
would be like going to an all-you-caneat buffet and leaving only pleasantly
full. If we’re going to drive 1700 miles
to go ﬂat-out in Utah, we want to fully
answer the question, what’ll she do?
Hence, a few days earlier, Webster
brought the cars to Lingenfelter Performance Engineering in Decatur, Ind.
Lingenfelter, in addition to its more
involved performance packages, sells
portable engine-computer reprogrammers. Plug them into the Mustang and
Camaro OBD (onboard diagnostics)
ports, and a few seconds later the cars
forget they ever had a speed limiter.
Suitably modiﬁed, we depart Ann
Arbor. I’ve recruited my friend Murph,
who is happy to drive muscle cars to
the Salt Flats. I’m behind the wheel of
the Mustang, Murph’s in the Camaro.
We’ve got multiple bags of beef jerky,
walkie-talkies and three days to get to
Bonneville.
It’s quickly evident that getting to
Bonneville while resisting Bonnevilleesque velocities will test our restraint.
Our path takes us through Iowa,
Nebraska and Wyoming, states that
offer a lot of room to run. We’re barely
out of Michigan when a Subaru STI
comes charging up on the GT500’s

pm FREEDOM OF THE ROAD

bumper. While there are scenarios where an STI will trump a
GT500—a wet autocross track, a winter rally stage—I can say
that straight-line third-gear acceleration is not one of them.
Subaru dispatched, I slow to the speed limit and hope that
nobody with a badge witnessed my little moment of weakness. Save it for the Salt Flats.
Early in the trip, we trade cars, and I soon bond with the
Camaro, while Murph is happy to stick with the Mustang.
You don’t learn much about cars like this on the highway,
but we do agree that the Camaro is more comfortable, thanks
to its softer suspension. On one choppy section of highway,
Murph radios, “These expansion joints are giving me a nice
kidney massage.” In the Camaro, I’m comfortably numb.
As we make our way west, we meet curious bystanders
wherever we stop. Everyone wants to know where we’re going
with these two red muscle cars. A guy named Andrew, on tour
with a band called the Fall of Troy, gives us CDs. An entrepreneurial trucker hands us bottles of American Shine car-wash
concentrate. And a gentleman in Wyoming gives me a little

keepsake—a $140 speeding ticket.
This happens on the third day, when I pull off an exit for a
rest stop soon after leaving our hotel in Laramie. As I wait for
Murph at the bottom of the exit, a state trooper drives down
the ramp and turns on his lights. He approaches the window,
tells me I was doing 90 mph in a 75-mph zone and asks for
my license. “Don’t worry,” he says, “I’ll get you out of here in
a minute.” I sit in the car and ponder how I was speeding and
stopping at the same time.
The trooper doesn’t ask why a Mustang GT500 and a Camaro SS from
 q
qq 8
Michigan are convoying through his
q q
fair state. All he cares about is writing
the ticket as fast as possible and getting back up to his position, where
5 minutes later he pulls over a fresh
victim. On one hand, I’m angry that I
didn’t see him. On the other, maybe
this is cosmic penance for the 30,000

miles I have spent behind the wheel of a Camaro without one
speeding ticket. I was overdue. Also, I could say that my ticket
amounts to one dollar for each mile per hour I was traveling
shortly before he bagged me. (In Wyoming? Possibly.) So it’s
kind of a bargain when you look at it that way. And hey—
a speeding ticket en route to a place with no speed limit?
Thank you for the delicious irony, Wyoming Highway Patrol.
As we make our way into Utah, a new problem is brewing.
We’re not planning to hit the salt until tomorrow, but
Mother Nature has other ideas. When
we pull over for a break, Murph is
frowning at his iPhone. “The forecast
is calling for rain tomorrow,” he says.
“Maybe even snow.”
This is unacceptable news. I’m not
driving 1700 miles to ﬁnd out that Walley World is closed. So we have two
options: Gamble that the forecast is
wrong, or try to get there before dark
and hope that nobody else is using the
Left: The Mustang
salt. I’m a pretty terrible gambler, so
and Camaro sport
we decide to make a push for the ﬂats.
blocky-looking bodywork, but going fullthrottle on the Salt
Flats proves they’re
aerodynamically
stable, even at 170
mph and beyond.
Below: A Wyoming
state trooper writes
an ironic ticket—for
speeding on the way
to the Bonneville
Salt Flats.

Or, more
accurately, swallows up the highway.
While the land-speed area is north of
the interstate, the sprawling bright
emptiness of the salt is everywhere.
Just before the Nevada state line, we
exit I-80 and take a desiccated twolane toward the edge of the salt. Somewhere out there are the faded pair of
parallel stripes that demarcate the race course.
It seems unbelievable that this place exists in modern
America. I expected a gatehouse, a fence, someone to come
out and frown at the cars and tell us that our tires’ valve
stems are out of compliance and that we’d need to come
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back with proper paperwork.
But there is no gate, no fence, no
tech inspection. We have the permit,
ﬁled through the Bureau of Land Management, but there’s nobody here to
see it. In fact, the only other humans
in this alien landscape are a distant
fashion model and a photographer.
The model is wearing a wedding gown.
I pick up the walkie-talkie and caution
Murph, “Once we get past 170, we’re
gonna have to keep our distance from
the bride.” Personally, I like to maintain at least a mile of separation from
matrimonial fashion shoots during
instrumented top-speed testing.
We’re in a race against the encroaching rain clouds and the fading daylight,
so we head directly to the course. The
race groove reaches out over the horizon, smoother than the surrounding
salt, as if the countless passes by landbound rockets have ironed its creases. I
still feel like we’re about to do something wrong, so we set up our base
camp deep out on the salt. Nobody driving past on the highway will happen to
see us, because we’re hiding—behind
the curvature of the Earth.
With the Mustang parked, I plug in
our GPS-based VBOX data logger, put
on my helmet and race suit and head
out in the Camaro to get a feel for the
course. The salt offers more traction
than I had expected. I stop and drop
the clutch, and the Camaro lays black
stripes before hooking up and getting
on its way. Bend the car into a wide
turn, and the tires squeal. I’ve heard
the salt be compared to a wet road,
but I’d say it’s more like worn asphalt
when the oil is weathered away—granular but grippy, the world’s loneliest
parking lot.
Heading down toward the far end
of the course, I push the Camaro to
about 140 mph and ﬁnd it completely
stable. I make a U-turn and decide to
give it the business. If it’s okay at 140, I
reason, it’ll be okay at 170, or whatever
velocity I attain once I push into the
 qq qno
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SPEED WEEK FIELD GUIDE

Long before the ﬁrst Speed Week

competition—held in 1949—hot
rodders used the Bonneville Salt
Flats to put it all on the line and
see just how fast they could go.
Now the annual event is a
speed-merchant pilgrimage with
over 500 competitors ranging
from backyard tinkerers to
sponsored professional efforts.
Car and motorcycle racers vie
for record top speeds in
hundreds of classes based on
engine size, type of fuel and
vehicle layout. This year, the
pedal-to-the-metal-fest kicks off
on Aug. 14. Get there early
since many drivers simply leave
after they’ve broken a record—
or their car. Don’t forget the
sunblock. Here’s a small sample
of the machinery.
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If salt conditions
permit, the Southern
California Timing
Association sets
up three separate
courses. The long
course is for cars
and motorcycles
that can go faster
than 175 mph. It
shares a starting
area with the 5-mile
short course, so
that’s a good place
to hang around and
spectate. Plus an
announcer calls
out the speeds as
the cars ﬂy down
the track. The third
course, another
5-miler, is usually
reserved for practice runs and slower,
small-displacement
motorcycles and
interesting vintage
iron. Don’t miss the
tech area near the
pits. That’s where
inspectors pore over
the cars, allowing
unfettered views
beneath a car’s
bodywork.

1. Wedged in like a
Mercury astronaut—
driver comfort clearly
matters little—
Tim Cunha wraps a
170-mph run in a
streamliner powered
by a 500-cc snowmobile engine.
2. Electrically driven
vehicles like Kent
Riches’s motorcycle
are getting more
common. With 1054
li-ion batteries and a
200-hp motor, Riches
ran 176.434 mph.
3. Doug Macmillan
drove his 2005 Acura
RSX to 219.049
mph, retaining a
coveted spot in the
200-mph club and a
red hat. The 2.0-liter
Acura engine belts
out over 600 hp,
thanks to two Rotrex
blowers and an icecooled intercooler.
4. Retired ﬁremen
Gene and Alan
Barbee compete
yearly and push their
810-hp replica land
missile to over 200
mph. The car is a
’29 Ford knockoff. In
Bonneville-speak, it’s
known as a roadster,
which is anything that
resembles a classic
hot rod.

5. Starter Buddy
James is one of over
100 volunteers and
the sole Japanese
speaker. He’s
pressed into service
when a Japan-based
team arrives.
6. Speed Week car
classiﬁcation is so
complicated that veteran car builder and
driver Larry Rouch
couldn’t immediately
remember his car’s
category. For the
record, it’s a “rearengined roadster.”

5

This speed-versus-distance graph of the Mustang
and the Camaro on the salt illustrates why a place like
Bonneville is needed to reach terminal velocity. The cars
require roughly 3 miles to attain the last 30 mph.
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All land-speed racers ﬁght one main adversary: aerodynamic drag.
The devil thing about drag is that the power necessary to overcome it
increases exponentially based on vehicle speed. So a car that requires
only 10 hp to go 50 mph needs 80 hp to reach 100. Bonneville
competitors—either by design or intuition—work both sides of the formula that calculates the power required to overcome aerodynamic drag.

Power =
(pv3CdA)/2

p

v

Cd

A

 !q  !

q
 q 

  qq
 q

Given a car’s power and aerodynamic data, this equation can be
manipulated to spit out a pretty good approximation of top speed.
More horsepower equals greater terminal velocity, of course, but
reducing the car’s frontal area and drag coefﬁcient (Cd) are just as
critical. Since frontal area is simply the product of the car’s width and
height (minus about 15 percent for the area under the car), it’s fairly
straightforward to reduce that ﬁgure. But accurately measuring Cd
requires a tool most racers lack—a wind tunnel. So competitors rely
on the eye method—if it looks aerodynamic, it probably is—with varying degrees of success and hope that their body modiﬁcations don’t
induce high-speed instability. Land-speed racing is an engineering
challenge, which is, naturally, half the fun.   
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FORD MUSTANG SHELBY GT500 + CHEVROLET CAMARO SS

qMZEq
vF`nqvo`tt

Before the cars
left for Bonneville’s
salt, we tested
them under typical
conditions at
Chrysler’s Chelsea
Proving Grounds
in Michigan. This
acceleration graph
shows how they
performed. The
Mustang GT500
outsprinted the
Camaro, of course,
since the pricier
ponycar has over
100 more horsepower and weighs
about the same.
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FORD MUSTANG SHELBY GT500 + CHEVROLET CAMARO SS

small bumps in the salt trigger subtle traction-control
interventions up to about 100 mph. Fortunately, once you
break into the really high speeds, the Mustang is just as
glued down as the Camaro.
The GT500 is unique in that its speedometer is actually
calibrated to a number commensurate with the car’s abilities. A stock GT500 is limited to 155 mph, so it makes sense
that the car’s speedometer reads only to 160. Given that
every hot-rod hatchback now has a speedometer that reads
to Mach 10, the delimited Mustang offers a rare opportunity: the chance to pin the needle. Which it does, with
extreme prejudice. At 160 mph, this thing still has a long
way to go. In fact, at the 15,000-foot mark, where the
Camaro was touching 170 mph, the Mustang is already at
180. And still pulling.
While the Camaro ran into a wall of aero drag at 174.4
mph, the GT500 bumps up against its redline, supercharger screaming, at 184.7 mph. The late Ford GT, with
sleeker bodywork but only 10 more horsepower, is good
for 200 mph, so it seems logical that the Mustang has a few
more miles per hour to unlock. Given longer gearing, I’ll
bet this thing could hit 190. Still, I’m impressed: If you had
this car on the autobahn, you could pull up behind a
Porsche 911 (top speed: 180 mph) and ﬂash your headlights in the international signal for “get out of my way,
slower car.” That’s a rapid Ford.
over the mountains, I sneak in a few more
runs. It’s not every day that you’re alone on the Bonneville
Salt Flats with nearly 1000 hp at your disposal, and I intend
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to make the most of it.
I don’t better my initial speeds, but my continued Salt
Flats research does produce additional valuable information. For example, did you know that the Camaro SS lets
you set the cruise control at 159 mph? It’s true. Although,
when I set the cruise at 159 mph, the VBOX says I’m actually
doing 165 mph. Besides that discrepancy, I ﬁnd that the car
lurches in an unsettling manner when you cancel the cruise
control. Typical rough-around-the-edges Camaro, I suppose, stepping on its own feet every time you want to cancel
the cruise control at 165 mph.
The fact that a Camaro is even capable of such a thing
is properly amazing. And the MusBonneville
tang, while expensive relative to the
salt is grippy
Chevy, is a bargain compared to the
enough to make
six-ﬁgure purebreds it can outrun. It
the tires squeal,
seems unfeasible, on the face of it:
but the gritty top
layer sprays up
You can take two attainable Ameriand coats the
can muscle cars, drive them 1700
car with white
miles, run more than 170 mph on the
armor. Good
thing there’s a
Bonneville Salt Flats, then get back
shrewdly located
on the highway and drive to Los
car wash before
Angeles in reasonable comfort and
you get back to
the highway.
without any mechanical complaint.
The Camaro even managed 22 mpg
on the highway. The Mustang? Well,
you can lead a horse to a gas pump,
but you can’t make it drink less than
a gallon every 19 miles.
Our modern automotive lives are
deﬁned by their restrictions, the lure
of speed always tempered by the reality of trafﬁc jams and insurance premiums and points on our licenses.
Even our muscle cars have speed limiters. That’s why the Bonneville Salt
Flats are so glorious. Because no matter how beat-down you get by the
entrenched web of radar guns and
speed bumps, you can still get a fast
car and go to Bonneville. You can put
on a helmet. And you can crack a V8
throttle wide open and hold it there,
reveling in the continued existence of
a place where the only limits are
FC
horsepower and the horizon.

THE MAN IN THE BLACK

BY
JAMES
VLAHOS
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Up in the sky: a black dot, like a speck of pepper on a white tablecloth, hurtling through the
air. I was plummeting at more than 100 mph
myself, the jet roar of wind blasting by, but the
speck was closing in on me like a missile. I
yanked the ripcord of my parachute and then
watched as the object became a human body
with wings. The body had a man’s face, and as
he streaked by, not even 10 yards away, I could
practically see the tonsils inside his screaming
mouth: Yeeeeaaaaaahhh! The tawny grasslands of southern California rushed upward to
pancake him. Then, and only seconds before
impact, did his canopy blossom above him.
On the ground, dozens of parachutists
were milling about the hangars of the Perris

Valley Skydiving Center. The birdman, renowned BASE jumper Jeb Corliss, was easy
to spot: Tall, with a shaved head, he was dressed like a ﬂying squirrel. A heartfelt
“Dude!” was all I could initially manage. My tandem jump partner, Jim Wallace—a
world-record-holding sky diver himself—was only slightly more composed. “I can’t
believe how much control you had,” he said. Corliss just shrugged. “I told you I was
going to ﬂy close,” he said.
Among BASE jumpers—people who leap from buildings, antennas, spans and
earth—Corliss is both the reigning superhero and the leading villain. Superhero
because he has logged more than 1000 jumps on ﬁve continents, launching from the
Matterhorn and the Golden Gate Bridge and dropping 2000 feet into a sinkhole cave
in China. And villain because Corliss, the former host of the television show Stunt
Junkies, unfailingly attracts attention—most notoriously in 2006 when he was
arrested for trying to leap from the Empire State Building. In a sport whose practitioners prefer to keep a low proﬁle because the safety of what they do is always under
ﬁre, attracting the media spotlight is an unpardonable sin.
Corliss says attention is unavoidable for someone whose “whole purpose in this
world is to do what people think can’t be done.” More accurately: things that people
think shouldn’t be done because they are absurd and dangerous. “The average person
looks at sky divers like they’re crazy,” Corliss says. “The average sky diver looks at BASE
jumpers like they’re crazy. And the average BASE jumper looks at me like I’m crazy.”
Which brings us to the morning ﬂyby, and Corliss’s vision for his most audacious
feat ever. The ﬂying squirrel get-up was a wingsuit, a wearable plane whose wings are
nylon panels fanning out below the arms and between the legs. The pilot, rather than
simply plummeting, can steer and achieve a glide ratio of up to 3 feet forward for every

Jeb Corliss (piured here ﬂying near Mount Fuji in Japan) is planning to land, sans parachute, on a specially designed ramp—at 100 mph. “e average person looks at sky divers
like they’re crazy,” Corliss says. “e average sky diver looks at BASE jumpers like they’re
crazy. And the average BASE jumper looks at me like I’m crazy.”
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1 foot down. Wingsuits are used by a tiny
but growing cadre of pilots worldwide;
to land, they always deploy a parachute.
Corliss’s immodest proposal: Skip
the parachute. Cut the umbilical and
achieve one of mankind’s most ancient
and enticing dreams—unpowered
human ﬂight, no external contraption
required.
He calls it the Wingsuit Landing Project. Fly, land and live to tell the tale.
Doing so will require a vertically inclined
landing strip—picture how Olympic ski
jumpers touch down on mountainsides—and to build it, he has consulted
with an engineering ﬁrm that does work
for NASA. The budget is $3 million, which
Corliss hopes to raise from corporations
willing to sponsor the feat. Or the ﬁasco.
“I’m going to be landing at 100 mph on
my face,” Corliss says. It’s truly terrifying,
but that’s just how he likes it. “Some people are gifted singers, dancers, whatever.
My gift is fear.”

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BENJAMIN JORDAN (1), GETTY IMAGES (3)

TESTING THE LIMITS OF FLIGHT IS AN AGE-OLD HUMAN URGE. HERE ARE FIVE FEARLESS
PILOTS WITH SUPERLATIVE ACHIEVEMENTS IN AIR ADVENTURE. BY JEREMY REPANICH

month before our near midair collision,
the door to a two-story townhouse just
a few blocks from the ocean in Venice
Beach, Calif., opened to reveal a ﬁgure
clad in head-to-toe black. Corliss led
me into a darkened living room and
seated me on one of two black couches.
Plates decorated with skulls sat on a
nearby counter. In the corner stood a
tall crystal statue of Icarus, the ﬂying
legend who fatally plummeted. Inspiration? Warning?
Corliss has been a fear junkie virtually since birth. Gigi Corliss, Jeb’s
mother, says that when her son was “still
wearing a diaper and sucking his
thumb” he used to point up at the high
dive at a local pool. She let a swim
instructor take Jeb up to the top on the
theory that the toddler would become
scared, want to come down and stop
begging to go up. Instead, Gigi says, Jeb
“wiggled out of his arms, squealed,
‘Wee, wee, wee!’ all the way down, doggypaddled back to the side of the pool and
said, ‘Again.’”
Aquatic frolics notwithstanding, Corliss was a miserable child. His parents
were art dealers, and the family spent
much of each year scouring countries
such as India and Afghanistan for works
to buy. When they weren’t overseas, they
lived in New Mexico, where Corliss
attended six different elementary
schools. Always the new kid, ostracized
and bullied, he discovered that to harness fear—your own, that of others—was
to gain power. He brought tarantulas,
scorpions and rattlesnakes home as
pets. He started battling the bullies so
savagely that some of them wound up in
the hospital. His depression worsened.
BASE jumping would seem an
unlikely savior, but it gave Corliss purpose and happiness. He discovered the

1 Longest
Powered Paraglide
May 15, 2009, to
Sept. 5, 2009
Dangling from a
parachute with a
202-cc engine and a
carbon-ﬁber
propeller on his
back, Ben Jordan
glided more than
6000 miles across
Canada at 25 to 30
mph, stopping every
few hours to refuel.
On his 114-day
journey from the
Paciﬁc Coast to
Newfoundland, he
traveled over vast
expanses of uninhabited land that most
paragliders wouldn’t
attempt to cross.
“There’s a reason no
one has ever done
this,” he says. “You
don’t want to ﬂy this
thing 60 kilometers
from civilization.”
2 Highest Building
BASE Jump
Jan. 6, 2010
Though Omar
Alhegelan has
sky-dived more than
16,000 times and
BASE-jumped from
places like
Malaysia’s Petronas
Towers, fear still
courses through him
before every
jump—and Burj
Khalifa, the world’s
tallest building, was
no exception. As he
stood on the
precipice, 2200 feet
above the ground, “I
felt a little shake in
my knees,” he says.
“But I welcome that
fear.” To those
watching,
Alhegelan’s fear was
unapparent: He
gracefully
backﬂipped off the
tower, plummeted
for 10 seconds
and deployed his
chute, gently ﬂoating
to the ground.

little prayer,” he
says. “Then I
jumped.” He
plummeted at 614
mph, ﬁve times the
speed of a sky diver.
He set records for
the highest sky dive
(102,800 feet) and
the longest free fall
(4 minutes
36 seconds).

3 First Jet Pack
Crossing of the
English Channel
Sept. 26, 2008
People have
traversed the
channel by boat,
plane, Chunnel and
backstroke, but
Yves Rossy chose a
less obvious
method: jet pack.
Rossy jumped from
a plane over the
coast of France and
unfolded an
8-foot-long
carbon-ﬁber wing
strapped to his
back; four jets on
the wing thrust him
to England, where
he used a parachute
to land.

5 Longest
Hang Glide
June 19, 2002
To ﬂy his hang glider
438 miles over
Texas, Mike Barber
needed skill,
endurance—and
good weather.
“Thermal paragliders
are solar-powered,”
he says. “The sun
heats the ground,
which creates
thermals.” Barber
used the warm
pockets of air so
effectively that once
he was able to stay
aloft for 11 hours
without stopping.

4 Highest
Sky Dive
Aug. 16, 1960
On the edge of
Earth’s atmosphere,
in a helium balloon
and a pressure suit,
Joe Kittinger readied
himself. “I said a
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sport in his early 20s, and when he had logged
only six relatively easy leaps, Corliss got the idea
to try an advanced one from a 300-foot antenna.
BASE jumping is perilous because the margin of error is slim. Open the chute a halfsecond too late—splat, you’re dead. Open it with your body off-angle, and you might
careen into the object you’ve just jumped from—splat. When Corliss told his BASE
mentors about the antenna, they told him he wasn’t ready. His mom begged him not
to try. His friends said they didn’t want to watch him commit suicide. So Corliss
climbed to the top of the antenna by himself. At night. Standing there in the moonlight he even told himself, “I am not going to do this.” And then he jumped.
The chute opened horrifyingly late. He smacked the ground, hard. But he realized
he gro
he was still alive. “I’m lying on the
ground, my entire body is shaking, every hair is
alls. “I can feel the air touching my skin, hear insects
standing on end,” Corliss recalls.
ut otherw
crawling in the grass.” Bruised but
otherwise unhurt, Corliss felt born again and had
ont fear, ignore
ig
the template for his career: Confront
all doubters, and do exactly what you
want to do.
romising approach has resulted in both triumph
As you might expect, this uncompromising
ong after the antenna escapade, Corliss and a
and disaster. Typical Corliss tale: Not long
French BASE jumper named François were eating dinner in Italy and got the idea to
jump off Angel Falls. They paid the check,, drove to Paris and boarded a plane to Venezuela. Less than 36 hours later they were squeezed into a Cessna on a ﬂight-seeing
ed forwar
trip over the famous cascade. Corliss reached
forward into the cockpit and waved

$100 in front of the pilot, whose eyes
grew large. Corliss opened the plane
door, shouted “See ya!” and he and François jumped out.
They had sneaked their BASE rigs
aboard. After landing near the falls, they
repacked their chutes and successfully
took the plunge off the top of the 3200foot cataract. Then they spent the next
two days blundering through the rain
forest. They had no food. It rained torrentially, and the pair took shelter in
caves with gooey, multicolored insects
until they reached civilization.
You would think that kind of misadventure would cause Corliss to rethink
his career choice. But he never has.
“BASE jumping for me was kind of like
an exorcism,” he says. “It was horrifying,
but I had to go through it to come out on
the other side a happy person.”
This begins to make sense if you dis-

Anyone can ﬂy like a bird and land without a parachute—once. But Jeb Corliss has no desire to become
a human pancake. “A wingsuit landing is only successful if you can do it 10 times out of 10 without being
injured,” Corliss says. “I’m talking no broken toes, no
broken anything.” Corliss is guarded about his plan—
he doesn’t want rivals to steal his ideas—but he has let
some details slip. Here’s an educated guess at how he
might pull off the stunt.

Not to scale
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card the conventional wisdom that all
practitioners of extreme sports must
have sensation-seeking personality disorders—that they’re addicted to the ﬂood
of pleasure-inducing hormones and neurochemicals released by death-cheating
stunts. Corliss claims that the terror
before a jump and the elation afterward
were appealing only early in his career
and are now his least favorite part. He
doesn’t like intoxication, abhors drugs
and alcohol. “I’m very control-based,”
Corliss says. “And with those things you
lose control and become a slave.”
Corliss, it seems, is less of an adrenaline junkie than he is a control freak.
Precision is the essence of his work. To
succeed he must be obsessive about
every minute detail—chute packing,
weather conditions, body position—and
Corliss relishes meticulous planning.
Perhaps, and this is just armchair psy-

chology, it is a coping mechanism from his chaotic childhood. Say what you want
about the sanity of Corliss’s pursuits, they do offer the ultimate form of control—that
over one’s own life or death. Or at least the illusion.
recision flying is the key to the Wingsuit Landing
Project. Mont Hubbard, a professor of mechanical and
aeronautical engineering at the University of California–Davis, confirms that if Corliss’s flight angle
matches that of the landing slope, and friction is kept
to a minimum, the impact force on touchdown will be
almost nil. If he is 6 degrees off—hitting the 45-degree
ramp at 51 degrees—the force on his body would be the
same as if he were dropped from 3 feet in the air onto
ﬂat ground. So far so good. But the math quickly starts
to work against Corliss, and misalignments of 11, 16
and 23 degrees result in equivalent fall heights of
roughly 13, 30 and 50 feet.
People have survived far worse, plummeting chuteless from planes in emergencies and living to tell the
tale. In 2007 window washer Alcides Moreno plunged
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Ramp
Up

Take
Flight

Stay
on
Target

Bail
Out

Or Land
Lightly

Put
on the
Brakes

A construction team
builds Corliss’s $3
million, 2000-footlong landing ramp,
which is temporarily
attached to the side
of a still-to-bedetermined Las
Vegas structure. The
ramp may be made
of tensile fabric like
the roof of the
Denver International
Airport; cables
anchor the ramp
and keep its
surface taut.

Corliss jumps from a
helicopter several
thousand feet over
the Las Vegas Strip.
His customized
wingsuit has
lightweight, ripstop
nylon panels from the
undersides of his
arms to his torso and
between his legs. Air
inlets on the wing’s
leading edge allow it
to inﬂate and stay
rigidly pressurized for
ﬂight. Glide ratios of 3
feet forward for every
1 foot down are
possible, but Corliss
ﬂies 1 to 1, which
enables him to pull up
and change his angle
of approach.

Hitting the ramp
wrong would be like
crashing a car into a
barrier without a
seatbelt or airbags.
Corliss aims for a
tiny approach
window that’s about
20 feet by 20 feet at
the top of the
landing strip, so
ﬂight path accuracy
is critical. His “trajectory control system”
could include using
tethered weather balloons at progressively lower altitudes
as visual aids,
allowing him to
precisely tweak
direction and angle.

If Corliss’s approach
is at all off, he veers
away from the line
of balloons and
deploys his chute.
Six hundred feet
above the ground is
scarily low for the
average sky diver to
pull the ripcord, but
no problem for an
experienced BASE
jumper like Corliss,
who has deployed
his chute at a third
of that height.

Corliss aims to land
like an Olympic ski
jumper, matching the
angle of the slope as
closely as possible.
But while ski jumpers
ﬂy at about 60 mph,
Corliss is doing 100
mph, and he’ll land on
his rib cage, not his
legs. The ramp’s
fabric can absorb
some of the impact
and friction, but it
can’t be too forgiving
or Corliss will bounce
off. To survive
unharmed, Corliss
touches down on the
45-degree landing
ramp with a ﬂight
angle no steeper than
about 50 degrees.

He isn’t home free
yet. Lacking
wheeled landing
gear, Corliss slides
down the ramp,
which may have a
lubricated surface to
facilitate glide. One
expert recommended a suit with
ceramic tiles to
dissipate frictiongenerated heat.
Approaching the
ground, the decline
of the ramp eases
off, as does
Corliss’s speed. At
the bottom of the
ramp he stands up
and walks away.
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At midnight, your car wakes up. The hefty, 15-pound charging cable tethering the front of the vehicle to a 220-volt outBy 2020, ele ric vehicles
let in your garage goes live, pulling 5 kilowatts of power
(EVs) will pra ically refuel
from the grid. In just 5 hours, it will nearly double your
themselves—provided you
home’s average daily electrical consumption. Across
have a garage, a smart
power meter and a home
California, hundreds of thousands of plug-in hybrids
charger. With utilities oﬀerand pure electric vehicles are doing the same, sipping
ing discounts for oﬀ-peak
electricity from a power network at rest. Some of those
charging, when power is
cheap and plentiful, mo
vehicles have different charging regimens, communiEVs will be set to autocating more with the local utility, or even allowing that
matically recharge at night.
utility to actively control when and how to recharge
Some models will even kick
their batteries. But yours follows a simple pricing
on the a/c or heat at a designated time, preconditioning
scheme, automatically charging during what is typically
the car for your commute.
the cheapest time of the day, between midnight and 5 am.
That’s when the utilities have power to spare, when the
ofﬁce buildings in downtown Los Angeles have gone dark
and sweltering. In the daily rhythm of the grid, this is off-peak.
Tonight, though, the off-peak grid is unusually busy. Air conditioners across Southern California are battling a week-long heat wave,
with temperatures exceeding 100 F during the day and barely easing up at
night. So far, it’s the worst heat wave to hit the region since 2006. The forecast

Best Buy, or a growing number of workplace lots. And then
for today shows no signs of a break: Angelenos can expect afterthere are Level 3 chargers, known as fast chargers, 440-volt
noon highs of 103 F. Aug. 4 is shaping up to be one of the ﬁrst
stations that can get some batteries back to 80 percent in 15
real tests of the so-called smart grid, an effort to create a nimto 20 minutes, but they generally are in remote locations and
bler, more efﬁcient, less vulnerable electrical grid. It will also
their surcharge rivals gas prices.
test the nearly 500,000 electriﬁed vehicles in the state.
Not that you pay much attention to gas prices anymore.
The push to make plug-in vehicles a key part of America's
There’s a 2014-model-year internal-combustion sedan parked
automotive mix began in earnest back in 2010, when the Chevy
next to your EV, but that’s for driving up to San Francisco, out to
Volt and Nissan Leaf were poised to hum into dealerships. That
Vegas, or for the occasional camping trip. Instead, you keep
same year, strict new mileage standards forced carmakers to
your eye on electricity rates, which have climbed as utilities
begin developing petroleum-free methods to power portions of
scramble to meet demand that’s growing by 1 percent every
their ﬂeets. But vehicles were only one part of the equation—
year, despite more energy-efﬁcient appliances and unpopular
what would happen, exactly, when people plugged them in?
restrictions on the size of ﬂat-screen TVs. Still, by triggering
What would it cost to recharge on the road? And would an
your Level 2 charger to run at night and grabbing one of the free
aging, weather-vulnerable electrical grid be able to safely
charging spots at work, running your EV costs about a dollar per
charge thousands, even millions, of the most power-hungry
day. The cost of installing that charger—about $1000, with the
consumer products in history?
utility covering half—was recovered in the ﬁrst year. The switch
In the summer of 2020, the answers to many of these quesfrom hydrocarbons to electrons has been, for you, a bargain.
tions are becoming clear (PM interviewed over two dozen engineers, analysts and other experts to create this hypothetical
qn7FEq8q!qhq q    qq`
scenario): By this time the U.S. electrified vehicle fleet has
reached 2 million. It’s a number that’s seen as either a minor
Instead of drawing power from the battery during driving,
triumph or a total disaster—higher than some analysts had
which would reduce your effective range, the EV sips electricity
estimated, but short of the 14 million that companies like Nisfrom the grid to precondition the cabin. An hour later, when
san had predicted, accounting for less than 1 percent of the
you plug your phone into the center console, a touchscreen disnational ﬂeet (a smaller market share than even diesel).
play lists your favorite radio stations and your estimated
Half are plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
time of arrival—adjusting for trafﬁc and weather
(PHEVs), with lithium-ion battery packs that
conditions—at the office. In an EV, where
provide 40 or 50 miles of electric range,
built-in devices like satellite radios and
While Level 1 and 2
and liquid-fuel engines that kick in for
CD changers only add cost and rangechargers—the kind found at
longer trips. These are most popular in
reducing weight, ofﬂoading as
home or in workplace and
suburbs, rural communities and
mall parking lots—can take
colder states. The other million or so
hours to fully charge an EV,
Level 3 chargers promise
vehicles are called simply EVs, or
to be exponentially quicker.
electric vehicles. With larger batat said, they ill require
tery packs that can run for 100
you to cool your heels for
15 to 20 minutes. And aside
miles or more between charges and
many amenities as possible onto
from being slower than
no backup gas engine, they tend to
the driver’s handheld device is a
gas pumps, fa chargers
be used by residents of cities and
smarter, more efﬁcient design deciwill likely be expensive and
warmer climates. Collectively, these
sion. “Instead of a bunch of old geelocated in remote spots,
where commercial-scale
various types of electriﬁed vehicles are
zers like me wondering what the kids
power is already in place.
called grid-enabled vehicles, or GEVs,
like, we’ll just leave the architecture open,
because unlike early gas–electric hybrids,
and let them run everything through their
the grid—not just the brakes or the motor—
iPhone,” says Bill Reinert, national manager of
provides their batteries with a full charge. Thanks
Toyota’s Advanced Technology Group.
in part to zero-emissions vehicle mandates dating back
There are some gadgets still hard-wired into the car, such
decades, California has attracted the bulk of this new market,
as a GPS system that displays public chargers and maps out
meeting analysts’ predictions of a 25 percent share.
routes that maximize your battery range. Today, you opt for the
quickest path to work, and instead of sweating out the last
q  q qq qq Mq
miles as the sun starts to bake your preconditioned cabin, you
crank the a/c. There are ﬁve Level 2 charging spots at work, and
have ﬂourished or failed, populating neighborhoods, shoponly seven employees with GEVs. You’re bound to beat them
ping malls and the occasional highway rest stop with charging
there. Sure enough, when your car glides into the parking lot
stations. These come in three varieties. Level 1, or 110-volt
emitting a high-pitched whine—one of countless downloadchargers, can take 12 hours or longer to reﬁll a vehicle’s batable car tones, required by law to reduce the risk of collisions
tery and are mainly found in the garages of PHEV owners and
with pedestrians—all of the chargers are free. You pull the
in some public parking lots. Level 2, or 220-volt chargers, are
spare Level 2 charging cable out of the trunk, plug in and check
the most common. They can replenish a drained battery in 4
the station’s LCD display. Battery: Sixty-two percent. Time to
to 5 hours or top off a partially depleted EV parked at a Target,

charge: N/A. That’s not normal. Neither is the alert window,
apologizing for the inconvenience, explaining that your company’s chargers have been temporarily disabled to assist the
local utility’s load management.
This, it hits you, is how the smart grid begins to fail—not
with a bang or a brownout, but a million polite refusals.

qq q8q 

grid barely registers a couple
of million electric vehicles.
The Department of Energy
predicts a 0.1 percent increase in overall electricity demand per
million plug-ins. Other experts see no more than a 1 percent
bump by 2020. Even if 2 million EVs were all plugged into
Level 2 chargers, that might constitute roughly the same
demand as 2 million new homes suddenly appearing on the
grid. Spread out across the country, that’s a negligible increase.
Unfortunately, the grid lives and dies on a local level—there
is no central operator that juggles the peaks and valleys of supply and demand around the United States. That’s why the heat
storm (a longer, more severe version of a heat wave) that hit
California in 2006 led to major power failures. By 2020, national
electrical demand will be even higher, rising by around 14 percent. For years, utilities have struck deals with customers to
help shave peak loads. Southern California Edison, for example,
gives customers a credit in exchange for allowing the utility to
wirelessly shut down their air conditioner’s compressor.
w
Whether it’s referred to as load control or stop-charging, the
W
ability of utilities to pull the plug on GEVs is seen as a natural
extension of this practice. The digital, two-way communication
associated with the smart grid would make it easier, but it isn’t
necessary—researchers at the Electric Power Research Institute
are currently testing load control with Ford and GM vehicles
using wireless signals, as well as GM’s OnStar system.
qvv8qq!q q q q   qqq

into giving utilities final charging approval. PHEV owners
might be more willing—they can always run on gas, if necessary. Commercial customers might also be game, since the
charging spots they’ve paid for are essentially perks.
Which leaves you in a bind. Today, along with being the
hottest day of the year, is your annual scheduled dealer maintenance visit. The dealership is 20 miles away. It’s just past noon
now. Unless your company’s chargers are online when you get
back, making it home could be a white-knuckle ride. There are
no fumes to run on in an EV, and no fuel light to ignore.
EV dealer maintenance is both less of a hassle than if you
drove an internal-combustion vehicle and more of a necessity.
Electriﬁcation eliminates many wear-and-tear issues, or at least
mitigates them. According to Nancy Gioia, director of global
electriﬁcation at Ford, a San Francisco cab company using Ford
Escape Hybrids went from changing brake pads every 10,000
miles to every 50,000 miles (regenerative braking absorbs most

of the car’s kinetic energy before the pads engage). Oil changes
disappear in EVs, and even in plug-in hybrids oil-ﬁlter changes
could be reduced by a factor of ﬁve or 10.
But as mechanical failures become less of an issue, babysitting the expensive, complex and potentially explosive battery
pack requires a new approach to maintenance. GEVs will regularly assess and wirelessly transmit battery-health updates to
dealers or mechanics, in the same way that modern jet aircraft
can send maintenance alerts to ground crews while in midair.
Nissan is currently setting up its own global data center to
manage this information, and GM expects to use its OnStar
telematics system to do the same.
That’s why you’re on your way to the dealer—
to check on the battery’s health and,
more importantly, to take advantage of an invitation to try a
firmware update, which
In case of emergency—
should optimize the EV’s
like an extended power
outage—any vehicle with
battery pack, expanding
a big enough battery can
your range by 5 percent.
become an ad hoc backup
Missing this visit could
generator. By reversing the
ﬂow of elericity, vehiclemean waiting months
to-home charging, or V2H,
for the software’s full
will enable an EV to power
release. There are thoukey appliances, or even your
sands of apps for GEVs,
entire home, for hours at
a retch. Vehicle-to-grid
most of them changing
charging, ill a new concept
the
way vehicles handle
in 2020, can go one ep
data. But tweaking the
further and push power
out into the local grid.
algorithms and code at the
heart of the car’s performance
takes an authorized mechanic.
In fact, the EV revolution eventually could deal the ﬁnal blow for automotive DIY. “For the do-it-yourself mechanics, without having a tiein to the infrastructure or the systems that allow you to talk to
the car, it’s going to get more difﬁcult to diagnose and address
the electriﬁed vehicle’s needs,” Ford’s Gioia says. Those dead
set on modding their GEVs will have to contend with the usual
voided warranties, plus new risks associated with high-voltage
equipment and battery cells that can detonate when overheated.
But the true gearheads aren’t exactly dinosaurs—with more
than 280 million nonelectric cars in the country in 2020, there’s
still plenty of axle grease and hydraulic ﬂuid to go around.
You barely have time to pick out a magazine in the dealership’s waiting room before the tests are ﬁnished. Back on the
road, you notice the battery gauge has taken a sudden nose-dive
to 40 percent. The tests they ran at the dealership sucked out
what little safety margin you might have had. If the work chargers are still cut off, there are only a couple of options for getting
home: Either stop at the mall and kill a few hours while the car
sits in a complimentary charging spot, or get to a fast charger.
!q qq qvZ8q qq q !q 

have installed 50 Level 3 fast chargers, each running at 50 kilowatts, in the San Diego area. Theoretically, the presence of fast
chargers can reduce the so-called range anxiety that keeps EV
drivers from pushing the limits of their battery range. In an

ongoing study that began in
2007, the installation of a
handful of Level 3 chargers
in Japan encouraged participants to drive their EVs as much as 80 percent more often, and
30 percent farther from their homes. In fact, almost none of
the subjects actually used the fast chargers—the high-voltage,
high-priced equipment is as much a psychological tool as it is a
piece of electric transportation infrastructure.
But as Mark Duvall, the Electric Power Research Institute’s
director of electric transportation, points out, it’s hard to come
up with a worse investment than a $50,000 charger that no
one uses. (Public Level 2 chargers run $5000 to $10,000.) One
key reason drivers might be avoiding fast chargers: Twenty
minutes is still way too long to wait. To get charging times
down to 5 minutes—more than the average gas station ﬁll-up,
but not by much—means installing chargers capable of 250- to
600-kw output. On paper, the numbers add up just ﬁne: More
kilowatts mean faster recharge rates. Even sticking with the
math, though, ultrafast charging becomes an unwieldy and
even frightening prospect. “For 5-minute charging, you’ve got
to go to 600 kw,” says Don Hillebrand, director of the Center
for Transportation Research at Argonne National Laboratory.
“That’s how much power you put in a city block.” With that sort
of industrial-strength output, capacitors could take 20 minutes
to recover between charges, provided the utilities would even
allow such stations access to the grid.
q q q   qq  q q

as the key to making the technology feasible. “You can populate
L.A. with 250-kw chargers and have 250-kwh storage units right
there with them,” says Kristen Helsel, vice president of EV solutions at AeroVironment. “As you take power from the grid, you
can put it back in.” These stationary batteries could be charged
by solar power or off-peak grid electricity, or by something more
innovative, such as hydrogen fuel cell generators.
Whether or not anyone would commit to that level of capital
investment, the physics still gets in the way. “Batteries don’t like
getting hot,” Hillebrand says. Even if a new generation of batteries could survive years of fast charging, a hardware failure during
a Level 3 charge could be fatal for nearby humans. “People don’t
think about the phenomenal amount of heat generated when
you move that much energy that fast,” Hillebrand says. “When
you look at dealing with potential arcs and thermal events, I
don’t see it as even remotely possible by 2020. And our guys are
the ones who write the standards for these chargers.”
The fast charger you pull
up to is the more common
50-kw variety. It’s located in
a desolate spot in Sun Valley, a drive-through kiosk in
the parking lot of an industrial metal supplier. Even at
50 kw, handling a steady
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a crowd gathers in the parking lot of the
Susan B. Anthony Middle School in Minneapolis, Minn., to watch a man in a navy
blue jumpsuit as he prepares to ﬁre his
catapult. He pivots the 800-pound
machine by its ﬁr and oak beams, aiming it at a grassy slope about 80 yards
away. Passing dog walkers pause, kids
lean bikes on kickstands, and a security
guard strolls over from the school to get
a closer look.
“We’ll be doing some ﬂinging before
long,” says the man in the jumpsuit,
William Gurstelle, the catapult’s builder.
On one side of the machine’s central
fulcrum hangs a counterweight
ﬁlled with 400 pounds of rocks
and lead shot. On the other
side of the pivot is an elegantly tapered 5-foot-long
throwing arm pointing
skyward. Gurstelle grabs
the tip of the arm and
pulls it down nearly 180
degrees until it’s almost
perpendicular to the

Why ﬁre a ﬂamethrower on the
front walk at six in the morning?
“To maer a grandly exciting,
arcane and perhaps even diabolical
technology,” the machine’s builder,
William Gurelle, says.

asphalt, then latches it to the catapult’s
base. The 400-pound weight rises in
opposition, poised like a boot ready to
kick. Gurstelle gathers the ammunition: baseballs impaled by eyebolts, a
box of gym socks and a bottle of lighter
ﬂuid. He drops a ball into a sock, hooks
it to a sling at the throwing arm’s tip,
soaks the stuffed sock in accelerant and
sets it all on ﬁre.
Gurstelle steps back as the flames
ﬂicker and tightens his grip on a 6-foot
rope tied to the latch pinning the throwing arm. He counts to three and yanks
the line. The latch springs, the weight
drops, the catapult creaks, and
the throwing arm rises like a
basketball player making a
hook shot. The ball slings upward so fast
that the ﬂames seem to disengage. But
the stocking stays ablaze, a low-level
comet in a sizzling line drive. It hits the
grassy hill with a thunk, ricocheting
embers of sock elastic, and rolls down to
the parking lot. “Is that a tray-boo-chit?”
a bystander asks. “Correct,” Gurstelle
says, “except that it’s treb-yoo-SHAY.”
Gurstelle seizes any opportunity to
educate his audience. He explains how
to build a model of this particular trebuchet in his third book, The Art of the
Catapult, with copious details on its role
in the siege of Scotland’s Stirling Castle
in 1304, where it was known as Ludgar
the War Wolf. Gurstelle’s sixth book,
2009’s Absinthe and Flamethrowers, balances smoke-bomb recipes with studies
suggesting that a reasonable amount of
risk-taking can make you a happier person. “I ﬁnd a certain nobility in living a
little more dangerously than the average
guy,” Gurstelle says.
Gurstelle got his ﬁrst taste of danger
during downhill slaloms on soapbox
derby racers that he and his grandfather
built using broken chairs and scrap
lumber from the family’s house in
St. Paul. Gurstelle says his grandfather
was a “bigger hammer” type of guy—
construction snafus can all be solved,
the thinking goes, by pounding the project with a bigger hammer. Lessons in
precision came from Gurstelle’s phar-

macist father, who stocked Gurstelle’s
basement chemistry sets with vats of
hydrochloric acid and metallic zinc.
Gurstelle soon began modifying equipment, bending glassware into alembics
and pot stills. Before long, he was cooking up his own gunpowder.

rankled his teachers. “I was always told I
had great potential but wasn't living up
to it,” he says. He struggled to ﬁnd his
niche, even after earning a degree in
mechanical engineering from the University of Wisconsin. Working as a manufacturing engineer, he was bored welding tiny electrodes to other tiny
electrodes. He left for a job designing
industrial ovens and furnaces. “Grinding, punching, shearing, making ovens
big enough to dip a Toyota into. It’s what
all American industry should be like,” he
says. But he lost interest in continuously
redesigning the same oven. So after a
misguided detour into an MBA program—“I thought I’d be this captain of
industry,” he says—Gurstelle wound up
with a gig as a billing analyst for Northwestern Bell. “Who could be happy doing
that?” he asks.
Tinkering after hours during those
dreary years, Gurstelle compiled test
notes and performance data on the
devices he built in his spare time—potato
cannons fueled by hair spray, bratwurst
missiles launched on bursts of compressed air or ghostly ﬂoating orbs made
of plastic dry-cleaner bags and Sterno
cans. The plans for 13 projects eventually
became the manuscript for Backyard Ballistics, his ﬁrst book. After its publication
in 2001, Gurstelle quit the telecommunications industry. “And I never looked
back,” he says.
He found satisfaction as a full-time

writer publishing plans for his projects.
“Having control over the physical environment lets me parse it out and see
what’s inside it,” Gurstelle says. After
demonstrating his creations, he encourages his fans to go forth and tinker. “Not
to be too highfalutin about it, but I think
there’s something good and noble in
getting people interested in ﬁnding out
what they can do,” he says.
Sometimes Gurstelle hears about the
results. A Backyard Ballistics reader
once wrote to tell him that she still has
the ﬁrst spud gun she built, a family collaboration executed per Gurstelle’s
instructions. “It is one of the strongest
memories I have of my dad and me
together before he passed away. Thank
you,” she wrote.

scraps, tees, purple primer and a Stanley
SharpTooth crosscut handsaw. Labeled
bins along each wall hold grinding
wheels, copper tubing, rope, clothespins, casters, measuring cups and mufﬁn pans. “A clean workbench is a happy
workbench,” Gurstelle says, sweeping
the plastic plumbing pieces into their
respective containers. Gurstelle leaves a
dog-eared copy of the Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual lying open on
the table, turned to a page of uniform
acceleration formulas. Next to it, a stack
of graph paper covered with scrawled
equations and computations contains
the lab notes on a supersize spud gun.
Gurstelle wants to see those notes in
a science-class lesson plan on particle
kinetics. “The potato only goes in two
directions—up and down—
but you can tell a lot of stuff
from that,” he says. “Acceleration, muzzle velocity, altitude of apogee—I like to know these things.” He
has received one letter in support of his
vision, from a California high school
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senior who used Backyard Ballistics to
co-teach an elective course. “I want you
to know that the students in the class
are both having fun and effectively
learning science,” he wrote. “Thanks for
making such great experiments available to all the amateur scientists of
the world!”
Out in the alley, Gurstelle sets up his
latest cannon—82 inches of PVC pipe
emblazoned with stickers that read,
“Noisy Plumber.” The gun is mounted
vertically on a plywood stand, steadied
on the concrete by 10-pound barbell
plates. At the coupling where the gun’s
the scent of peeled potatoes permeates
barrel meets its combustion chamber,
Gurstelle’s shop. Inside the concretepurple stains of PVC primer show
walled room on an alley behind his
beneath the hardened ooze of excess
home, a mesh sack of russets shares
cement. A threaded end cap, skewered
space on the workbench with PVC
by a ﬂint-and-steel lantern sparker, seals
the chamber. This allows Gurstelle to
ignite the cannon without touching a
ﬂame to the fuel—unscented Aqua Net.
Gurstelle approaches the gun with a
potato and a broomstick. He twists the
spud, forcing it into the barrel, and then
uses the broomstick to tamp it down.
With deft motions, Gurstelle unscrews
the end cap, spritzes a cloud of hair
spray into the combustion chamber,
pops the lid on and spins the igniter.
Listening to the potato launch, it
becomes clear how Gurstelle settled on
the title of his ﬁfth book, Whoosh Boom
Splat. He watches the russet shrink to a
pinprick against the blue sky while a
stopwatch measures seconds aloft. A
seeming eternity after the whoosh and
boom, a neighbor’s concrete patio gets
the splat. Vibrations from the impact
cause Gurstelle’s deaf dog to bark wildly
nearby. The engineer rushes to his notebook, plugging in variables to document
the results of this 8.8-second ﬂight: muzzle velocity, 96 mph; apogee, 315 feet. “I
said 4.4 seconds, right?” Gurstelle asks.
He double-checks the numbers. Problem
solved. The Noisy Plumber is
ready to debut in public education. All
1. A diagram for a four-barrel pneumatic gun, which Gurelle will likely use to ﬁre rolled-up T-shirts into
Gurstelle needs now
crowds at college football games, shares workbench space with potato-cannon fodder.
is an audience. FC
2. With socks and lighter ﬂuid ready nearby, Gurelle prepares his trebuchet

for a ﬂing in the parking lot of a Minneapolis middle school.
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TOP
SHOP

PROJECTCAMARO
Part II, Chronicling the true story of a small New Jersey
restoration shop faced with a huge challenge!
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ast month, we told you about the Popular Mechanics Top Shop Project Camaro.
We started with the hottest new muscle car of 2010 and set out to create
something
som
truly unique. Something that’s clearly a Camaro, but also clearly
something
som
much, much more. We wanted to boost the performance, maximize
vvisual
i s u a l drama
d r a m and install a level of technology unprecedented in new car showrooms.
SEE THE TOP SHOP
COME TO LIFE ON
YOUR SMART PHONE!
Good news for readers: This story
delivers fresh new supplemental
video content via 2D barcodes. To
experience it, follow these three
simple steps:
1. Take your smartphone/
blackberry, open your
web browser, and go to
getscanlife.com.
2. Download ScanLife for free.
3. Launch and scan the 2D bar
codes with your camera phone as
you see them in the story.

SCAN HERE TO GET AN EXCLUSIVE
LOOK AT THE INTERIOR OF OUR
INCREDIBLE CAMARO!
T Position your
Tip:
phone so that you
p
ccan see the barccode in the screen
sso that it ﬁlls about
half the screen.
h

B]R]bVWaeS`SOQVSR]cbb]Qcab][QO`PcWZRS`a\ObW]\eWRSO\R
S\RSRc^eWbVOa[OZZTO[WZg]e\SRaV]^W\<Se8S`aSgbVOba^SQWOZWhSaW\
`Sab]`W\U]ZRa^]`baQO`aO\R[]RWTgW\U\Se]\SaEVgµReSQV]]aS<SbQ]\U
/cb]@Sab]`ObW]\aW\abSOR]T]\S]TbVS "]bVS`¼\OZWaba-0SQOcaSbVSgµ`S
RWTTS`S\b>VWZO\R2O\O0`OhS`bVST]`[S`VWUVaQV]]ZaeSSbVSO`baeV]]e\
bVS^ZOQSZSTbZcQ`ObWdSQO`SS`aW\Q]`^]`ObS/[S`WQO`WaYW\USdS`gbVW\UbVSg
]e\W\QZcRW\UbVSW`QVWZR`S\µaQ]ZZSUSTc\Rab]^c`acSbVSW`ZWTSZ]\UR`SO[(
e]`YW\Ub]USbVS`O\Re]`YW\UeWbVQO`a0cbeVS\bVSgZSTbbVSW`Q]`\S`
]T¼QSabVSgRWR\µbZSOdSeVObbVSgµRZSO`\SRW\bVS[PSVW\R)bVSgO^^ZWSR
bVSagabS[a^`OQbWQSaO\RObbWbcRSabVOb[OYSPWU/[S`WQO\PcaW\SaaacQVO
acQQSaaab]`gb]bVSW`a[OZZQO``Sab]`ObW]\±O\R\]e[]RW¼QObW]\±PcaW\Saa
BVObµa\]bb]aOgbVOb<SbQ]\UZOQYaSf^S`WS\QSeWbVQO`aBVS0`OhS`a
R`SeT`][OZWTSbW[SµaSf^S`WS\QSQ]ZZSQbW\U`O`SQO`aeVS\S[PO`YW\U]\
bVSW`\SeS\bS`^`WaSO\R[]`SW[^]`bO\bZgVW`SRS[^Z]gSSabVOb>VWZZWYSa
b]RSaQ`WPSOa²QVWZR^`]RWUWSa³RSa^WbSbVSW`U`SgVOW`O\RQ]ZZSQbWdS'gSO`a
]T^`]TSaaW]\OZSf^S`WS\QSa^`SOROQ`]aaXcabbV`SS[S\6Wa`SOa]\W\U-BVSg
abO`bSRR]W\UeVObbVSgR]Oag]c\UOaSWUVbgSO`a]ZR7TbVSgµRPSS\^WO\]
^ZOgS`abVSgµRPSaSZZW\U]cb1O`\SUWS6OZZ1][PW\SbVObYW\R]TSf^S`bWaS
eWbV>VWZO\R2O\Oµa^`]TSaaW]\OZ[O\OUS[S\bO\RQ][[c\WQObW]\aYWZZaO\R
g]cVOdSO`SQW^ST]`Ob`cZgc\W_cSOcb]aV]^/bZSOabbVObµaeVObeSeS`S
bVW\YW\UeVS\eSQV]aSbVS[
2WR]c`UO[PZS^Og]TT-8cRUST]`g]c`aSZT2O\OR`SebVS]`WUW\OZ
aYSbQVSabVObVOdS\]ePSS\b`O\aT]`[SRW\b]]\SdS`geWZR1O[O`]AbO`bW\U
ObbVST`]\bO\Sfb`O^OW`]T1VSdgµaab]QYVSORZWUVbaVOdSPSS\U`OTbSRW\b]
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ABOVE:

CHANGING THE OIL WITH
MOBIL 1
RIGHT:

CREATIVE AUTO
INTERIORS TEAM AT WORK

TOPSHOP

TIPT 7
DON’T TRY TO REMOVE
THE CAMARO’S STOCK RADIO,
DOING SO WILL DISABLE FUNCTIONS
LIKE THE HEATING VENTILATION / AIR
CONDITIONING CONTROLS, ON STAR AND
EVEN THE HEADLIGHTS WHICH ARE ALL ROUTED
THROUGH THE SILVER BOX BEHIND THE HEAD UNIT.
INSTEAD, FIT AN AMPLIFIER AND USE IT TO POWER
UPGRADED MID-RANGE SPEAKERS, TWEETERS,
AND SUBS. KICKER OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPONENTS THAT
MAKE LIFE WORTH LIVIN’ LOUD.

BLUE MAGIC
America’s number-one
trusted interior car care
cleaner since 1959, Blue
Magic interior cleaning care
products won’t just get your
carpets, dash, instruments
and leather clean, they’ll
keep them that way too.
That’s why we use Blue Magic
Heavy Foam Upholstery
cleaner to take care of it. Not
only does it lift heavy stains
without damaging the fragile
material, but it brightens the
colors and coats the threads
in a protective barrier that
will prevent future stains
from penetrating deeply and
permanently.
www.bluemagicusa.com

bVSQcab][U`WZZSOQQS\bcObW\U
ObW\U
bVSeWRbV]TbVST`]\bS\R
BVObU`WZZSµaRSS^S`\]e
eVWZSbVS1O[O`]µaab]QY
\]aS[]c\bSRW\bOYSVOa
PSS\[ORSR`OabWQOZZg
ZO`US`O\RbVSV]]RVOa
PSS\P`]cUVbT]`eO`Rb]
V]caSWbBVObW\bOYSTSSRa
bVS>Ofb]\<=D7 A:
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
KICKER
$#b]
ac^S`QVO`US`eVWQVORRa$#b]
Saac`S
%#>A7]TORRWbW]\OZOW`^`Saac`S
`QS\b
W\Q`SOaW\U^]eS`Pg"#^S`QS\b
ZWbS`
AbO`bW\UeWbVO" $6>$ ZWbS`
1]`dSbbSa]c`QSRD&eS\]eVOdSO`]c\R$6>O\R$ZPTb]Tb]`_cSb]
^ZOgeWbV9SS^W\UbVSW\bOYSOW`Q]]ZO\RbVS`ST]`S[]`S]fgUS\`WQVWaO
VcUSW\bS`Q]]ZS`bVObg]cQO\aSSbV`]cUVbVS[S\OQW\UU`WZZSBVSW\bS`Q]]ZS`
Waa]PWUbVObWbPZ]QYa]TT[cQV]TbVS`ORWOb]`PcbbVObVOa\µb`SRcQSRbVS
Q]]ZW\UQO^OQWbgBVS]bVS`Tc\QbW]\]TbVS\SeV]]RaQ]]^Wab]PZ]QY]TTbVS
`ORWOb]`V]caW\UQVO\\SZW\UbVSQ]]ZOW`½]eW\UbV`]cUVbVSU`WZZSc^O\R
]dS`bVSW\bS`Q]]ZS`O\RbV`]cUVbVS`ORWOb]`
>]eS`WaaS\bb]bVS`SO`eVSSZabV`]cUVO\;B7_cWQYaVWTbS`O\R^cb
b]bVSU`]c\RPgVWUV^S`T]`[O\QS1]]^S`@A!bW`Sa[]c\bSRb] f'#W\QV
00AOZZ]geVSSZaBVS1O[O`]µaTOYSP`OYSdS\baVOdSPSS\]^S\SRc^O\R
\]eTSSRQ]]ZOW`b]bVSab]QY`SO`P`OYSaBVST`]\bO\R`SO`P`OYSaVOdSPSS\
c^U`ORSReWbVZSdWObVO\#W\QV`]b]`aeVWZSbVST`]\bP`OYSacbWZWhSQcab][
PZcS$^Wab]\0`S[P]QOZW^S`aQ]c`bSag]TA:>>S`T]`[O\QS>O`baBVSab]QY
QOZW^S`aW\bVS`SO`aVO`SbVSaO[SQcab][PZcS2c^ZW1]Z]`^OW\b
BVSSfb`O^]eS`aV]cZRUWdScaOb]^a^SSRTO`W\SfQSaa]TbVSab]QY
dSVWQZSµa##;>6ZW[WbPcbeSµZZPSOPZSb]b`W^ZSVWUVeOga^SSRZW[WbaaOTSZg
bVO\Yab]OTc\QbW]\OZ`SO`a^]WZS`bVObORRaOP]cb ^]c\Ra]TR]e\T]`QSOb
Xcab;>6BVSUcgaOb<SbQ]\UVO\RTOP`WQObSRWbT`][abSSZW\bSU`ObW\UWb
a]eSZZbVObg]cQO\µbbSZZWbeOa\µb]`WUW\OZZg^O`b]TbVSQO`BVSa^]WZS`OZ]\U
eWbVbVSbe]Sfb`OT`]\bVSORZWUVbaO\R`SO`bOWZZWUVba1]`dSbbS1OZWT]`\WO
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HAL

Painter and Mechanic

“Dupli-Color sent us some
really awesome paint. It
took us four days to paint
the Camaro but the result
is nice and vibrant.”

The Brazers met Hal after seeking down the
creator of a truly extraordinary Corvette paint
job that Hal describes as “average.” Now, Hal
says, “we’re like family.”

SCAN HERE FOR AN EXCLUSIVE
LOOK AT THE DETAIL WORK
DONE TO THE CAR
CAR’SS EEXTERIOR.

A^SQWOZabgZSWa`Sa^]\aWPZST]`Q`SObW\UOaVO^SbVObµaQZSO`Zg1O[O`]gSb
RSdW]caZgOZbS`SRW\b]a][SbVW\UOZb]USbVS`[]`S[S\OQW\UO\R^c`^]aSTcZ
BVObOZZSUWO\QSb]bVSQZOaaWQ1O[O`]bVS[SO\RbVSOPWZWbgb]beWab
WbW\O\SeRW`SQbW]\O`SeVObRS¼\S<SbQ]\UµaO^^`]OQVb]bVWaB]^AV]^
^`]XSQbBVSPZcSW\bVS^OW\bX]PT]`W\abO\QSWaOµ$a1]`dSbbSQ]Z]`;O`W\O
0ZcS(!^O`ba2c^ZW1]Z]`POaSAWZdS`b] ^O`ba2c^ZW1]Z]`2SS^0ZcSbVObµa
PSS\QV]aS\b]VWUVZWUVbbVSQO`µaOUU`SaaWdS\SeZW\Sa7bZ]]YaTcbc`WabWQgSb
OZa]a][SV]eObV][S]\bVS1O[O`]µa`Sb`]P]Rg^`]POPZgPSQOcaSbVSbe]
]`WUW\ObSRW\bVS^S`W]R]T1VSdg[caQZSQO`a
6OZbVSQO`µa^OW\bS`RSaQ`WPSaVWaVO\RWe]`YOa²a][SbVW\UdWP`O\b
O\RQ`Ohg³4]`bVSQVSQYS`SR½OUaWZdS`eOaQV]aS\]dS`eVWbSb]UWdSbVS
QO`O[]`S[SQVO\WQOZdWPS7\b]bOZbVS^OW\bOZ]\Sb]]YT]c`ROga]TVO`R
e]`YPcbbVObeOa\µbOaZ]\UOaWbQ]cZRVOdSPSS\bVO\Yab]bVS2c^ZW1]Z]`
>OW\bAV]^agabS[eVWQVQ][Sa^`S`SRcQSRW\WbaQO\aT]`SOag[WfW\U6OZ
OQVWSdSRbVS`WUVbQ]Z]`POZO\QST]`bVS;O`W\O0ZcS]\VWa¼`abb`g[WfW\UO

PZcS^WU[S\beWbVOAWZdS`POaS4W`ab
b]PSa^`OgSR]\eS`Sbe]b]bV`SS
Q]Oba]T>OW\bAV]^5`Og>`W[S`b]
UWdSbVS^OW\bO\WQSa[]]bVac`TOQS
b]P]\Rb]bVS\bV`SSQ]Oba]TQ]Z]`
eS`SO^^ZWSR4WdSZOgS`aORRRS^bV
b]bVS^OW\be]`YeVWZSORRW\U
^`]bSQbW]\<SfbeOaO¼dSQ]ObZOgS`
]T2c^ZW1]Z]`QZSO`Q]ObeVWQV
ORRaRS^bVb]bVS¼\WaVO\R^`]bSQba
bVSQ]Z]`T`][TORW\U]`aQ`ObQVW\U
BVS¼\OZabS^eOaeSbaO\RW\UO\R
PcT¼\Ub]OQVWSdSO^S`TSQbaVW\S
BVSSfbS`W]`^OW\baQVS[SWa
QO``WSR]dS`b]bVSW\bS`W]`eVS`S
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T

MOTHERS
A full complement of
Mothers products will be
kept in the car as it tours
around the country. Mothers
All Wheel & Tire Cleaner
easily cuts through grime,
grease and brake dust. Next
is Mothers Chrome Polish
which provides advanced
protection and a brilliant
shine. We’ll be able to do
instant cleaning touch-ups
with Showtime Instant
Detailer, and we’ll apply
Mothers California Gold wax
with a PowerBall 4 Paint to
give our paint total protection
from showgoers’ ﬁngers
and noses.
www.mothers.com

bVSQVSQYS`SR½OUWa`STS`S\QSRPgbVSPZOQY
AN OBD II SCANTOOL
O\ReVWbSV]c\Rab]]bVOQQS\ba]\bVSR]]`a
MIGHT BE COMPATIBLE
ROaVVSORZW\S`O\RaSObaBVOb^ObbS`\
WITH THE CAR YOU’RE WORKING
eOaOZa]caSR]\bVS]`WUW\OZµ$%1O[O`]
ON NOW, BUT WHAT ABOUT IN THE
bVSdSVWQZSbVWa\Se]\SWaabgZSROTbS`
FUTURE? IF YOU ONLY WANT TO BUY THE
ASSV]eQ]VSaWdSbVSS\bW`SdWacOZ
TOOL ONCE, YOU NEED TO MAKE SURE IT CAN
BE UPGRADED WITH NEW CODES FOR NEW
bVS[S]TbVSQO`Wa-7b`S[OW\ab`cS
VEHICLES. MANY SCAN TOOL MANUFACTURERS
b]bVS]`WUW\OZbV`]cUV]cba]RSa^WbS
WILL CHARGE YOU $500 OR MORE PER
V]eeWZRSdS`gbVW\UZ]]YaWbOZa]
UPGRADE, BUT THE ACTRON AUTOSCANNER
XcabaSS[ab]¼bbVSQO`EVS\QO`aO`S
PLUS CAN BE UPGRADED THROUGH
^OW\bSRW\OTOQb]`gbVSgµ`SQc`SRObdS`g
ACTRON’S WEBSITE FOR FREE.
VWUVbS[^S`Obc`SaPST]`SO\g]TbVSb`W[
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
ACTRON
]``cPPS`^WSQSaO`SORRSRAW\QS`S[]dW\U
SdS`g^WSQS]TbVSW\bS`W]`O\RSdS`gaSOZT`][
OQO`µaP]Rge]cZRPS\SO`ZgW[^]aaWPZSOTbS`
bVSQO`WaQ][^ZSbSRWbµaW[^]aaWPZSb]Qc`SOQO`b]bVSaO[SRSU`SSWTg]cRSQWRS
b]^OW\bWbg]c`aSZT/aO`SacZba][S]TbVSQc`W\UbOYSa^ZOQSRc`W\UbVS¼`ab'
ROgaOTbS`bVS^OW\bWaO^^ZWSRG]caV]cZReOWbObZSOabbVObZ]\UPST]`Sg]ceOf
O\OTbS`[O`YSb^OW\bX]PZWYS]c`aESµ`S^ZO\\W\Ub]RWa^ZOgbVS>`]XSQb1O[O`]
ObbVS>]Q]\]#</A1/@`OQSbVS@]cbS$$1O`AV]eW\AO\0S`\ORW\]1/
O\RbVSA3;/aV]eW\DSUOabV`]cUV]cbbVS`Sab]TbVSgSO`7bµaU]W\Ub]USb
Q]dS`SRW\U`W[SRc`W\UaVW^^W\UO\ReWbV]WZaT`][^S]^ZSµa¼\US`aO\R\]aSaOb
bVSaV]eabVS[aSZdSaB]YSS^WbW\bW^b]^aVO^S]\QSbVObW\WbWOZ'ROg^S`W]R
Wa]dS`eSµ`SYSS^W\UOPOU]T;]bVS`a^]ZWaVSaeOfSaO\RQZSO\S`aW\bVSQO`b]
bOYSQO`S]TWbeVS`SdS`eSU]
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ACTRON
ABOVE:

MICK DETAILING THE CAR
WITH MOTHERS
RIGHT:

HAL BUFFING THE
DUPLI-COLOR PAINT JOB

;]bVS`a/ZZEVSSZO\RBW`SQZSO\S`eWZZ[OYSYSS^W\UbVS00AeVSSZaO\R
1]]^S`bW`SaZ]]YW\UZWYS\Se7bQO\RWaa]ZdSOZZYW\Ra]TU`W[SU`SOaSO\RP`OYS
RcabeWbV]cbVO`[W\UbVS`cPPS`]`bVSeVSSZaµ¼\WaV/TbS`R]W\UbVObeSµZZ
^`]bSQbbVSRO`YQV`][SeVSSZaeWbV;]bVS`a1V`][S>]ZWaV)Wbe]\µbXcabUWdS
caOaVW\SWbeWZZOZa]YSS^^SaYg¼\US`^`W\baT`][ZSOdW\UO[O`YEVS\eS¼`ab
O^^ZgbVSeOfO\RW\acPaS_cS\bb]cQVc^aWbµZZPSeWbVO;]bVS`a>]eS`0OZZ"
>OW\bR`WZZObbOQV[S\b7b[OYSaZO`USac`TOQSaOP`SShSO\RWbQO\RSOZeWbVOZZbVS
1O[O`]µaaVO`^Qc`dSab]]6]eSdS`eVWZSeSµ`S]cb]\bVS`]OReSµZZR]_cWQY
b]cQVc^acaW\U;]bVS`a1OZWT]`\WO5]ZRAV]ebW[S7\abO\b2SbOWZS`7bQ][SaW\
Oa^`OgP]bbZS[OYW\UZOab[W\cbSb]cQVc^a]`TcZZP]RgQZSO\W\UaOP`SShS<]b
]\ZgR]SaWbQZSO\WbµZZS\VO\QSbVS1O[O`]µadWP`O\bQ]Z]`aO\RORRQZO`WbgO\R
RS^bVb]UWdScaO`cS[W``]`¼\WaV^S`TSQbT]`aV]eW\U]TT

Compatible with all 1996
and newer OBD II-compliant
vehicles — which is just
about everything — the
AutoScanner Plus is not
only capable of reading,
displaying and erasing error
codes, but interpreting them
in plain English too. You
can use the AutoScanner
Plus for everything from
ﬁguring out why the “check
engine” light won’t go out to
checking emissions ahead
of an inspection. It’s futureproof too; you can download
compatibility data for new
vehicle’s right off the Internet.
Buy one and enter the world
of modern automotive repair.
www.actron.com
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ABOVE AND RIGHT:

SUNPRO GAUGES AND
CUSTOM ENCLOSURE

KS
BILSTEIN
LSTEIN SHOCKS
Where most other shock
absorbers are made with
bodies cut from a piece
of steel tube then ﬁtted
with imprecisely stamped
internals, Bilstein shocks
use extruded bodies,
induction hardened shafts
and machined valves.
That means Bilsteins are
incredibly strong, yet
equipped with the kind of
precise tolerances you’ll
ﬁnd on surgical instruments.
What’s that mean for you? A
lifetime of improved control,
handling, performance and
comfort. Every shock comes
with a warranty good for your
vehicle’s lifetime, meaning
Bilsteins could even save
you money.
www.bilsteinus.com

<SbQ]\UQ]\b`OQbSR]cbbVSW\bS`W]`e]`Yb]1`SObWdS/cb]7\bS`W]`aW\
0cbZS`<8eVWQVR]SaOZ]b]Te]`Y\]b]\ZgT]`<SbQ]\UPcbT]`[O\g]T<Se
G]`YµaZcfc`gQO`RSOZS`ab]]7TbVSgQO\[OYSO[]RS`\0;E]`;S`QSRSaPSbbS`
bVO\\SebVS\e]`YW\U]\bVWa1O[O`]aV]cZRVOdSPSS\OQW\QV±O\RWbeOaOb
ZSOabc\bWZWbQO[SbW[Sb]W\bSU`ObSbVSQcab][SZSQb`]\WQaa]bVSgµR¼baSO[ZSaaZg
W\b]bVSW\bS`W]`@S^`]¼ZW\UbVSaSObaT]`[]`SZObS`OZac^^]`bO\R`Sc^V]ZabS`W\U
XcabOP]cbSdS`gbVW\UW\PZOQYZSObVS`PZcS[WQ`]acSRSO\RV]c\Rab]]bVQZ]bV
eOaSOagQ][^O`SRb]W\abOZZW\UbVSOQbWdS4:7@\WUVbdWaW]\agabS[bVSVWRRS\
<SbP]]YQ][^cbS`O\RbVS`SO`aSOb[]c\bSR^`W\bS`AWbW\bVS1O[O`]O\Rg]c`
ObbS\bW]\WaW[[SRWObSZgR`Oe\b]bVSZcfc`W]ca_cOZWbgO\RdWP`O\bQ]Z]`a]TbVS
\Se[ObS`WOZa0cbg]cVOdSb]Z]]YQZ]aSZgb]aSSbVS\SebSQV\]Z]Ug
4ZW^R]e\bVSac\dWa]`aO\Rg]cµZZ¼\RRcOZ:12aQ`SS\a/ZZbV`SSaQ`SS\a
]\SW\bVS`SO`]TbVSQS\bS`Q]\a]ZSQO\dWSeO\g]TbVST]c`OdOWZOPZSW\^cba(
4:7@\WUVbdWaW]\`SO`QO[S`OdWSe>A!UO[W\U2D20Zc`Og]`O\OcfWZWO`g
W\^cbBVSQO`WaOZa]S_cW^^SReWbVOA^`W\bAO[ac\U;][S\bZW\YSRb]OPZcS
Q]\\SQbc\WbT]`VO\RaT`SSQ][[c\WQObW]\a/\3aQ]`b'#17`ORO`O\RZOaS`
RSbSQb]`O\RO5;SbS`eS`SOZa]ORRSR
=\SO`SOeVS`SbVSab]QY1O[O`]µaW\bS`W]`WaZOQYW\UWaW\bVSUOcUS
RS^O`b[S\b;OYW\UbVW\UaaOTS`O\R[]`SQ]\dS\WS\bO`SQcab][Ac\^`]UOcUSa
bVOb\]b]\ZgOZZ]ecab]^WQYO\RQV]]aSbVSW`^ZOQS[S\bO\RTc\QbW]\aPcbOZa]
^`]dWRS[cQVQZSO`S`±O\RbVS`ST]`S[]`ScaSTcZ±`SOR]cbaBVObµaW[^]`bO\bW\
OQO`US\S`ObW\U%"6>[]`SbVO\ab]QY)eWbVSdS`gQ][^]\S\bc\RS`"#^S`QS\b
[]`Sab`SaaQZSO`UOcUS`SOR]cbaQO\^`]dWRSO\SO`ZgW\RWQObW]\]Tb`]cPZS
^]bS\bWOZZgaOdW\Ug]cT`][aVSZZW\U]cbPWU[]\SgT]``S^OW`a]`e]`aSPSW\U
ab`O\RSRPgbVSaWRS]TbVS`]OR
EVWZS\]bW\[]bW]\P]bVbVS1O[O`]µaR`WdS`O\RT`]\baSOb^OaaS\US`eWZZ
PSOPZSb]bOYSORdO\bOUS]TbVS]\P]O`R<SbP]]Yb]^`SbS\RbVSgµ`SW\bVS]T¼QS
e]`YW\UO\R\]b]cbSf^Z]`W\U[]c\bOW\`]ORabVObO`SOPO\R]\SR]\eSSYROga
7bµa[]c\bSR]\OUW[POZbVOb\]b]\ZgTcZZg`Sb`OQbaW\aWRSbVSUZ]dSP]feVS\
\]bW\caSPcbaZWRSaW\b]^]aWbW]\b]aS`dSSWbVS`T`]\baSOb<]\SSRb]V]ZRbVS
Q][^cbS`W\g]c`ZO^WbµaRSaWU\SRb]PScaSReVWZSObbOQVSRb]Wba[]c\bBVS
Q][^cbS`WaQ]\\SQbSRb]bVS7\bS`\SbdWOO!5QSZZcZO`RObO\Sbe]`YeVWZSQOPZSa
^`]dWRSOQ]\\SQbW]\b]]\P]O`R^]eS`O\RbVS^`W\bS`BVObTcZZQ]Z]`^`W\bS`Wa
[]c\bSRW\bVSP]ZabS`PSbeSS\bVSbe]`SO`aSObaa^WbbW\UWba^O^S`]cb]\b]bVS
`WUVbaSOb
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1]\\SQbSRb]bVS]\P]O`R^S`T]`[O\QS[SbS`bVS\SbP]]YeWZZOZZ]e
g]cb]Q][^O`S"[WZSbW[SaP`OYW\UO\RVO\RZW\UT]`QSabVS\^`W\b]cbO\R
aVO`Sg]c``SacZbaT]`P`OUUW\U`WUVba
ESµZZPSYSS^W\UbVSW\bS`W]`a^]bZSaaeWbV0ZcS;OUWQQZSO\S`a
>`]RcQbaZWYSbVS0ZcS;OUWQ:SObVS`DW\gZ1ZSO\S`O\RbVS1O`^SbAbOW\
A^]b1ZSO\S`O`SaOTSb]caS]\OZZbVS\Se[ObS`WOZaW\bVS>`]XSQb1O[O`]
BVSW\bS`W]`µa\]bOZZPcaW\SaabV]cUVBe]aSba]T9WQYS`Q][^]\S\ba^SOYS`a
O`S[]c\bSRW\bVSR]]`aO\ReWbVW\bVS`SO`RSQYBVSb`WQYSR]cbQcab][
b`c\YV]caSaT]c`9WQYS`W\QVacPaO\RbV`SSO[^aBe]^]eS`bVST]c`
acPaeVWZS]\STcSZabVSQ][^]\S\ba^SOYS`a
/Za]POQYbVS`SWa]\Sac`^`WaSeSeS`S\µbSf^SQbW\U(Ob`c\YZWR
[]c\bSRAbO\ZSgb]]ZP]f[ORSXcabT]`bVWa1O[O`]O\R¼ZZSReWbVb]]ZabVOb
VOdSPSS\O\]RWhSRPZOQYO\R^`W\bSReWbV²>;B]^AV]^1O[O`]³<]b]\Zg
R]SabVWaac`^`WaSYWbQ]\bOW\SdS`gaWhS`ObQVSbPWbO\Re`S\QVeSµR\SSRb]
e]`Y]\bVSQO`PcbOZa]OVWUV_cOZWbgZW_cWR¼ZZSROW`UOcUSO½OaVZWUVbO\R

RODGER PISANI

Owner,
Creative Auto Interiors
58 BOONTON AVENUE
BUTLER, NJ 07405
973-838-5152
www.creativeautointeriors.com

“The stock Camaro
interior is very basic.
We’ve made it flashy
without making it tacky.”

Rodger’s been with Creative Auto Interiors
since it was founded in 1978, buying the
company from his former boss seven years
later when he was just 25.

SdS\]c`dS`g]e\^OW`]TAbO\ZSg
e]`YUZ]dSab][ObQVbVSQO`7bµaOZZ
OZ[]abb]]\WQSb]caSPcbWTeSVOR
b]eSµRTSSZaOTSW\bVSY\]eZSRUS
bVObSdS`gb]]ZeSµR\SSRWaSOagb]
OQQSaaVWUV_cOZWbgO\RR]Sa\µbSdS\
bOYSc^O\g`]][W\bVSb`c\YbVO\Ya
b]bVSW\\]dObWdS[]c\bW\Ua]ZcbW]\
:]]YW\UObbVSW\bS`W]`
Rc`W\UbVSROg`SdSOZaO\W\Q`SRWPZS
ZSdSZ]TObbS\bW]\b]RSbOWZab`WYW\U
Q]Z]`aO\RORdO\QSRSZSQb`]\WQaOZZ
aSO[ZSaaZge]`YW\Ub]USbVS`0cbb]
`SOZZgO^^`SQWObSbVS1O[O`]µaQOPW\
g]cVOdSb]aSSWbOb\WUVb0ZcS:32
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BELOW AND RIGHT:

CUSTOM KICKER SUB ENCLOSURES
AND STANLEY TOOL BOX

STANLEY
Just like we reconﬁgured
our 2010 Project Camaro for
optimal performance and
technological upgrades,
Stanley Tools has the
capability to modify its
products, as you can
see with its Professional
Mechanical Foam Tool Box.
That’s what Stanley is all
about—a company that uses
its innovative approach to
develop unique automotive
solutions for consumers,
from real mechanics
to everyday car buffs.
Maintaining our standing
of being the world’s best at
what we do is important to
us; it’s what you expect from
a name like Stanley.
www.stanleytools.com

OQQS\bZWUVbW\UWaaSQ`SbSRbV`]cUV]cbbVSW\bS`W]`W\dWaWPZSRc`W\UbVSROgPcb
QOabW\UOVWUVbSQVUZ]eOb\WUVb[OYW\UbVW\UaSOagb]¼\ReWbV]cbW[^OQbW\U
bVSR`WdS`µa\WUVbdWaW]\
=TQ]c`aSbVWa$6>1O[O`]µa\]bXcabT]`Z]]YW\UObWbµaT]`R`WdW\U
TOabO\RbVObµaeVObP`W\Uacab]BSfOaRc`W\UOb]``S\bWOZbV`SSROgZ]\U
R]e\^]c`ESµ`SObbVSBVS1]]^S`BW`SaBW`SO\RDSVWQZSBSab1S\bS`BDB1
OUWO\bOcb][]bWdS^ZOgU`]c\RZ]QObSRW\bVScacOZZg`SZWOPZSeSObVS`]Ta]cbV
BSfOa3_cW^^SReWbVObe][WZS]dOZb`OQYO![WZSVO\RZW\UQW`QcWbbVW\Y
`]ORQ]c`aSO"OQ`SeSbaYWR^ORO\ROVcUSaSZSQbW]\]T]TT`]ORb`OWZaO\R
]PabOQZSabVSBDB1VOaPSS\a^SQW¼QOZZgRSaWU\SROabVSWRSOZ^ZOQSb]SdOZcObS
O\RRSdSZ]^bW`Sa
EVWZS]TbS\WU\]`SRPgQOacOZR`WdS`abW`SaO`S^`]POPZgbVS[]ab
W[^]`bO\bQ][^]\S\b]TO\gdSVWQZSBVSgµ`SbVS]\Zg^O`b]\bVSS\bW`SQO`bVOb
OQbcOZZgb]cQVSabVS`]ORa]SdS`gTc\QbW]\VOab]e]`YbV`]cUVbVST]c`PZOQY
V]]^aG]cQO\bV`]ebV]caO\RaO\RbV]caO\Ra]TR]ZZO`aObO\S\UW\Sb][OYS
Wb[]`S^]eS`TcZPcbeWbV]cbO\O^^`]^`WObSaSb]TbW`SaWbµZZa^W\bVSeVSSZa
W\abSOR]TOQQSZS`ObSG]cQO\¼bZ]eS`abWTTS`aca^S\aW]\PcbeWbV]cbS_cWdOZS\b
bW`SabVSSfb`OVO\RZW\UOPWZWbgeWZZPSZ]abT]`eO\b]TU`W^
BVSBDB1WaeVS`SO\RV]e1]]^S`RSdSZ]^aOZZ]TWbabW`Sa7\TOQbbVS
TOQWZWbg]TTS`aacQVO\SfVOcabWdSRSU`SS]TbSabW\UbVOb]bVS`bW`S[O\cTOQbc`S`a
`SUcZO`Zg`S\bbW[SbVS`Sb]RSdSZ]^bVSW`]e\^`]RcQba3dS`gaW\UZSOa^SQb]T
dSVWQZS^S`T]`[O\QSQO\PSSdOZcObSRVS`SOaWRST`][]cb`WUVbb]^a^SSRO\R
eW\bS`R`WdW\UeVWQVWaR]\SW\\]`bVS`\;WQVWUO\BVOb[OYSabVSBDB1bVS
^S`TSQb^ZOQST]`cab]^cbbVS>`]XSQb1O[O`]bV`]cUVWba^OQSa
BVS`SO`Sbe]^`]PZS[aeWbVbVOb^ZO\=\SWbµa`OW\W\UVO`RBe]Pg
R`OabWQOZZgW\Q`SOaW\UbVS^S`T]`[O\QSZSdSZ]TbVWa1O[O`]eSµdSOZa]\O``]eSR
bVS`O\US]TQ]\RWbW]\aW\eVWQVWbµaSOagb]R`WdS7bµaTOabS`Pcb\]eWbµaU]ba]
[cQV^]eS`bVObWbQO\SOaWZga^W\7bQ]`\S`aVO`RS`Pcb\]eg]cµZZPSb`OdSZW\U
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COOPER
CO
OPER TIRES
The Cooper Zeon RS3
is specially designed to
accentuate the extreme
horsepower levels and
superior handling capabilities
of tuned muscle cars, so the
tires worked perfectly on our
600 HP Camaro. Large blocks
of tread on the shoulders
maximize outright grip and
provide split-second steering
response, while deep central
grooves aggressively clear
standing water. The RS3s
alone were single-handedly
responsible for dropping two
seconds from the otherwise
stock Camaro’s lap of the wet
handling course.
www.coopertire.com

TOabS`WTbVW\UaU]e`]\U:cQYWZgbVSBDB1Q][SaeWbVWba]e\`SaWRS\b`OQSQO`
R`WdS`/ZW/ZXWP]c`WeV]µa`OQSRSdS`gbVW\UT`][]^S\eVSSZSRT]`[cZOQO`ab]
2R`WTbS`a/ZWµaOU`SSRb]SdOZcObSbVS>`]XSQb1O[O`]POQYb]POQYeWbVOab]QY
1O[O`]AAeVWQVeWZZ`SdSOZeVS`SO\RV]eeSµdS[ORSW[^`]dS[S\ba
4W`abc^WabVSeSbaYWR^OR/VcUSOa^VOZba_cO`SbVSS\bW`S^ORWa
Q]\ab`cQbSR]\O^S`TSQb]\SRSU`SSaZ]^S3_cW^^SReWbVOa^`W\YZS`agabS[Ob
bVSb]^O\RaWRSaO\R`SQgQZW\UR`OW\aObbVSP]bb][bVWaOZZ]eabVSeObS`b]½]e
OQ`]aabVS^ORObOY\]e\`ObSQ`SObW\UOc\WT]`[]\SbS\bV]TO\W\QV]TeObS`
OQ`]aabVSS\bW`S^OR<]b]\ZgR]SabVWaOZZ]e/ZWb]SdOZcObSbVS`ObSObeVWQV
ObW`SQO\QZSO`eObS`bV`]cUVWbaU`]]dSaPcbbWUVbQ]`\S`aQ]\bW\c]caQW`QZSa
O\RaZOZ][aQ`SObSReWbVQ]\SaOZZ]eVW[b][SOac`SbVS]cb`WUVbU`W^^]aaWPZS
W\bVSaSQ]\RWbW]\aO\R]\bVSZW[WbVO\RZW\U
[WbVO\RZW\U
QVO`OQbS`WabWQaZWYSbVSPOZO\QSPSbeSS\c\RS`abSS`
SbeSS\c\RS`abSS`
TOPSHOP
O\R]dS`abSS`O\RV]eSOaWZgbVSQO`b`O\aWbW]\a
QO`b`O\aWbW]\a
PSbeSS\aZWRSO\RU`W^
TIPT 9
BVSab]QY1O[O`]WaOZ`SORgOTOab
RgOTOab
QO^OPZSQO`PcbeWbVbVSabOPWZWbgO\R
O\R
IF YOU SPILL COFFEE ON
b`OQbW]\Q]\b`]ZagabS[aaeWbQVSR
R
INTERIOR FABRIC, DILUTE THE STAIN
]TTbVST`]\bS\ReWZZc\RS`abSS`
IMMEDIATELY WITH COLD WATER, THEN BLOT
PST]`SeWZRZga\O^^W\UW\b]
WITH A TOWEL TO ABSORB THE LIQUID. IF
]dS`abSS`BVSb`O\aWbW]\Wa
THERE’S STILL DISCOLORATION, SOAK THE AREA
a]VO`aVbVOba^W\\W\UWaO
IN GLASS CLEANER. THIS WILL DISSOLVE THE
^]aaWPWZWbgSdS\eVS\g]cµ`S
STAIN AND ANY COATING ON THE THREADS OF
O\bWQW^ObW\UbVSa\O^O\RO`S
THE FABRIC, BUT WILL LEAVE THE MATERIAL MORE
`SORgb]Q]c\bS`abSS`b]QObQV
SUSCEPTIBLE TO FUTURE STAINS, SO RE-APPLY
Wb2Sa^WbSbVSORRSR^]eS`bVS
A CLEANER LIKE BLUE MAGIC HEAVY FOAM
>`]XSQb1O[O`]WaTO`T`WS\RZWS`
UPHOLSTERY CLEANER, WHICH WILL RE-SEAL
THE FABRIC WHEN IT DRIES.
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
BLUE MAGIC

AT THE TESTING FACILITY PRIOR TO COMPLETION
OF PAINTJOB AND MODIFICATIONS

SCAN HERE TO SEE LIVE ACTION
FROM THE SKID PAD AT THE
TR
COOPER TIRE TEST TRACK

STOCK CAMARO

PROJECT CAMARO
CUSTOMIZED SS

S P EC IA
SP
I A L A DVE
DV E RTISING
RT I S I N G S EC T
TION
ION

Perhaps more important is how
dramatically fun the project car is
to drive. It’s loud both visually and
audibly, it’s fast and it’s exciting.
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TOPSHOP

TIPT 1 0
WEATHER AND OTHER HARSH
ELEMENTS CAN RUIN YOUR PAINT
IF YOU LET IT SIT, BUT CLEANING
THE WHOLE CAR IS A PAIN AND JUST
WIPING IT AWAY COULD RESULT IN SEVERE
SCRATCHING. INSTEAD, SOAK A PAPER TOWEL
IN UNDILUTED MOTHER’S CAR WASH AND LET IT
ABSORB FOR A FEW MINUTES. THEN, SIMPLY HOSE
IT OFF. THE SPECIALLY-FORMULATED CLEANER
WILL BREAK DOWN THE STAINS AND PULL
IT OUT OF THE PAINT, PREVENTING
DISCOLORATION AND SCRATCHES.

MOBIL 1
Mobil 1 5w-30 is specially
tailored to work in GM’s
LS-series of V8s. The fully
synthetic oil provides
superior wear protection
to mineral oil counterparts
while keeping all the parts
it lubricates exceptionally
clean. Not only can Mobil
1 increase horsepower
through reducing frictional
losses inside an engine, but
that results in increased fuel
economy and engine life
too. It works across a huge
temperature range too,
pouring smoothly all the way
from -53ºF to 400ºF.
www.mobil1.com

C\RS`abSS`Wa\]e`SaWabSROb
\]bWQSOPZgVWUVS`a^SSRac\RS`
WRS\bWQOZQ]\RWbW]\aeVWZS
VWbbW\UbVSbV`]bbZS[WRQ]`\S`
`SacZbaW\Oa]TbSOagb`O\aWbW]\
W\b]]dS`abSS`bVObµaS[W\S\bZg
Q]\b`]ZZOPZSBV`]cUV]cbbVS
eV]ZS^`]QSaa]c`>`]XSQb1O[O`]
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
bSZSU`O^VaeVObWbµaR]W\Ub]bVSR`WdS`
MOTHERS
1ZSO`Q][[c\WQObW]\PSbeSS\bVSQO`
O\RbVSR`WdS`WaOZ[]ab[]`SW[^]`bO\b
bVO\]cb`WUVbOPWZWbgO\RWbµa`O`Sb]¼\RW\
O\g[caQZSQO`[cQVZSaa]\SeWbVbVWaRSU`SS]T^]eS`
EVObµabVS`SOa]\T]`bVSW[^`]dS[S\b-/RXcabOPZSaeOgPO`a]\bVS
^`]XSQbQO`OZZ]ecab]aZOQY]TTbVST`]\bS\RµabS\RS\Qgb]`SaWabP]Rg`]ZZ
W\Q`SOaW\UU`W^BVSbW`SaO`S\]eTO`[]`SQO^OPZSO\RbVSORXcabOPZS0WZabSW\
aV]QYae]`Yb]YSS^bVS[W\PSbbS`Q]\bOQbeWbVbVSU`]c\R[]`S]TbVSbW[S
G]cµdS^`]POPZgUcSaaSRWbPg\]ePcbeSµ`S\]bXcabOb1]]^S`µabSabTOQWZWbg
PSQOcaSbVSgVOdSOU`SObb`OQY)eSµ`SOZa]caW\UbVSW`^`]RcQbaEVS`SbVSab]QY
1O[O`]ZSOdSabVSaV]e`]][S_cW^^SReWbV^S`T]`[O\QSbW`Sa]c`^`]XSQbQO`Wa
eSO`W\U1]]^S`HS]\@A!a
ESeO\bSRb]aSSV]ePWUO^S`T]`[O\QSRWTTS`S\QSbVSbW`SaOZ]\SeS`S
`Sa^]\aWPZST]`a]eS¼bbSRbVS[b]bVSabO\RO`R1O[O`]/TSeZO^aO`]c\RbVS
eSbaYWR^ORZObS`bVSdSVWQZSS\bS`SR²=WZAbO`dObW]\;]RS³O\RZW[WbSRbVSQO`
b]&;>6BVS@A!aeS`SOPZSb]^cZZa][O\gSfb`O5a]\bVSeSbac`TOQSbVOb
bVS:A!D&µa]WZ^c[^eOac\OPZSb]YSS^c^<]ebVObµaObW`S
1]]^S`RWR\µbXcabab]^eWbVeSbO\RR`g^S`T]`[O\QSeVS\WbRSdSZ]^SR
bVS@A!/ZWSabW[ObSabVObbVSabO\RO`R>W`SZZWae]cZR\µbVOdSZOabSROTcZZROg
]T^S`T]`[O\QSbSabW\U]\P]O`RbVS$6>1O[O`]BVS@A!aS\Rc`SRbV`SS
ROga]TVWUVa^SSRaVSOdgP`OYW\UO\RR`WdW\UaWRSeOgaO\RVO`RZgaV]eSRaWU\a
]TeSO`
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ABOVE AND LEFT:

THE CREW AT WORK AND THE FINISHED INTERIOR

KICKER
We’re running four Kicker 10inch subwoofers in the trunk.
They operate at a higher air
pressure than most subs,
meaning we can ﬁt them into
smaller boxes. We’re also
running a set of three-layer
composite Kicker mid-range
speakers and the company’s
30mm tweeters. The best
thing about the system isn’t
how good it sounds but how
it ﬁts in a conﬁned space.
Flexibility and reliability
|make Kicker power the only
choice for high-performance
mobile audio sound. Trust
us, you’ll hear us coming
from blocks away.
www.kicker.com

=\SO`SOeVS`SbVSbW`SaeS`Sc\OPZSb]VSZ^eOaW\bVSeSbP`OYW\UbSaba
2Sa^WbSaWf^Wab]\0`S[P]aO\RW\Q`SOaSRU`W^T`][bVSbW`SabVS^`]XSQbO\R
ab]QYdSVWQZSabc`\SRW\\SO`WRS\bWQOZ¼Uc`SaBVS`SOa]\-BVS1O[O`]µa/0A
eOaQOZWP`ObSRb]e]`YeWbVbVSZW[WbSRQO^OPWZWbg]TbVSabO\RO`RS_cW^[S\b
O\ReSRWR\µbbVW\Yb]OZbS`WbOVSOR]TbSabW\U0`OYW\Ub]bVS[OfW[c[^]aaWPZS
RSU`SS]\aZW^^S`g^OdS[S\bZSTbbVS/0AQ][^cbS`c\OPZSb]YSS^c^`SZSOaW\U
bVSP`OYSac\\SQSaaO`WZgb]Q][^S\aObST]`\]\SfWabS\baYWRRW\U0SQOcaS]TbVS
eSObVS`eSeS`Sc\OPZSb]bSabR`gP`OYW\UPcbbVSaSOb]T]c`^O\babSab`SdSOZSR
\]b]\Zgab`]\US`]dS`OZZP`OYSaPcbPSbbS`^SROZTSSZb]]
:WYSOZZ]bVS`^`]RcQbW]\dSVWQZSabVS1O[O`]VOaPSS\RSaWU\SR\]b]\Zg
b]O^^SOZb]S\bVcaWOabaPcbOZa]QOacOZR`WdS`a>S]^ZSbVObXcabeO\bb]Z]]Y
U]]RW\bVSW`\Se[caQZSQO`R]\µbeO\bb]aOQ`W¼QSOZcfc`W]ca_cWSb`WRSBV]aS
\SQSaaO`gQ][^`][WaSaZSOdSbVS]^^]`bc\Wbgb]`SO^R`O[ObWQW[^`]dS[S\ba
b]O\OZ`SORgQO^OPZS^ZObT]`[BVS@A!aO[^c^abSS`W\UTSSZO\R_cWQYS\bVS
abSS`W\U`Sa^]\aS)bVSORXcabOPZS;B7Q]WZ]dS`aO\R0WZabSW\aV]QYaUWdScabVS
QV]WQS]TabWTTVO\RZW\U]`Oa[]]bV`WRSPcbRSZWdS`^ZS\bg]TTSSZW\SWbVS`[]RS)
bVSeVW\S]TbVSac^S`QVO`US`bVSaQ`SO[]TbVSQ]\S¼ZbS`eWbVT]`QSRW\bOYSO\R
bVSU`]eZ]TbVS5;>S`T]`[O\QSQObPOQYSfVOcabeWbV #W\QVbW^aORR[cQV
\SSRSROc`OZR`O[Ob]OQQ][^O\gbVS[cQVW[^`]dSR^]eS`C\Sf^SQbSRZgbVS
ORRSR^]eS`OQ`]aabVS`Sd`O\USPgbVSPSZbR`WdS>Ofb]\ac^S`QVO`US`W[^`]dSa
R`WdOPWZWbgb]]EVS`SbVSabO\RO`R1O[O`]bS\Rab]P]UObZ]ea^SSReWbV
c\^`SRWQbOPZSQZcbQVc^bOYSbVSORRSR^]eS`W\bVS^`]XSQbQO`[OYSa^cZZW\U
OeOga[]]bVZgOP`SShS
BVSORRSR^]eS`OZa][SO\aeS\SSRb]bOYSa^SQWOZQO`S]TbVSS\UW\S
W\bS`\OZaBVSgQO\bOYSbVSORRSR^]eS`PcbO`Sc\RS`bVOb[cQVSfb`Oab`OW\
W\Q`SOaW\UbVSZWYSZWV]]R]T^`S[Obc`SeSO`;]PWZ]TTS`aOag\bVSbWQ]WZa^SQWOZZg
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THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS FOR
MAKING THIS PROJECT POSSIBLE
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ALSO, THANKS TO OUR SUPPLIERS
ESCORT
GM PERFORMANCE PARTS
MTI RACING
PAXTON SUPERCHARGER
SLP PERFORMANCE PARTS
SPRINT

h this Camaro is ready for the big time? Evaluate the job PM’s 2010
hink
Top Shop did at pmtopshop.com. Post a comment and let us know what
To
you think! Anyone that rates the job will automatically be entered to win
yo
a $500
$ gift certificate from Rockauto.com and a Kicker 10-inch sub with a
500-watt amp.
While you’re there, check out some really cool bonus coverage of the project,
including video and extensive photos of the car.
No purchase necessary to enter or win. The PM Top Shop Sweepstakes. Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. Begins May 1, 2010 at 12:01 AM
EST and ends July 31, 2010 at 11:59 PM EST. Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and D.C. who have reached the age of majority in their
state of residence at time of entry. Void where prohibited. Sweepstakes is subject to complete ofﬁcial rules available at www.pmtopshop.com

diy

Hard Drivers

WE SI NK ONE SC R EW A F TER A N O TH ER TO F I N D T H E B E S T I M P AC T D RI VE R. B Y R O Y B E R E N D S O H N

tional speed and blows per minute in
a way that makes it excel at driving
these big screws: the impact driver.
It’s fa er and more consi ent than a
drill driver and transfers less reaion
torque to you. We gathered nine li-ion
impa drivers, and a thousand screws
later, here’s what we found.

ere’s no telling nowadays what
people build. Decks, docks, treehouses, pressure-treated retaining
walls, sheds, fences and firewood
racks are projects our readers have
asked about recently. is work calls
for lots of fasteners, especially lag
screws. Only one tool combines rotaINSIDE
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BOSCH

CRAFTSMAN

DEWALT

HITACHI

MAKITA

PRICE: $395
RPM/BPM: 2800/3200
AMP-HOURS: 2.6
LAG SCREWS: 128

PRICE: $220
RPM/BPM : 2500/3200
AMP-HOURS: 2.6
LAG SCREWS: 108

PRICE: $330
RPM/BPM: 2400/2700
AMP-HOURS: 2.2
LAG SCREWS: 100

PRICE: $309
RPM/BPM: 2600/3200
AMP-HOURS: 3.0
LAG SCREWS: 76

PRICE: $350
RPM/BPM: 2600/3400
AMP-HOURS: 3.0
LAG SCREWS: 128

Likes: e Bosch is a
capable driver equipped
with three speed/impa
settings. It seems the
mo likely to survive a
drop oﬀ a ladder owing
to its thoroughly
proteed rubber nose
and handle.
Dislikes: e driver is
larger and heavier than
comparable produs. Its
speed/impa seleor
switch is hard to budge.

Likes: is is a
raightforward tool
with a helpful chargeindicator light on the
face of the battery.
Dislikes: e 20-volt
battery is too large
relative to the driving
power it provides.

Likes: Compa and
rugged, the DeWalt has a
battery po that inserts
into the handle, giving it a
charaeriic that some
severe-use builders will
value: It has the lea
amount of wiggle. It also
has few exposed body
faeners, making it sleek
and easy-handling.
Dislikes: No complaints
noted.

Likes: A simple sliding
switch on the handle
increases or decreases
torque. We also think its
pivoting handle-mounted
worklight is a great idea.
Dislikes: e tool needs
to catch up with other
18-volt competitors in
lag-driving performance.

Likes: e Makita
combines small size, light
weight and powerful
driving performance. Its
three speed settings and
responsive trigger permit
better force adjument,
so you can apply more
power to lags and less to
Phillips-head screws—
preventing rip-out.
Dislikes: Its charger is
over-engineered and its
graphics myerious.

26618-01
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MILWAUKEE
2650-22

PORTER-CABLE
PC18ID

RIDGID FUEGO
R86030

ROCKWELL
RK2800K2

PRICE: $319
RPM/BPM: 2200/3200
AMP-HOURS: 2.8
LAG SCREWS: 138

PRICE: $190
RPM/BPM: 2900/2800
AMP-HOURS: 2.6
LAG SCREWS: 96

PRICE: $170
RPM/BPM: 2400/3100
AMP-HOURS: 1.5
LAG SCREWS: 52

PRICE: $220
RPM/BPM: 2400/3000
AMP-HOURS: 1.3
LAG SCREWS: 57

Likes: A lag-driving
powerhouse. It drove the
mo lag screws and was
among the fae drivers
in our multifaener time
trials. It’s ruggedly built,
with a heavy nosepiece
and plentiful rubber
overmold proteion,
especially under the
battery.
Dislikes: Nothing noted.

Likes: Neither a bell nor
a while to be found on
it. at auerity could
explain why this tool
oﬀers such a reasonable
amount of driving
capacity for the money.
Dislikes: Clunky battery
engagement.

Likes: Part of the
compa Fuego line, this
driver is perfe for all
but the large jobs and
turns in a respeable 35
screws per amp-hour.
Dislikes: You can’t turn
on its worklight separate
from the motor.

Likes: You won’t lose
this neon-green tool in
the leaves, making it ideal
for building cabins,
ziplines and camping
platforms.
Dislikes: Its art-deco
motor housing is
uncomfortable.

ALL LAG SCREWS USED WERE 1¼" x 3"
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OTHER OPTIONS:
14.4-volt tools and
impact wrenches

All the tools teed are
more than enough for
homeowners. So much
so, we think 14.4-volt
models are worth
exploring. One example
is the Panasonic
EY7541, an impa
wrench with a square
nose like a socket
wrench’s. It uses an
adapter collet to accept
1
⁄4-inch hex-shank bits.
It may be expensive
($345), but it’s a
superb, indurialquality power tool.

by Roy Berendsohn

To Strip
or Not

e exterior
Q
wood trim on
our 20-year-old house
has hardened drips
and blobs of paint
everywhere. We’re
wondering whether
we should strip the
paint or simply
replace the trim.
Since the trim is not
historically valuable,
I don’t think it’s
worth saving.

qq

Stripping-Safety Toolkit
Paint ripping is already hard and dirty
work; don’t make it worse by not
proteing yourself.

Eyes
→ Old paint is
brittle, and chips
can ﬂy oﬀ a
scraper, so wear
safety glasses.
Make that goggles
if you’re working
overhead or using
paint ripper that
can splash.

STUDIO D

A

Both stripping and
removal are pretty radical solutions. I’d wet-sand
big blobs of paint using
water-resistant sandpaper
on a hand-sanding block and
a plastic spray bottle. Keep
misting the surfaces down
as you work, and use a garden hose to rinse pigment
off nearby siding. You don’t
want pigment-tinted runoff
to dry in place and stain the siding. For
large areas, use a random-orbit sander
and stearate- coated (paint- stripping)
sandpaper. Empty the sander’s dust bag
frequently and consider hooking the
sander to a shop vacuum to keep airborne debris to a minimum.

PHOTOGRAPH BY PHILIP FRIEDMAN

resiant
gloves—don’t use
the dishwashing
variety.
Lungs
→ A du mask or
respirator should
have an R95
rating; a better
mask will have a
P100, especially
necessary if there’s
lead in the
removed paint.
Wear a cartridge
respirator rated for
organic vapors
when using paint
ripper.

Hands
→ Wear work
gloves for handling
scrapers and
sandpaper. When
working with paint
ripper, you’ll
need chemical-

For areas that are truly in bad shape,
stripping might save you some time
over sanding. Remember to protect
adjacent siding using painter’s tape (the
blue, green and purple types) sold at
paint ores and home centers. Don’t
use tan-colored masking tape; that uﬀ

is only good for household (nonpainting)
applications. Spread dropcloths on
pavements or over shrubbery to prote
them from falling gobs of goo. Stripper
will take you ju so far, though. You’ll
have to scrape so ened paint oﬀ curved
surfaces and out of corners, so get
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yourself a selection of flat and contoured scrapers.
Many amateur painters overlook
the following: A ripped surface usually needs to be neutralized and rinsed
aer the ripping is done; otherwise,
the residual chemicals can discolor the
paint and interfere with its bond. e
manufaurer of the ripping chemicals will recommend a speciﬁc neutralizer, which could range from a mild
acidic solution to a quick wipe with a
clean cloth moiened with paint thinner. Finally, check with the town about
how to dispose of the gunk that you
rip oﬀ the trim. With a house that
age, it’s unlikely it contains lead, but
you may need to dispose of ripped
paint as hazardous wae.

Untangling
Old Glory

qNk4j??sR|q
q Vks#RR?:q
q jYUU?sq
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enough wind; there are also freespinning and tangle-free poles that provide the same proteion. Here in New
York City, some of the ﬂags that ﬂutter
gracefully from oﬃce buildings have a
diagonal ay that is secured to a grommet at the lower corner of the ﬂag. e
rope is tied oﬀ to a cleat mounted on
the wall of the building. That also
seems to help greatly.

Raising a Stink

In the pa couple of months,
whenever I do a load of laundry, I get
a rong sewer smell in the back of
the house. e smell arises when the
washing machine drains aer the
wash cycle. ere are toilets, sinks
and showers in the area where the
smell is coming from, but their traps
are full of water. I’m umped.
Sometimes the answer to this is simple and sometimes it’s not. Fir, get
up on the roof and check that the vent
stacks are clear. Falling leaves and
ne-building birds can clog a house’s
drain vents. If needed, clear them with
a piece of wire or a shop vacuum.
ese roof vents supply makeup air to
the house’s plumbing syem. Without
that makeup air, draining water
(whether it’s from the washing
machine, a sink or a shower) will create a vacuum that’s rong enough to
siphon water out of one or more

I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y T Y P O Z O N

I ﬂy my American ﬂag a lot during the
summer, using a pole mounted on my
front porch. e wind whips it around,
and I frequently return to ﬁnd that it’s
a tangled mess. I was thinking of
inalling a freeanding ﬂag pole to
prevent this. Can a ﬂag ﬂying from a
pole also get tangled? Ju because
I’ve never seen it happen doesn’t
mean it can’t.
It’s gratifying to hear about your
respeful care of our nation’s symbol.
Compared to the method you’re using
now, a vertical ﬂag pole is tangle-free,
though putting down a footing for the
pole and caring for the pole and its
hardware can be a lot of work.
ere are other solutions, some of
them quite simple, such as displaying
the ﬂag vertically. Suspended in this
position, the canton (the blue reangle
with ars; also called the union) is ationed to the observer’s left when
viewed from the reet. For more on
ﬂag etiquette, see U.S. Code, Title 4,
Chapter 1, “e Flag.”
If you’d rather continue displaying
the ﬂag as you are, there are retroﬁt
sleeves that slip over the pole and
allow the ﬂag to wave back and forth
or even spin around the pole given

qs#|q
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plumbing traps. A dry trap will let sewer
gas into the house.
Next, check around the washing
machine itself for signs of leakage in its
drain. Finally, if everything appears in
order, you’ll have to call a plumber with
a sewer camera and drain-clearing

equipment. Years ago I was living in a
house that conneed to a municipal
sewer, and I had a problem similar to
what you describe. e problem turned
out to be that the municipal sewer was
clogged and was backing into the sewer
lateral—the line that connects the

house to the sewer below the reet.
e washer pumped out and ﬁlled the
lateral, and although it did drain eventually, it also le some pretty nay uﬀ
behind. is uﬀ got irred up when
the washer pumped out the next load.
The problem was most pronounced
when the washer discharged. A draincleaning company ran an auger through
the line from the basement cleanout
into the reet. at solved it.

Good Decks
Gone Bad
 THERE ARE ABOUT 40 MILLION WOOD
DECKS IN THE UNITED STATES, MANY OF
THEM 20 OR MORE YEARS OLD, ACCORDING
TO THE NORTH AMERICAN DECK AND
RAILING ASSOCIATION. WHILE THESE
STRUCTURES DON’T COLLAPSE EVERY DAY,
WHEN THEY DO, PEOPLE CAN BE INJURED
OR KILLED. CARY, ILL., RESIDENT MARISA
COSTELLO WAS ALMOST KILLED A YEAR
AGO WHEN HER DECK GAVE WAY (RIGHT). A
SIMPLE INSPECTION AND SOME
CORRECTIVE CARPENTRY CAN PREVENT
MOST OF THESE DISASTERS.

  q !q Any deck has to conform to the local
building code. A call to the municipal building department is in
order. e same oﬃce may have copies of speciﬁc conruion
details that you should employ if you repair or completely

rebuild a deck. Also download the following PDF from the
American Fore and Paper Association: “Design for Code
Acceptance, Prescriptive Residential Deck Conruion Guide,
Based on the 2009 International Residential Code.”

q!qq q q   q q 7
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A deck should be
attached through
its ledger to the rim
joi using
½-inch-diameter lag
screws with
washers under the
screw heads.
You can also use
nuts, bolts and
washers. e deck
should never be
nailed to the house.
All hardware should
be ainless eel or
hot-dipped
galvanized.

e joint between
the deck and the
house should be
proteed with
ﬂashing to prevent
water intrusion.
Water from rain or
melted snow that
gets between the
deck and the house is
liable to rot the deck
ledger or the house’s
rim joi. Even a
ru-proof faener
will not grip if it
faens into rotted
lumber. e deck will
be at risk of collapse.

Stairs should not
be nailed to the
deck but attached
with speciﬁc
hangers designed
to make a
conneion from
the air’s ringer
to the deck joi.
Before the current
building code, many
airs were ﬁrmly
and safely attached
with lag screws or
bolts. Let common
sense be your guide
and inall screws or
bolts accordingly.

Handrail assemblies should not be
nailed to the side
of the deck.
Pos should be supported with
hardware such as
that manufaured
by Simpson
Strong-Tie. Po and
railing assemblies
should be rigid.
Rebuild or reinall
handrail assemblies
that wobble.

Deck jois should
be attached with
hot-dipped
galvanized joi
hangers and
joi-hanger nails,
not rooﬁng or
common nails.
Metal joi hangers
designed for
interior use won’t
hold up when used
on a deck built of
pressure-treated
lumber.

If the deck is
supported on a
beam (and mo
are), the beam
should be
conneed to
its pos with
an appropriate
hot- dipped
galvanized
bracket.
If toenails are driven
through the beam
into the end of the
po, the connection is inadequate;
inall a bracket.
— ROY BERENDSOHN
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Pressure-Washed
Concrete

Our home in the Southwe has nicely
done concrete patios and walks that
look like they’re 30 years old or more.
We pressure-washed the surfaces
and that did make them cleaner, but
their color is uneven.
Pressure-washing concrete can be
tricky for the reason that you describe.
You can get it clean and evenly washed
without the riping sometimes associated with pressure washing, and even
aer all that it ill may not be as evenly
colored as you would like. I’d sugge
that you clean it with an acidic
concrete/ masonry cleaner, such as
H&C Etching Solution. Aerward, apply
a masonry ain to even out the color
discrepancies.

Removing Metal Lath
and Plaer

I’m doing some remodeling in
my mother’s house and need to
remove some metal lath and plaer.
I’ve already removed some. Tearing
down these walls is enough to
make a grown man cry. How can it
be done eﬃciently?
Having tangled with that material, I’ve
asked myself that question many
times since. If I had to do it over again,
I’d mark out the stud locations and
saw between them using a heavy-duty
circular saw and an indurial-duty diamond blade such as those made by
Diteq Corp. New vacuum-brazed technology permits manufaurers to make
extremely capable hybrid blades. In the
pa, there were blades that could cut
plaer or masonry materials but not
metal. New blades will cut anything in
one pass. ey’re not cheap, of course.
Expe to pay at lea $90 a blade, and
you could go through one per room. I’d
saw the vertical leg of each reangle
and then the bottom. Drop the piece
Got a home-maintenance or
repair problem? Ask Roy about it.
Send your questions to
pmhomeclinic@hearst.com or to
Homeowners Clinic, Popular Mechanics, 300 W. 57th St., New York, NY
10019-5899. While we cannot
answer questions individually,
problems of general interest will
be discussed in the column.

?

free by sawing out the short side of the
reangle up top.
Obviously, this is brutally hard and
dusty work. A house built using that
plaer syem will certainly have lead
paint on the walls. I wouldn’t even think
of doing this without a du-colleion
syem that’s up to the job. Again, Diteq
and others have hoses and saw shrouds
to keep the du under control. You’ll
also need to wear a du mask.
If you don’t want to use a circular
saw, I’d cut each rectangle with an
angle grinder and an appropriate wheel

using a du shroud and shop vacuum,
as with a circular saw.
at leaves the lath and plaer on
ud faces, along the top and bottom
plates, and on window headers.
I’d smash the plaer oﬀ these with
a hammer and go at the lath with everything from a ripping hammer to a crowbar or even a square-nose shovel. Show
the uﬀ no mercy. Use end-nipper pliers to clip oﬀ nail ubs. Keep a reciprocating saw and some diamond grit or
metal-cutting blades handy to deal with
FC
ubborn pieces of lath.

2

5
4
3

6
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Scrap-Yard
Pot Rack

RUST AND FLAKING
PAINT ON THIS SALVAGED
IRON GATE LASTED
YEARS. A STEEL CUP
BRUSH SCOURED IT
CLEAN IN HOURS. NOW
WIRE ROPES SUSPEND
THE FENCE, AND EVERY
SKILLET HAS A HOME.
M q
1.→ S-hooks along the gate
rails hang pots, pans, colanders
and baskets. Spread out the
hooks to avoid cookware clang.
 qq
2.→ Wire ropes at the corners
suspend the rack from the
ceiling. Four type-305 ainlesseel ropes with a 3⁄32-inch
diameter, a 7 x 7 rand core
and a 700-pound breaking
rength—that’s plenty for
Granny’s ca iron.
q
M q
3.→ Wire ropes faen to the
gate using horseshoe-shaped
anchor shackles or forged
D-shackles. A 7⁄16-inch-thick pin
slips into the D-shackle’s
5⁄8 x 1¼–inch opening.

 q
4.→ e wire rope loops
through the D-shackle via a
thimble, a curved, grooved
track that prevents the wire
rope from kinking in its U-turn.

Nj?q
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 Mq q
5.→ readed through the
thimble, the wire rope faens
to itself using single-saddle
Crosby forged wire-rope clips.
Make sure that the clip’s nut
side (or saddle) faens to
the load-bearing (live) leg of the
wire rope. As the Rigging
Handbook says, “Don’t saddle
a dead horse.”

 q!q
6.→ Lag eyebolts with at lea
2 inches of wood-screw threads
anchor the wire ropes to the
ceiling jois. Faen the ropes
using Crosby clips and thimbles
slipped through each eyebolt.
When all four corners are
faened, loosen and tighten the
saddle nuts to adju ropes one
at a time until the rack is level.

LNU,R?q
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Batten Down → Atlantic hurricane season

begins June 1—a ﬁne excuse to inve in
funional exterior shutters.
Summerize the Ride → Rotate car tires and
reset their pressure for higher temperatures. Don’t forget the spare. If you changed
over to winter-weight oil, replace it.
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Set a Goal → FIFA’s World Cup begins June

11. Rig a backyard goal from PVC and
polyethylene netting. Train your kid to be
the next Kaká.
Evict Ants → Carpenter Ant Awareness
Week is June 20–26. Wood shavings on a
window sill indicate infeation.

I L LU S T R AT I O N BY R U I R I C A R D O

CHARACTER BY AXEL DE ROY
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Get tough wiTh Scotch®
Tough DuCt Tape
®

Scotch Tough Duct Tapes deliver
the strength, reliability and quality
you’ve come to expect from 3M.
From a strong, weather-resistant
tape that comes off without residue for up to six months
to a moisture-resistant tape that virtually disappears when
applied, there’s a Scotch® Tough Duct Tape to meet your
most demanding applications. When conditions are harsh
and projects are tough, Scotch® Tough Duct Tapes are
even tougher!
Visit ScotchToughTape.com for more information.

INsTALLING PREMIUM BOSCH
SPARK PLUGS: A SMART CHOICE
Installing Bosch premium spark plugs, which deliver the
most powerful spark you can buy, improves your vehicle’s
efﬁciency, power and performance. Now there’s added
incentive to install Bosch spark plugs – Bosch’s “Light ‘em
up!” program offers signiﬁcant rebates for the purchase
of Bosch Platinum iR Fusion, Platinum+4, Platinum+2,
Platinum Plus and Super Plus spark plugs. The rebate
offer runs throughout 2010.

GREAT PRODUCTS AND PROMOTIONAL
OFFERS FROM PM ADVERTISERS

Introducing The all-new
Nicorette mini Lozenge
The all-new Nicorette mini Lozenge
dissolves up to 3x faster than other
stop smoking lozenges and can help
make quitting suck less.* Tell us what
motivates you to quit smoking and win
a chance to meet celebrity addiction
expert, Dr. Drew Pinsky, in L.A.
*Stop smoking lozenges. Speed of release does not infer
speed of craving relief.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Contest begins on April
26, 2010, at 12:00 A.M. EST and ends June 30, 2010,
11:59 P.M. EST. Only open to legal residents of the
50 United States/D.C. 18 years of age or older. For
details on how to enter, judging criteria and prizes, visit
Nicorette.com or facebook.com/Nicorette for ofﬁcial
rules.

Visit facebook.com/Nicorette
for more details and complete rules.
Check out www.lightemup.com for details.

DISCOVER TYGAR’S LANDSCAPE
CURBING INCOME OPPORTUNITY!

Purolator PureONE Oil Filters
Don’t let a micron of dirt
come between you and
your engine. Purolator
PureONE oil ﬁlters use
micronic ﬁltration to trap
the smallest particles
of dirt. They’re also the
only ﬁlters on the market
to be 99.9% efﬁcient.
Engineered with durable
metal end caps to ensure dirty oil passes through the
ﬁlter media to prevent premature engine wear. And 100%
covered with textured grip control for easy installation. Keep
microns trapped. Keep it pure.
Visit www.purolatorautoﬁlters.net for more information.

TYGAR’s industry leading equipment makes the world’s
best edging for all types of residential & commercial
landscapes. Curbs are customized in brick, slate, stone,
and dozens of other patterns, and it works great for ﬂower
beds, tree rings, walkways, and lighting features. Demand
is exploding for this exciting
business opportunity! Call today
for a live demo & Free Info!
Request FREE Info & DVD at www.TygarMfg.com
or Call 1-888-EZ-TYGAR
Need a New Edging? Go to www.CurbingLocator.org
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Use this fuse
adapter and
an ammeter to
measure the current in any given
fused circuit.

Uncovering Battery Drains

THERE ARE P L EN TY O F EN ER GY -R O BBIN G D E VI C E S ON YOU R C AR
THAT A RE SU PPO SED TO GO TO SL EEP WH E N I T ’S P ARKE D . H E RE ’S
HOW TO GI VE TH EM A TR A N Q U IL IZER . B Y M I K E A L L E N

Your car won’t art. e battery is so dead that the dome light
barely makes enough illumination to
help you find the key slot, not that
turning the key generates anything
more than a muted click underhood.
INSIDE

Usually, a dead battery wouldn’t be
that big of a deal, right? Except your
car is parked in an airport parking lot,
it’s raining, and your cellphone is dead.
It’s going to be a long, wet walk back
to a pay phone to call AAA for a jump.
All is ﬁne—until the next morning
when it’s déjà vu. A quick boo from
your battery charger gets your engine
running, and a charging-system
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Mo vehicles draw some battery
current when the key is oﬀ, thanks to
the clock and the internal memory of
engine computers, body-control modules and radio presets. Altogether, they
draw a very small amount of current.
Fiy milliamps would be a safe upper
limit for this, although many vehicles
will draw less. If you’re not sure, look up
the corre rating in the service manual.
To measure the car-oﬀ current draw,
you’ll need a multimeter capable of
reading current, preferably one with a
10- or 20-amp capacity, but a 200 milliamp lower scale. You can ﬁnd these for
as little as 20 bucks.
Start with a fully charged battery.
Either make sure the doors are closed
or wedge the door switch shut. Turning
oﬀ the dome light isn’t good enough—
on many cars, an open door will aivate
several circuits. (One example: Open the
driver’s door on some vehicles and the
fuel-pump relay briefly activates, to
prime the fuel injeion for faer arting. Aer the initial surge, that circuit will
continue to draw over 100 milliamps.)
Unplug any power-draining cables from
the lighter socket, such as a cellphone
charger or GPS. Even if the device itself
is unplugged from the charger, the plug
may ill consume a few milliamps of
current. Got an ear-bleedin’ ereo amp
in the trunk? Pull the fuse, because it
may be in standby mode rather than
completely shut down.
One caution: If your radio or antithe
system requires you to input a code
aer the power is interrupted, better
hunt it down now. It’s likely that you’ll
need it. Don’t let the dealer entice you
to bring the car in and pay him to input
it. e code should have been included
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1. Start with a fully
charged battery.
Be sure the radio
and lights are shut
oﬀ. Unplug your
cellphone charger,
GPS or laptop.
Close the door or
hold the domelight button down
with a wedge.
Remove the key
from the ignition.
Now use a jumper
to bridge the
battery’s negative
po to the clamp
to preserve any
memory and to
keep from
aivating the
antithe code
if your radio
uses one.
2. Now you can
put your ammeter
in series with the
po and clamp.
When you remove
your ﬁr jumper,
the meter will read
the current draw
from the battery.
Here, 61 milliamps
is ju a little too
much for comfort.

v

Basics

Z

Z

voltage te conﬁrms that your alternator is charging. Further poking around
doesn’t uncover an obvious elerical
issue. Aer charging the battery overnight, the car arts ﬁne. But when le
overnight without the charger, the car
refuses to start. Conclusion: Something’s draining the battery. You’ve got
parasitic battery drain.
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with the owner’s manual when you purchased the car.
Start hunting by putting your ammeter in series with the battery’s ground
circuit. (It’s safer to meter the ground
because if you use the positive side, it’s
easy to short the jumpers to ground,
which makes sparks and burns up wires.
Short the ground to ground and nothing
happens.)
Disconnect the battery’s ground
cable and wire the ammeter in series
between the battery terminal and the

POPULARMECHANICS.COM

cable. Start with the meter on the highest range, probably 10 or 20 amps.
Warning! Doing something silly, like trying to start the car or turn on the
headlights—anything that draws more
than the meter’s rated capacity—can
blow the meter’s fuse. Once you have
determined that the current drain you’re
reading is safe, gradually reduce the
meter’s scale to the appropriate low
range, probably 2 amps or 200 mA. You
are now reading the parasitic drain on
the battery. Some vehicles will show as

t
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sizes of blade-style and the oldfashioned glass ones—with attached
leads that make this part simple. Next,
with the help of the schematic diagram,
disconne each device on the circuit—
one at a time—and check the meter.
When the milliamp reading drops precipitously, you’ve found the problem. It
could be anything, but in my experience,
the following are the mo common.

 !q!q

Lots of new cars are available
with proximity keys. ey’re a
great convenience—all you
need to do is walk up to your
locked car with the key in
your pocket or purse. As you
approach the door, the locks
pop open automatically.
Plunk yourself in the seat
and, with the key ill in your
pocket, thumb the arter
button and drive away.
Guess how these things
work. ere’s a radio receiver
that continuously liens for
the key’s frequency. When
the receiver hears a signal at
its assigned frequency, it

142

is more fun.)
4. Once we
narrowed the
parasitic drain
down to a single
circuit, we used this
te cable, which
plugs in to the fuse
box (grahamtool
.com) to patch our
ammeter in to the
circuit. Disconne,
remove or turn oﬀ
all the loads on the
circuit one at a time
until you identify
the culprit.
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wakes up to see if the key is
the one that matches the
car. at draws more current
for a minute or two, until the
receiver abandons the
possibility that it’s about to
unlock the door for maer.
is might be an issue if you
leave the car parked for
many weeks without arting
it. Imagine the confusion of a
car parked near the elevator
door in a busy parking
ruure. Every proximity
key that walks pa makes it
sit up and beg, draining your
battery for a few minutes.
Soon, dead battery.
is issue is even more
profound in the case of
hybrids like the Toyota Prius.
e key receiver operates on
12 volts, as do mo of the
accessories. More
importantly, the 12-volt
battery operates the main
computer that controls

POPULARMECHANICS.COM

everything else, like the door
locks. e Prius arter,
however, operates oﬀ the
280-volt traion battery—
but the main computer has
to be powered up for
anything to happen. Since it
doesn’t have to art the
engine, the 12-volt battery of
the Prius is very small, 38
ampere-hours. So while a
64-ampere-hour battery in a
normal car can la for
weeks of a proximity receiver
checking for the right key,
the Prius battery can run too
low within a few days.
Bottom line: Turn oﬀ the
proximity-key funion, from
the Prius’s eleronic
dashboard, whenever
you’re parking it longer
than overnight. It might be
possible to do this on other
vehicles as well. Check the
owner’s manual.





3. Got a light in the
glovebox? Maybe
it’s not turning oﬀ.
Pop open the door
and see if the bulb
is hot, but don’t
burn your ﬁngers.
Perhaps the trunk
light ays lit. You
might need to get
into the trunk and
have someone you
tru close you in to
see if it’s going out.
Or ju touch the
bulb to see if it’s
hot. (e ﬁr way

F

little as 10 mA residual drain. Others,
probably high-end cars with lots of highend gadgets, will draw more. An important note: Some devices, like alarms
and automatic-dimming lights, will draw
subantial amounts up to 20 minutes
aer they’re deaivated. So if the reading is high, wait a few minutes to see if
it changes.
You’ve determined you have excessive current draw from the battery. Now
you have to ﬁgure out where. If it’s not
obvious, like the trunk light not going
oﬀ, you have to get methodical. You can
throw caution to the wind and art pulling fuses one at a time, until you see the
excess drain drop oﬀ. Ju be careful to
get them back into the right socket.
Once you’ve determined the highdraw circuit, there ill may be a halfdozen loads, each individually innocuous but colleively sucking the lifeblood
out of your battery.
To zero in on that circuit or circuits,
ﬁr reconne the battery ground, taking care to maintain continuity through
the jumpers until the clamp is making
good conta. en remove the oﬀending fuse and use the leads of the multimeter to jumper the fuse terminals. I’ve
got a set of dummy fuses—all three

Alarms

Aermarket alarms are notorious
for sucking even healthy, fully charged
batteries dry within a few days. If you
have any non-faory alarms, it’s the ﬁr
thing you should check. Be aware that
there may be more than one conneion
to the car’s elerical syem, and some
aermarket inallers may use, ahem,
non-industry standard splicing techniques. So you may have to simply follow
the alarm wires to see where they go.
More expensive alarms tend to be less
problematic, but maybe that’s because
more expensive alarms are inalled by
better, higher-paid technicians.

Stereos

OEM ereos are usually not problematic. Aermarket ereos, the kind
with giant, ﬁnned boxes and their own
ﬁnger-thick wires direly wired to the
battery, can be. With a power lead
bypassing the car’s elerical syem,
they go into andby mode, waiting for
the main radio head unit to tell them to
wake up. In andby, they’ll draw only a
milliamp or three. If they fail to go into
andby, or if the DIP switches on the
amp are set incorrely, they can draw
as much as several hundred milliamps,
even though they’re not producing any
aual noise. Or music.
FC

by Mike Allen

Stubborn
German

I’m trying to change the oil
Q
in the gearbox of my old
VW Beetle. I can’t get the drain
plug to turn. Any ideas?

A

A lot of German cars use that
same 17-mm Allen-hex drain plug,
and they can require some persuading.
This plug is steel. It’s screwed into an
aluminum-magnesium-alloy transmission case with tapered pipe threads.
After a few years of marinating in road
salt and mud, electrolysis can weld the
two dissimilar metals together. I’ve actually broken ratchets ﬁtted with 17-mm
hex sockets, so the first tool I usually
reach for is my 17-mm Allen key. Slip a
2-foot piece of pipe over that, and you
can get most stuck plugs to move. If a
big cheater bar isn’t enough, try heating
the plug with a propane torch until it
smokes. is will make the plug expand,
faster than the highly conductive trans
case. The asymmetrical dimensional
change will crush the corrosion in the
threads, releasing some pressure. Allow
to cool, then use a cheater or a big deadblow hammer to tighten the plug.
Tighten until you can just perceive
motion. en you can (usually) unscrew
it readily. I suggest using a dollop of
anaerobic Teflon-based pipe-thread
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Loosening
up ossiﬁed
transmission
drain plugs can
require the application of plenty
of torque and,
occasionally,
some heat to
get things moving. Try alternating tightening
the plug with
loosening it.

sealer (the same stuﬀ you’d use on steel
water pipe) when you reinstall the plug
to prevent this happening again. e Teflon will lubricate the threads, and the
anaerobic gel will preclude water, salt
and oxygen from entering the interface
between the steel and aluminum alloy.

Tire Dilemma

My car needs four new tires but my
budget will allow me to buy only two
at this moment. I’ll need to use the
two be tires le over. Where should
I inall the new tires?

POPULARMECHANICS.COM

Don’t forget about the spare; using it
may mean that you have to buy only
three. Save the be of the old tires for
the spare.
Regardless, the proper place to
inall two new tires only is on the rear
of the car. at’s because the tires with
the lea tread will tend to have less
grip on rainy days, and you’d rather
have more grip at the rear while going
around a corner to prevent the car from
spinning out. It’s usually better to
undereer oﬀ the outside of a corner
headﬁr than to lose control and hit

PHOTOGRAPH BY CHAD HUNT
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something sideways or backwards. In
fa, mo tire shops won’t inall new
tires anywhere else except at the rear
for ju this reason.

More Tire Stuﬀ

I have a quick queion about the
spare tire in my car. I want to remove
it because of weight concerns and fuel
mileage. It would also open up more
room for orage. I keep a pump in the
car, along with a can of Fix-A-Flat in
case I need it. Is this more common
nowadays, or am I being silly by taking
it out of the car?
No surprise, many new cars don’t come
with a spare as andard equipment, for
exaly the reasons you’ve mentioned.
And I’ve done the same thing when I
needed to take a lot of luggage or
camping gear in my two-seater Porsche
914. A 12-volt pump will reinﬂate a ﬂat
tire, or at lea delay a slowly leaking
one long enough to reach civilization. I

qq q q

Where
ere’s Smoke

A blown head
gasket is a
terrible thing.
Generally, the
resultant leak is
bad enough that
the extra
pressure from the
exhau gases
venting into the
cooling syem
blows the
radiator cap seal.
is will vent
coolant in
proportion to the
throttle setting.
I’ve seen a bright
green geyser 6
feet tall spouting
from a radiator
neck as the
throttle was
blipped.
Not all leaks are
as profound.
Subtler leaks
don’t cause
overheating, and
can simply be
manifeed as a
misﬁre on artup
as the coolant
drains into the
cylinder and wets
the plug. e plug
soon dries oﬀ,

and the car runs
normally—
although short an
ounce or two of
coolant. Or
maybe there are
no symptoms
except a eadily
dropping coolant
level—yet no
external evidence
of leaks. One way
to sniﬀ out this
la kind of leak
(literally) is to use
the probe of an
exhau-gas
analyzer in the
ﬁller neck and
sniﬀ for exhau
gas in the cooling
syem. What?
You don’t have a
$2500 exhau
gas analyzer? Try
the Combuion
Leak Deteor kit
from grahamtool
.com. Ju suck
some fumes from
the radiator
through the cool
blue ﬂuid. If it
changes to green,
you’ve got
exhau in the
coolant.

usually carry the tiny Slime Power
Sport Tire inﬂator and a worm plug
kit, even on my motorcycle. A can of
ﬂat-ﬁxer aerosol will work, but may
not have enough volume of propellant inside to inﬂate a big truck tire
or a 20-inch rim on your blingedout ride. Consider the aerosol can a
very short-term solution—the can I
have here on my desk says not to
leave it in the tire overnight. It says
right on the can that it won’t damage the tire-pressure monitoringsyem sender, but my experience
says otherwise.
Neither of these ﬁxes will help if
you have a major tire failure, like a
thumb-size hole in the sidewall.
Carry a cellphone.

Danger!

Having been a privileged subscriber for many years and a fan for
many decades, I’ve got to say I love
the tidbits of wisdom from PM’s
“Te Your DIY IQ” (March 2010).
Would you help me with No. 17?
Why is attaching the booer
cable’s black negative conneor to
the negative terminal on the dead
battery not as good as (and simpler
than) attaching it to the dead car’s
engine block? And what would
happen if you used the booing
car’s engine block to ground the
good battery’s negative ground?
For those of you who didn’t read la
month’s Letters column I will repeat
this, because it’s important. Elerically, there’s no real diﬀerence as to
where the conneion is made. It’s
purely a safety issue. I once watched
my crew chief working on my race
car do just that; he attached the
black jumper from the dead battery
to the booer battery’s ground terminal. A small spark ensued, which
is normal when the la conneion
is made. e entire top of the battery blew up with a noise like a piol
shot, spraying him and everything
nearby with razor-sharp shards of
plaic and sulfuric acid. Hydrogen
venting from the battery had been
ignited by the spark.
Fortunately, he was wearing
safety glasses. I dragged him into
the driveway and hosed him down
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with the garden hose before he bliered
any skin. His coveralls were covered
with holes, and I had to repaint the front
half of the car, both eaten by sprayed
battery acid. Oh yeah, the nearly new
battery was junk.
Lesson? Make that ﬁnal conneion,
with its attendant spark, nowhere near
the hydrogen gas normally being vented
whenever a battery is being charged. It
doesn’t happen very oen, but it’s easy
to prevent.

Slap Me Silly

What can be done about pion-slap
noise? I have a 2001 GMC Sierra with
the well-known clicking. e noise,
which is very apparent at artup,
arted shortly aer purchase and
got worse as the vehicle aged. (Mine
now has 135 K miles). e noise is a
result of an engineering tolerance
error, but GM sent me a letter saying
the noise was “normal.” I’m sure it

was normal because half of the
trucks made in 2001 with the
5.2-liter engine have this issue.
Anyway, what can be done to prote
the engine for the next 100 K miles?
e noise is caused by the pion skirts
literally slapping the cylinder walls
because the clearance between the
skirts and the cylinders is excessive.
e only sure cure is to dismantle the
engine, rebore the cylinders accurately
and reassemble with new pions that
properly ﬁt the bores.
Historically, piston slap has been
common in a lot of GM engines. On the
other hand, your engine has been trouble-free for 135,000 miles, and apparently is running well and not consuming
oil, or that would have been part of your
complaint. My suggeion is to turn the
ereo up and drive it, probably for a lot
more miles. Economically, a complete
engine rebuild doesn’t make sense
when the truck is ill running well.

Hoarder

I keep a 5-gallon plaic fuel can of
diesel in my garage to take with me
on trips in my diesel pickup truck.
e fuel is modern-grade diesel from
a gas ation (not a biodiesel ). To
date I have not needed to use it. e
fuel is now about 2 years old. It sits
on my cement garage ﬂoor and
during the winter the temperature is
normally between the high 20s and
the low 30s. On occasion the temperature gets down to 10 to 12 F. Is the
fuel okay to use, and is there
anything I should be adding to it?
Does the freezing temperature aﬀe
diesel fuel? How oen should it be
replaced, if at all?
I wouldn’t tru that 2-year-old diesel in
my truck, and you shouldn’t either. Find
out how to dispose of it safely by calling
your local department of public works
or ﬁre department.
Gasoline and diesel fuel slowly
degrade in storage. Gasoline oxidizes
and turns to varnish, while the more volatile fractions disappear. They either
evaporate oﬀ or aually migrate through
the plaic. e varnish plugs up the fuel
syem, and the remaining heavier fractions make the engine hard to art.
Diesel also oxidizes, but has other
issues as well. Small amounts of moisture, inevitable even in a well-sealed
container, will allow mold or baeria to
grow. is will turn your emergency supply of diesel into a foul-smelling, gelatinous glop guaranteed to plug your ﬁlter
and jam up your injeors. ere are diesel additives that will slow this down,
but why take chances? A better practice would be to fill your diesel can
before a trip and use it up on or soon
aer your return. Store the container
empty and ﬁll it ju before you leave.

Missed the Gate

I have a 2004 Ford underbird with
coil-on-plug ignition. I’ve had several
coils go bad and I would like to know if
there is a way for a DIYer to diagnose
which cylinder is misﬁring.
I have three ways:
Start with the engine cold. Idle it for
1 minute. The misfiring plugs will be
much cooler. Usually you can ju feel
the exhau manifold. Or use a spray
bottle ﬁlled with plain tap water—idle

the engine a little longer, until a quick
spray on the exhau manifold turns to
eam, except near the misﬁring cylinder, where it will ay wet. If the exhau
manifold is not readily visible under all
those parts, try one of the following.
If the Check Engine light is on, you
can scan a trouble code that will tell
you which cylinder is misﬁring. e code
will be P030x, where x equals the number of the misﬁring cylinder. Or if it’s
P0300, it’s a random misﬁre that can’t
be attributed to any particular cylinder.
Needless to say, you’ll need to buy or
borrow a scan tool or at lea a code
reader to do this. Of course, this won’t
tell you if the coil is the problem or not,
only that one or more cylinders are misﬁring for some reason.
If you swap the coils from one cylinder to another, the misﬁre should follow
along if the coil is the problem. Do I
need to mention to move only the coils,
leaving the appropriate wires to each
cylinder where they belong?

Flattie

I have a ‘41 ﬂat-head Ford V8 with the
dual-point diributor. I don’t really
want to convert it to a 12-volt, but I
think I would like to convert it to
eleronic ignition. Do you have any
idea who might make what I need, and
do you recommend doing this? It’s
even been suggeed to me that I
rebuild the original diributor using
one set of points.
Generally, dual-point diributors were
used because a single set of conta
points wouldn’t carry enough current to
feed an ignition coil without burning up
regularly. Could be that if your ‘41 sees
service only when you’re trotting it out
to show it, you might get away with it. A
6-volt coil will draw twice as much current as a 12-volt coil to supply the same
energy to the spark plugs. Plan on setting the dwell and timing frequently as
Got a car problem?
Ask Mike about it. Send your questions to pmautoclinic@hearst.com or
to Car Clinic, Popular Mechanics, 300
W. 57th St., New York, NY 100195899. While we cannot answer questions individually, problems of general
interest will be discussed in
the column.

the points erode away.
A better solution would be to convert to 12 volts or even to a hybrid
12-volt/6-volt syem, but if your intent
is to keep the car as original as possible
for car shows, maybe not.
Your idea of using some sort of electronic ignition is confounded by the fa
that the car is wired for positive ground,
not the negative ground universally
used for automotive applications today.
(Ford ﬁnally changed over to negative
ground in 1958.) I did some looking

around and found an outﬁt called Pertronics that makes a 6-volt positiveground electronic-ignition module for
ﬂat-heads, but it’s not clear whether it
would ﬁt into your ‘41-vintage diributor. ere may be others. Furthermore,
your diributor may not be the corre
one for your engine, as I ﬁnd is oen the
case with older, reored cars. Consult
with Pertronics or whomever you want
to source your ignition module from to
be sure it will work with the diributor
you aually have.
FC

To advertise
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Home eater PCs

NEW SOFTWARE AND CHEAPER HARDWARE MAKE A COMPELLING CASE FOR THE
PC AS ENTERTAINMENT DEVICE. BUT SHOULD YOU BUY ONE OR BUILD YOUR OWN?
BY GLENN DERENE AND ANTHONY VERDUCCI

e computer indu ry has been
trying to sneak its way into the home
theater since 2002. at’s when Microso ﬁr introduced Windows Media
Center, a version of the company’s
media player with a “10-foot” user
interface—large type and simplified
menus that could be read and operated easily from couch diance. Apple

vs
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Small, inexpensive computers
plug direly into an HDTV,
bringing oﬄine and online
content to the big screen.
Nq qaqM qqaq 
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followed in 2005 with Front Row, a Jobsian take on the 10-foot UI that was also
used in the Apple TV. e computer-asentertainment-device idea was compelling to technophiles (after all, people
were already migrating massive amounts
of music to their PCs), but it was a hard
idea for mo people to swallow back
then. Dedicating a powerful, $1000-plus
computer solely to TV duty was ﬁne for
the super-enthusia, but computers at
the time had few options for video (don’t
I already have a DVD player?), plus cable
boxes and DVRs were becoming more
computer-like anyway, so the computer
as video recorder was an awkward ﬁt.
What a diﬀerence a few years can
make. e price of a new computer has
plunged so that a few hundred dollars is
all that’s required to get up and running.
Also, there has been an explosion of

video content available online, and a
full-ﬂedged computer is the easie way
to get it to your HDTV.
But what do you really get for the
money if you go out and buy a media
PC? Besides, even if you want such a
machine, how hard could it be to ju
build one yourself—getting more performance for the same invement? We’ve
been wondering about this recently, so
we tried it both ways, creating our own
media-ready computer, and then slapping down some plaic to acquire one
ready-made.

Comparing Cos

The innovation that has enabled
dirt-cheap PCs is the dirt-cheap processor. With the ascendancy of the netbook
in the pa few years, chipmakers have
rolled out hyper-eﬃcient, low-co pro-

q 

e 10-Minute PC Proje
1. For a home theater PC, art with a
small motherboard with an HDMI output.
Many mini-ITX-format boards come with the
processors pre-inalled, which cuts down
prep work. Ju snap in memory modules
and the board is ready for the case.
2. If your case comes with an internal
power supply (as opposed to an external
power brick), make sure it has a fan for
extra cooling. Screw your motherboard
into the case before locking down other
components.
3. DIY cases allow you to be ﬂexible
about what components you use. We
built in a slot-load Blu-ray player and a
500 GB hard drive.

cessors such as Intel’s Atom series that
are good for everyday Web browsing
and other common computing tasks.
ose bargain CPUs aren’t so good at
rendering video, however, which is why
many low-co computers now add an
Nvidia Ion graphics processor, which can
output 1080p video. That Atom-Ion
combo has begun to show up in “nettop” computers as well, which are small,
relatively cheap boxes that plug into a
TV through an HDMI interface. ese are
home theater PCs in a cute, new and far
more aﬀordable package.
How aﬀordable? Well, at press time,
the entry-level Acer AspireRevo 1600
was selling for as little as $200. But it’s
not really a bargain—the 1600 is a poor
excuse for a computer, with only 1 GB of
RAM, a single-core CPU and Windows
XP as its operating syem. We wanted
cheap, but not that cheap, so we opted
for the AspireRevo 3610, which sells for
as little as $330. e 3610 doubles the
RAM to 2 GB, has a dual-core Atom processor, integrated Wi-Fi, a wireless mouse
and keyboard and runs Windows 7
Home Premium. Additionally, its slim
white frame is peppered with ports—
eSATA, a four-in-one card reader, six
USBs, headphone and microphone jacks,
an optical audio output and, of course,
HDMI—for maximum conneivity.
Could we do better by building our
own machine? We arted by matching
the Acer’s main components. We found
a $180 Zotac motherboard with the
same Atom 330 chip and Ion GPU found
in the oﬀ-the-shelf computer. Add in a
Seagate 160 GB drive ($38), 2 GB of discount Rendition RAM ($40), an Athenatech ITX form-faor case with integrated
power supply ($30) and a copy of Windows Home Premium ($110), and we
had essentially the same computer as
the Acer AspireRevo 3610, only bigger,
uglier and $68 more expensive.
Okay, that didn’t seem worth it at all,
so we tried again with the intention of
making a truly better home theater
computer. is time, we kept the Zotac
board, put it in a far nicer SilverStone
Sugo SG05-B mini-ITX case, beefed up
the hard drive to a 7200-rpm 500 GB
Weern Digital Caviar Blue, doubled
the memory with 4 GB of G.Skill RAM,
and then blew the budget all to hell with
a Panasonic slot-load Blu-ray drive.

Looking for an easier way?
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Total price: $742—more than double
the AspireRevo 3610’s.
At lea it didn’t co much in terms
of human eﬀort. Building these small
mini-ITX rigs is a far simpler aﬀair than
their larger ATX counterparts. Since the
CPU, heat sink and GPU are all premounted to the motherboard, mo of
the hard work is done for you. Everything can be assembled with a single
screwdriver within 10 minutes. e longe retch of the proje was the halfhour we spent staring at the screen
watching Windows inall.

q!

Home eater PC Without the PC
Not intere ed in having a PC in your living room but ill want to play video ﬁles on your TV?
Try these pint-size players inead. e Weern Digital WD TV Live and Seagate FreeAgent
eater are far friendlier to the wallet than even the cheape computers and can ream
video content either over a network or direly oﬀ a USB-conneed hard drive. e soware
and mo video codecs are built in, and these devices plug direly into your HDTV or home
theater via HDMI. In our tes, both devices played every format we could throw at them,
displaying utter-free, high-quality HD video. e onscreen menus—browsable via remote
control—are a bit clunky, but serviceable. While not a replacement for a computer (they have
limited access to Web content), these are a cheap and easy alternative if you ju want to
play video ﬁles.
AspireRevo
3610 ($330)
Weern Digital WD
TV Live ($150)
Seagate FreeAgent
eater ($130
without hard drive)

Performance Showdown

So did our extra horsepower make
a diﬀerence? It certainly made the operating system work faster. The zippy
drive and extra RAM in our home-built
rig gave Windows speedier boot times
and made basic performance snappier
and more responsive, but none of our
improvements could help with tasks
that rain the Atom processor. Inalling soware, for example, was a slow
and creaky proposition.
But, to ep back for a moment, who
cares about computing performance?
e point of these machines is to play
and ream HD video on a big, glorious
TV screen. And both computers did a
marvelous job playing movie files,
including challenging 15 GB, highbitrate .mkv ﬁles, which essentially are
Blu-ray-quality compressed video. However, both machines also choked and
sputtered occasionally when reaming
HD video from hulu.com. Apparently the
Flash-based online site presents
another insurmountable rain to the
Atom CPU, and the GPU can’t seem to
pick up the slack.
Our rig certainly beats the Acer
when it comes to playing Blu-ray discs,
since the AspireRevo comes with no
disc drive at all. But ju as we arted
tapping our feet to a little viory dance,
we found that newegg.com sells an
Asus external Blu-ray drive for $150,
which would bring that funionality to
the AspireRevo and ill co $262 less
than our creation. Nuts!
It’s worth noting, however, that Blu-
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ray players aren’t ju a plug-and-play
proposition for any home theater rig.
For the time being, Blu-ray discs don’t
play natively in Windows (although it is
rumored that this might change). So
you’ll need software such as Corel’s
WinDVD or CyberLink PowerDVD 10.
Expe to pay at lea $50.
ere’s also another potential video
hang-up to prepare for. The codecs
(plug-in soware used by video playback
programs such as Quicktime and Windows Media Player to decode media
ﬁles) required to play many video formats aren’t natively built into Windows.
You can download them one by one, or
you can save yourself a lot of searching
by downloading the free K-Lite Codec
Pack from download.com.

Was It Worth It?

We’re tinkerers, but we have to
admit it’s pretty hard to make the case
for building your own home theater PC.
Our build has space for extra drives and
a separate graphics card if we wanted
to do gaming, but that would certainly
rain the low-powered CPU. Plus, anyone looking for orage capacity beyond
the AspireRevo‘s 160 GB drive can
always plug in an external drive.
When it comes to the core funion-

POPULARMECHANICS.COM

ality of an entertainment PC, both computers did an equally admirable job of
playing stutter-free video, streaming
Netﬂix movies and pumping out music
through our home theater syem.
Whatever route you take, we rongly
sugge a few modiﬁcations: Fir, don’t
rely upon a mouse and keyboard (even if
they’re wireless) to control your television PC. Spring for a Media Center
remote control. You can get a cheap one
for under $25, or you can buy the Star
Trek–yle Lenovo Multimedia Keyboard
and Remote übercontroller for $60.
ese remotes are completely plug-andplay and require no soware. And they
make the Media Center’s 10-foot UI a far
more browsable experience.
Which brings us to one ﬁnal suggestion. Don’t use Windows Media Center
at all. Instead, install either XBMC or
Boxee. Both soware suites, which are
free to download, search your local drive
and network for media, then display it in
an easy-to-search way. Boxee, which is
built on the XBMC framework, also
reaches out to video and audio “channels” on the Web. XBMC in its native
format is more ﬂexible and cuomizable, but Boxee gets major points for
ease of use. Both are light-years better
than the Windows-native media UI. FC

Competing
SIM Formats

15 mm

12 mm

by Seth Porges

Micro
SIM

e Truth Behind
the “Unlocked” iPad

Probably not. Yes, the iPad is
technically “unlocked”—meaning
it can use any compatible SIM (or Subscriber Identity Module) card to get
online, instead of one tied to a particular carrier. But actually inserting your
phone’s SIM card into the device? Well,
that’s likely to be a bit like cramming a
jigsaw piece into the wrong hole.
e problem: Unlike virtually every
phone sold in the United States, the
iPad uses a new type of SIM card called
a micro SIM. is card, which is about
half the size of the ubiquitous mini SIM
that powers most GSM phones, was
engineered to allow phone manufaurers to build smaller devices and has
been used in a number of phones in
other parts of the world.
It’s a surprising choice for the iPad—
that device is so large that the few millimeters of space saved by the smaller

slot probably doesn’t make a big diﬀerence and, in the U.S., micro-SIMcompatible phones are virtually nonexistent. But the format was likely
appealing to Apple and AT&T for one
key reason: Its obscurity makes it
impossible for mo people to pop in
their own SIM card. In effect, the
“unlocked” iPad is more locked to
AT&T’s network than any phone on the
market—while a typical locked phone
can be unlocked by a tech-savvy hacker,
no amount of hacking is going to make
a large card ﬁt into a tiny slot.
However, the fa that phone manufaurers currently choose not to use
micro SIM cards doesn’t mean they
won’t in the future. And the iPad could
be ju the kind of high-proﬁle device
needed to spur other manufaurers to
adopt the smaller format. Keep an eye
out for companies to begin selling pre-

9.56 in.

A

15 mm

25 mm

Q

Apple is promoting the idea that the
iPad’s 3G data access is “unlocked.”
Does that mean I can just pop my cellphone’s
SIM card into it and surf away without paying
for another data plan?

Mini
SIM
Because the
Apple iPad
uses the
smaller micro
SIM format,
mo people
can’t insert
their phone’s
SIM card.

7.47 in.
When sending e-mails to Gmail accounts, don’t be afraid to drop the period.
If somebody’s address is john.doe@gmail.com, an e-mail sent to
johndoe@gmail.com (or any other address that’s identical, save for
the placement of periods) will reach him just the same.
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paid micro SIM cards aimed at iPad
users looking to surf on the cheap.

Unsending E-Mail

I have a problem: I am prone to
accidentally hitting the “send” button
on my e-mail a bit prematurely. is
has gotten me into a pickle or two.
Any tips on preventing the same kind
of trouble in the future?
I encourage people to exercise common sense (and sobriety) when they
are surﬁng the Web and sending out
e-mails. at being said, we’ve all accidentally sent an unﬁnished e-mail, or
one with the wrong name in the “To”
line, more than once.
ankfully, Google now gives Gmail
users the option of “unsending” misﬁred
messages (sorry non-Gmail users, you’ll
ill need to be extra careful). To give
yourself this extremely useful option,
click on Settings at the top le of your
inbox, and then the Labs tab. is brings

you into the menu for Google Labs,
which is basically a clearinghouse for
Google’s weird, wacky and experimental features. Scroll down to the Undo
Send feature and click Enable. Now,
whenever you send an e-mail, Gmail will
wait a few seconds before actually
sending it out into the ether—a grace
period during which you will have the
option of hitting an Undo button that
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will pop up on your screen. If you “Undo”
the e-mail, it will bring it back onto your
screen, allowing you to edit it if you
choose to try again.

At-Home Hotspot

I recently purchased a MiFi mobile
hotspot, and I love it. Is there any
reason I can’t cut my cable Internet
service and ju use this?
Wireless mobile hotspots are so fantastic, they almost seem like magic—
battery-powered, credit-card-size devices that pull 3G cellular signals from the
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air and transform them into Wi-Fi
feeds that any computer can use to
get online. Awesome? Deﬁnitely. But
a replacement for your home Internet service? Not quite.
e problem: Not only is the 3G
data feed used by mobile hotspots
not nearly as fa as a typical home
broadband setup, but these devices
are patently ill-equipped for use as
the backbone of a modern networked home. ese days, all sorts
of devices plug in to a home router—
game consoles, Internet-enabled
TVs, network-attached storage
drives—and you quite simply cannot
jack these devices into a tiny wireless mobile hotspot. Now, many of
these networked devices can use a
mobile hotspot’s Wi-Fi feed, but you
can expe the result to be fruratingly slow and intermittent. For now,
I’d keep the cable.

MacBerry Sync

I have a BlackBerry. e included
soware doesn’t allow it to sync
with my Mac. Is there any other
way around this?
For years, BlackBerry users wishing
to sync their mobile device with a
Mac had to rely on third-party soware—a disappointing snub, especially since these programs tend to
co money. is oversight was ﬁnally fixed last October, when BlackBerry-maker RIM released a Mac
version of its official BlackBerry
Desktop Manager. e new program
lets users sync a Mac-full of tasks,
contas, appointments and notes,
and makes it very easy to transfer
media files to a phone (a useful
option, considering the very nice displays built into new BlackBerry models). e soware can be found at
blackberry.com/mac and, like its
Windows counterpart, it is free. FC
Got a technology problem?
Ask Seth about it.
Send your questions to
pmdigitalclinic@hearst.com or
over Twitter at twitter.com/
sethporges. While we cannot
answer questions individually,
problems of general interest will
be discussed in the column.

Flying Suit
( CONTI NUED FROM PAG E 8 5 )
from the roof of a Manhattan skyscraper and lived. But Dr. Christopher
Kepler notes in his grimly entrancing
paper “Orthopaedic Injuries Associated With Fall From Floor Forty-Seven”
that cases like the window washer’s are
very much the exception. Falls from
even four or ﬁve stories (about 40 to 50
feet) are fatal half the time, and survival
rates drop rapidly when you plunge
from anything higher than that.
Considering the risk of injury upon
landing—to say nothing about what
would happen if Corliss went into a
100-mph tumble on the landing strip—
the experts assessing Corliss’s plans
are skeptical. “Theoretically, if he got
everything just right and his ﬂight path
was perfect and there was no wind, he
could do it, but the probability is low,”
says Albert I. King, chairman of the biomedical engineering department at
Wayne State University, which studies
human survivability in car crashes. “I
say, don’t do it.” Former Hollywood
stuntman turned aerospace technologist Roy Haggard has consulted with
Corliss on the landing ramp’s design,
and even he has concerns. Corliss
plans to use a sequence of weather-type
balloons to provide visual cues to the
top of the landing ramp (see page 84),
but Haggard questions whether the
balloons would be stable enough to
provide precision guidance. “That’s
like trying to shoot a sniper riﬂe using
balloons for sights,” he says.
To be fair, most of Corliss’s BASE
jumping exploits—double backflip
through the center of the Eiffel Tower,
anyone?—would never have been
greenlit by the risk-assessment crowd.
The real Achilles’ heel of the Wingsuit
Landing Project, arguably, is not safety
but cost. Haggard says the landing
ramp could be easily engineered and
built; the problem is that it would cost
at least $3 million, quite possibly a
prohibitive amount to raise even from
reality-television producers eager to
broadcast the spectacle.
The most obvious alternative
would be to simply build a landing
strip on a suitably steep mountainside—or skip the strip altogether and

land on snow. Corliss, however, says it would be difﬁcult to ensure that the landing surface would be
uniformly smooth as
needed for safety; worse, he
would have no option to
bail out and deploy the
chute if his approach was
off. Only a ramp would give
him complete control.
But other would-be
record breakers have
cooked up different methods that might enable them
to land without a chute. A
wingsuit manufacturer in
South Africa is developing a
design that would allow a
chuteless pilot to land on
his feet, no landing strip
required. Jii-Wings’ Integrated Glide And Landing
System (IGALS) calls for a
larger than normal wingsuit, capable of a 4:1 glide
ratio that the pilot can drop
below just before landing, a
position that allows him to
execute an aeronautical
maneuver known as a ﬂare,
lifting upward and shedding speed dramatically just before reaching the
ground. “I think for one to say one has
landed a wingsuit without a parachute,
it should be the design of the suit, and
not the environment in which one
lands, that enables the landing,”
designer Maria von Egidy says.
The IGALS approach, though, has
not yet been tested with people jumping from planes. Even if it proves viable, Corliss sees it as a variation on
something that has already been done,
namely, landing in a hang glider. Being
original (or “forcing evolution,” as he
describes it) is vital to Corliss. “What
makes human beings so special is that
we don’t evolve through morphing our
bodies, we evolve through our minds,”
Corliss says. “We create technologies
that allow us to do things like breathe
underwater, ﬂy in the sky and land on
the ground.”
A couple of days after my ﬁrst visit, I
stopped by Corliss’s house again, just
as he was returning from the first

meeting with his parole
officer. At the time of the
attempted leap from the
Empire State Building,
BASE jumping wasn’t illegal in New York City, so the
only charge prosecutors
could get to stick was a conviction for misdemeanor
reckless endangerment—
for struggling with the
security guards who tried to
stop him. He was sentenced
in January 2009 to three
years’ probation and 100
hours of community service
(which he has ﬁnished).
Fear and physical agony
never clipped the birdman’s wings, but the legal
system just might. Since
BASE jumping is strongly
discouraged in the U.S.,
international travel is
essential. But the probation ofﬁcer told Corliss he
would need to get a letter
from the judge okaying
any travel.
Corliss was upbeat,
though. He was sure the
judge would give him the green light
to continue earning his livelihood
through projects like the wingsuit
landing or a television program about
swimming with predators. “I’ve been
diving with sharks for 16 years,” Corliss says. “Name a big, nasty species
that everyone’s petrified of, and I’ve
played with them. I’ve tickled them.
I’ve hugged them.”
Corliss’s speech is as over-the-top
as his stunts; taking his statements at
face value can be difficult. He must
have read the skepticism on my face
because he ﬁddled with his iPhone for
a minute and then shoved it at me.
“Here, look, this is me petting a 12-foot
great white shark.”
The picture on the screen showed
exactly what he said it did.
I sighed and said the only thing one
could. “Dude, you’re nuts.”
He smiled enigmatically. “Am I?”
The day before had been his birthday;
for him, more than almost anyone
else, reaching it was a noteworthy
achievement. He was 33.
FC

EV Future
(C ONT I N U E D FRO M P A G E 9 1)
stream of demand at this wattage
requires industrial-capacity transformers and is more proﬁtable for businesses
already paying commercial electricity
rates. As you wait for the two cars ahead
of you to juice up, you see an attendant
brave the 100-plus-degree heat to tape a
paper sign over the kiosk’s price-perkwh display. Fast charging already runs
10 times what you pay off-peak at home.
As of right now, legal or not, the price of

an emergency charge just tripled to $30.
A public-minded Samaritan might
realize the grid is already reaching its
breaking point, head back to work and
ask for a ride home or to the nearest Zipcar. Naturally, you drive to the fast charger and, in 20 minutes, suck almost as
much electricity into your car as the
average house consumes in a day.
 q
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to bring down grids around the country
simply because of increased demand.
A more realistic threat lies in the

uneven distribution of GEV ownership.
Just as hybrids like the Toyota Prius
tend to show up more commonly in
certain types of neighborhoods, experts
expect a clustering effect for plugin vehicles. Tease apart these demographic pockets and you might ﬁnd a
concentration of liberal, environmentally conscious types, or simply costconscious drivers who live 30 to 40
miles from the nearest city. In some
areas, such as Austin, Texas; Chicago;
and along the West Coast, it’s likely
that multiple GEVs will soon be pulling
into garages on the same street.
Even if you assume that Level 3 fast
chargers will be rare, and that the owners of public chargers will allow utilities to remotely disable or delay charging with load-control signals, the
majority of Level 2 chargers will remain
in the hands of individual GEV owners.
Some will likely agree to load control,
and most will charge during the cheapest, off-peak hours. But some home
chargers will come on at exactly the
wrong time, in all the wrong, highly
clustered places.
At 6 pm, you make it home, and
become part of the problem. There are
reports of transformers going down in
L.A. If the power goes out overnight,
you could be on an even longer fastcharger line tomorrow, assuming it
hasn’t been actively shut down. So you
disable the off-peak charging mode
and start tanking up immediately. And
since the default rate of charge is the
maximum, your home charger is suddenly draining 19 kw of electricity,
almost four times your normal draw.
Within 15 minutes, two other drivers
on your street are doing the same. In
the typical neighborhood, each transformer supplies power to five to 10
houses. And typically, this circuit’s
GEVs draw 3 to 6 kw apiece. Tonight,
it’s not the capacity of the transformer
that matters, anyway. “Transformers
are designed to run up to 50 percent
above capacity for short periods,” says
Philip Gott, director for automotive
consulting at IHS Global Insight, a
Massachusetts-based forecasting ﬁrm.
“As long as you allow a transformer to
cool down at night, it can run like that
for 20, 30 years.” But Gott notes that
too many GEVs charging at night would

mean those transformers
won’t get their off-peak cooldown. Add a heat storm, with
temperatures dropping only
slightly overnight, and the
stage is set for a scattered but signiﬁcant infrastructure meltdown.
 qqnq8q q q

goes dark. Your mobile phone ﬂashes
on—it’s an alert from the garage charger
that the vehicle’s battery has stopped
charging at 81 percent. Across Southern California, in neighborhoods
where GEVs are popular, and in some
urban areas where not a single vehicle
is plugged into the grid, another handful of transformers has blown. There
are plenty of GEV owners whose lights
are still on, customers who agreed to
load-control intervention by their utility. And in Burbank, there’s a pilot program of pure EVs that are actually serving as distributed backup batteries,
pushing power back into the house
and out into the local grid. This is
called vehicle-to-grid charging, or V2G,
and in 2020, it’s still a decade or more
from widespread adoption.

What’s far more common in 2020 is
V2H charging, or vehicle-to-home.
Instead of wheeling a carbonmonoxide-belching generator out into
the backyard for emergency power, GEV
owners can simply draw electricity from
the vehicle’s battery. Provided the home
is wired for backup power, and depending on the size of the home and the
capacity of the battery, V2H charging
could be a seamless backup system for
the entire house, or a direct power
source, via plenty of extension cords,
for speciﬁc air conditioners, refrigerators and other appliances.
Your home is fully V2H-ready, and
with your partially charged EV plugged
into the house, the lights, the fridge and
the a/c are all back on. The news is
reporting blackouts across the state. In
the days and weeks to come, some analysts will claim that electric cars played a
part, however small. Residential chargers and fast-charging stations that

didn’t sign up for load control will be
singled out. The utilities will push even
harder to get customers in line, adjusting electricity rates to further penalize
peak charging and reward off-peak.
The smart grid will be seen as a success and a failure, depending on whom
you ask. On a national level, there’s no
single solution to be gleaned, just as
there’s no single problem that led to
California’s blackouts—GEV adoption
will be different in every state, and each
grid will handle electric vehicles differently. The only clear lesson is that the
transition from liquid fuel to battery
cells has not been as smooth or as painless as promised.
For tonight, as midnight approaches,
and the power rolls on and off across
California, your home is running just
ﬁne. The car’s battery will be wiped out
by morning, but no matter. That’s
what the six-year-old gas guzzler sitting next to it is for.
FC
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Swepon navigates the waters
oﬀ San Diego in
a 33-foot-long
Northwind Marine
boat. e cra carries up to four sea
lions and holding
cages, buckets of
ﬁsh and praice
targets. Away
from base, the
team uses inﬂatable Zodiacs.

When Craig Swepon wants his
athletes to perform, he reaches for a
bucket of herring. As a trainer with the Navy
Marine Mammal Program, Swep on
prepares sea lions for military missions. ey
praice capturing enemy divers with snap-on
shackles and locating unarmed mines,
dropped by pilots during training missions, so
they can be recovered. “e sea lions can dive
several hundred feet and recover a target in
minutes,” he says. “at could take a dive
team a week.” In 2003 he spent three
months on patrol at Mina Salman pier in
Bahrain. “We were the defense again
enemy swimmers—think of sea lions as
underwater guard dogs.” — EMILY MASAMITSU

“SEA LIONS ARE VERY UNPREDICTABLE BY THEIR NATURE, AND IT KEEPS
MY WORK CHALLENGING—I LOVE WORKING WITH MARINE MAMMALS.”
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2.  
A 7-foot aluminum cylinder
simulates live
targets that sea
lions—including
Joe, le—tag on
recovery missions.
It’s outﬁtted with
a dual-frequency
transponder that
emits a 9-kilohertz
audio ping deteable by the animal,
and a 37-kHz ping,
which Swepon
tracks himself.
“We set the
target from 200
to 1000 feet deep
and exercise the
animal a number
of times on it.”
3. 
Sea lions mark the
target by attaching a ainlesseel hook (with
neoprene bite
plate) to a wire
loop on the target’s end.
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4. q 
Navy trainers use
military-exclusive
Defense Advanced
GPS Receivers
to set targets at
precise points.
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5. 
Swepon tracks
his animals’ location with three
devices attached
to the harness: a
45-kHz pinger, an
RF tag and a satellite tag. “e sea
lions rarely ray
from the boat, but
we can aively
track them via
satellite if they get
lo or disoriented,” he says.
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